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Abstract
The widespread digitization of consumers’ daily lives creates a plethora of digital traces of
consumers’ product-related behaviors. These traces have the potential to be turned into
meaningful communicative and observable content by the services that possess them. For
example, Spotify displays what users’ friends are listening to; Hotels.com shows how many
other users are currently viewing a particular hotel; and crowdfunding platform
Gofundme.com exhibits the names of recent backers for a given cause. As such, digitization has
profoundly increased the potential observability of consumers’ product-related behaviors.
Researchers from both the Information Systems and the Marketing disciplines have taken an
interest in investigating the impact of such digitally observable behaviors, and nascent research
has found them to have a significant impact on the choices of those exposed to it. However, this
dissertation demonstrates that the phenomenon is undertheorized and lacks empirical insights
to inform the future design of digital products and services with behavior-based information.
Through a series of five research papers this dissertation seeks to both conceptually and
empirically shed light on this particular type of behavior-based information. The first three
papers derive a new theoretical concept capturing the phenomenon of interest - ‘Electronic
Word of Behavior’ (eWOB) - defined as published accounts of behavior, based on the unobservable
digital traces of consumers’ behaviors. Following a grounded theory-inspired methodology eWOB
is positioned in relation to neighboring concepts of ‘electronic word of mouth’ (eWOM) and
‘social interactions’, and a conceptual framework for eWOB is proposed. The fourth paper,
through an online field experiment with the movie-streaming service Blockbuster, empirically
explores the impact of incorporating behavior-based information (eWOB), as well as opinionbased information (eWOM), into an online service. The findings demonstrate that online
content-based services can benefit from the incorporation of such social information in their
interface. Moreover, the findings suggest that product-related user behaviors can be designed
to look like user endorsements of the product in question, providing marketing value. The fifth
paper empirically explores, how users interpret and act upon behavior-based information
within the music streaming service Spotify. Through an interview design, it is demonstrated
that users ascribe meaning and use-opportunities to eWOB that go beyond providing
information about popularity of content, such as social recognition, relation-building, and
social validation of one’s choices. Further, it is found that eWOB can satisfy the basic

psychological needs of relatedness and competence. Accordingly, implications for design are
offered to guide the future design of eWOB.
This dissertation contributes to the interdisciplinary academic literature surrounding the use of
behavior-based information in products and services. The key contribution is the development
of the theoretical concept of eWOB, which aggregates dispersed literature forming a unified
concept for further exploration and accumulation of knowledge. Secondly, the dissertation
provides empirical insights about the impact, interpretation, and use of behavior-based
information, and derives implications for design. Third, the dissertation contributes with the
development of an IT artefact, the Social Information Integrator Tool (SOCIALIIT), which can
serve academics and practitioners alike in the design, development and evaluation of digital
products and services with social information provisioning. Finally, from a managerial
perspective, this dissertation seeks to provide guidance for the merging of digital product
design and marketing through the use of eWOB.

Dansk resumé
Den udbredte digitalisering af forbrugeres dagligdag efterlader en overflod af digitale spor af
forbrugeres adfærd. Disse spor kan blive omdannet til meningsfuld kommunikation og gjort til
observerbart indhold af de tjenester, som besidder disse data. Spotify viser for eksempel deres
brugere, hvad deres venner lytter til; Hotels.com viser hvor mange andre brugere, der lige nu
ser på et specifikt hotel; og crowdfunding platformen Gofund.me viser navnene på dem, som
for nylig har støttet et givent projekt. På den måde har de seneste års digitalisering kraftigt øget
den potentielle observerbarhed af forbrugeres produkt-relaterede adfærd. Forskere fra
disciplinerne Information Systems og Marketing har vist interesse i at udforske, hvilken effekt
denne observerbare digitale adfærdsbaserede information har på dem, som bliver eksponeret
for informationen. Her er det blevet påvist, at adfærdsbaseret information har en signifikant
effekt på de valg, som forbrugerne efterfølgende foretager. Denne afhandling påviser dog, at
fænomenet er ringe teoretiseret og mangler empiriske indsigter til at lede fremtidigt design af
produkter og tjenester med brug af adfærdsbaseret information.
Gennem en serie af fem forskningsartikler søger denne afhandling - konceptuelt såvel som
empirisk - at kaste lys på denne særlige type adfærdsbaserede information. De første tre
artikler søger at udlede et nyt teoretisk begreb til at omkranse fænomenet, nemlig Electronic
Word of Behavior’ (eWOB) defineret som fremvist adfærd, baseret på de ikke-observérbare digitale
spor af forbrugeres adfærd. Gennem en grounded theory-inspireret proces positioneres eWOB i
relation til de nært beslægtede begreber ’electronic word of mouth’ (eWOM) og ‘social
interactions’ og en konceptuel ramme for eWOB udvikles. Den fjerde artikel udforsker gennem
et online eksperiment med film streaming-tjenesten Blockbuster, effekten af at inkorporere
adfærdsbaseret information (eWOB) og holdningsbaseret information (eWOM) i en online
tjeneste. Resultaterne demonstrerer at indholdsbaserede online tjenester med fordel kan
inkorporere disse typer social information i deres brugerflade. Ydermere indikerer resultaterne,
at adfærdsbaseret information kan designes til at repræsentere anbefalinger. Den femte artikel
udforsker, gennem et interview-studie, hvordan brugerne fortolker og agerer på
adfærdsbaseret information i musik streaming-tjenesten Spotify. Resultaterne demonstrerer, at
brugerne tilskriver eWOB mening og muligheder for brug, som rækker langt ud over at tilbyde
information om indholdets popularitet, eksempelvis social anerkendelse, stimulering af
relationer og social validering af ens egne valg. Ydermere viser resultaterne, at eWOB kan

stimulere de basale psykologiske behov for at føle sig socialt forbundet og kompetent. På den
baggrund udledes der et sæt implikationer for design, som har til formål at guide fremtidigt
design af eWOB.
Denne afhandling bidrager til den interdisciplinære akademiske litteratur om brugen af
adfærdsbaseret information i produkter og tjenester. Nøglekontributionen er udviklingen af
det teoretiske koncept eWOB, som samler spredt litteratur og former et samlende begreb for
den videre udforskning af emnet og akkumulering af viden. Dernæst tilbyder afhandlingen
empiriske indsigter om effekten, fortolkningen og brugen af adfærdsbaseret information, som
leder til implikationer for design. Ydermere bidrager afhandlingen med udviklingen af en ITartefakt, Social Information Integrator Tool (SOCIALIIT), som kan anvendes af både forskere
og praktikere til design, udvikling og evaluering af digitale produkter og tjenester med social
information. Endelig bidrager afhandlingen, set fra et praktisk ledelsesmæssigt perspektiv,
med vejledende indsigter for, hvordan produkt design og marketing kan smelte sammen
gennem brugen af eWOB.
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Introduction
“By drawing on conceptions of behavior portrayed in words and images, observers can transcend the
boundaries of their immediate environment” (Bandura, 1986, p. 47)
“Further developments in communication technology will enable people to observe on request almost
any desired activity at any time on computer-linked television consoles" (ibid, p. 70)

***
The above was written by psychologist Albert Bandura over 30 years ago in the mid-1980s. It is
truly remarkable how precise Bandura was in foreseeing the future. In the current digital
landscape of the 2010s individuals can access real-time digital information about which music
their friends listen to, where their friends are and what they are doing, and how many other
users have purchased a specific product. The underlying enabler of this is digitization of
products and services. Digitization allows a broad range of behaviors, which until recently had
low natural observability, to potentially be shared among peers and other users in the digital
sphere (Kane, Alavi, Labianca, & Borgatti, 2014; Libai et al., 2010). Drawing on music streaming
as an example, Spotify users can not only see which playlists their friends have in their
collection (emulating the physical CD rack), but also information about which songs they
listened to recently or frequently. Consequently, digitization enables not only a broader
observability of user behaviors than the offline world does, but also for much more granular
information to be disclosed and observed.
Given that it is widely accepted that humans can influence each other by means of behavior, for
designers of information systems, as well as marketers, this increased observability of user
behaviors is intriguing and important (Bandura, 1986; Cialdini, 2001). This process has been
conceptualized as ‘observational learning’ and is a form of social influence (Bandura, 1986).
Following this logic, it is not surprising that several empirical studies have documented a
positive impact from the use of behavior-based information in product design in terms of
influencing the choices and actions of those exposed to that information (Y. Chen, Wang, & Xie,
2011). This digital trace data is data which is naturally occurring, generated by individuals’
purchase or product usage behavior, and thus represents a rich stream of cost-efficient data
with potential for marketing-type of purposes (Aral & Walker, 2011).

1

1.1 Problem motivation
While scholars have begun empirical enquiry into behavior-based information, and its use in
the design of digital products and services, evident from a review of extant literature (cf.
Chapter 2) is that the topic of technology-enabled behavior-based information suffers from
both a lack of theorization, and a gap in terms of empirical findings to guide design decisions.
Firstly, little attention has been allocated to the conceptual aspects of behavior-based
information. The few exceptions that do exist have positioned behavior-based information in
the context of ‘social interactions’ (Godes et al., 2005), ‘online social interactions’ (Thies, Wessel,
& Benlian, 2016), or ‘customer-to-customer Interactions’ (Libai et al., 2010) 1. Social interactions
take one of two forms: Opinion-based and behavior-based, where the former is consistently
referred to as word of mouth (WOM) or electronic word of mouth (eWOM). This concept
generally describes instances of consumer opinions shared online, such as reviews. However,
while there is rich literature about the concept of eWOM (its definition, types, the dynamics of
its impact, and the like) such conceptual aspects of behavior-based information have not been
systematically investigated. This absence is surprising given the increased observability of
consumer behaviors brought about by digitization, and the extant empirical research which
demonstrates the potential of consumer behavior to impact observers’ subsequent choices. The
consequence is that knowledge is scattered, empirical results are difficult to compare, the
terminology is diverse, and important elements and processes of this empirical phenomenon
have thus far been neglected. Building on Gregor's (2006) view of theory, lack of common
ground hinders the accumulation of knowledge at the expense of both scholars and
practitioners.
Secondly, the majority of extant empirical findings focus on demonstrating the impact of
behavior-based information through aggregated information from unknown users. Little
research has been done at the individual-specific level, and in particular about behavior-based
information about acquaintances and friends, and the subsequent impacts when this is
incorporated into products and services.
Finally, extant research has primarily taken a business-perspective on behavior-based
information in products and services, assuming its function as guidance for users in a cluttered

1

To simplify, I refer to these almost identical concepts as ‘social interactions’

2

digital world through a provision of subtle cues about the behaviors of other users. However,
these a priori assumptions of researchers may not represent the reality of the user (Freelon,
2014). Given the rich literature on the multifaceted meanings and roles of consumption and
consumers’ product-related behaviors (Belk, 1988; Lehdonvirta, 2009; McCracken, 1990) there is
reason to believe that the observation of other users’ behaviors might also convey meaning
beyond the informational level and facilitate usage beyond that of providing guidance to
popular content and products. Accordingly, and following a recent call for more research into
the user-interpretation of these observable digital traces of consumer behavior (Freelon, 2014),
this dissertation seeks to also uncover the user-perspective of behavior-based information in
products and services.

1.2 Research questions
Based on the above, this dissertation aims to answer the following overall research question:
How can the digitization-driven increased observability of consumers’ behaviors be conceptualized, and
how can such behavior-based information be used strategically as a persuasive element in the design of
digital products and services?
This overall research question is further broken down into three sub research questions:
RQ 1: What are the current practices of digital products and services in terms of transforming behaviorbased digital traces into communicative content, and how can this empirical phenomenon be
conceptualized and theoretically understood?
RQ 2: How does the integration of friend-specific behavior-based and opinion-based information impact
potential users’ attitude towards an online content-based service and their intentions to use it?
RQ3: How is behavior-based information interpreted and acted upon by users of an online content-based
service?
I address these research questions through a mixed-methods approach involving grounded
theory-inspired theory development, an online field experiment, and means-and-chain analysis
of semi-structured interviews. The outcome is a) the development of the interdisciplinary
notion of ‘Electronic Word of Behavior’ defined as published accounts of behavior, based on the
3

unobservable digital traces of consumers’ behaviors and a conceptual framework that outlines its
main components and processes to direct further research and managerial efforts b) empirical
insights from both a business and a user perspective, leading to a set of design implications,
and finally c) the development of an artefact, the Social Information Integrator Tool
(SOCIALIIT), that enables seamless infusion of social information into a given digital service.

1.3 Positioning the research & its contributions
The overall aim and contribution of this PhD project is to introduce a new theoretical concept:
Electronic Word of Behavior (eWOB). Attempting to make a theoretical contribution is a
daunting task, however essential for academic researchers as theory development can be
considered the distinguishing factor between academics and practitioners (Gregor, 2006).
Theory development is not an exercise in ‘theory for the sake of more theory’, however is
justified in cases where little (or nothing) is known about a certain, relevant phenomenon
(Gregor, 2006). If no proper theoretical concept exists to capture a relevant phenomenon,
research becomes scattered, and it is difficult to accumulate knowledge and advance our
understanding of critical phenomena. Thus at its essence, theory is necessary for the
accumulation of knowledge (Gregor, 2006; King, Racherla, & Bush, 2014). In the absence of
accumulated academic knowledge, practitioners are left without guidance to approach and
work strategically with relevant phenomena. Accordingly, in this research I seek to bring
together scattered domains and emerging digital phenomena and introduce what in Gregor's
(2006) terminology can be called a theory for analyzing, namely the concept of eWOB.

1.3.1 Disciplinary positioning
This dissertation seeks to conceptualize and understand an emerging socio-technical
phenomenon. It is not solely about the technology aspects that enables a new type of behaviorbased digital information. Nor is it solely about the users of a given technology, and the social
interactions which are facilitated. Rather, it is about how this new type of information comes
into existence, how it affects users and how they interpret and make use of it, and how this
knowledge can in-turn be leveraged to design more persuasive digital products and services.
Such socio-technical interplay has long been recognized by scholars as an underpinning
element of the Information Systems (IS) discipline (Bygstad, Munkvold, & Volkoff, 2016). The
socio-technical element has been described as one of the IS discipline’s core properties (Sarker,
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Chatterjee, & Xiao, 2013), and that research within this discipline must consider both the
technical as well as the human aspects, and in particular the interplay between them (Beath,
Berente, Gallivan, & Lyytinen, 2013; Bostrom, Gupta, & Thomas, 2009; Hanseth, Aanestad, &
Berg, 2004). Based on the domain of this dissertation, situated in the interplay between human
and technical, it is reasonable to ground this research in the IS discipline. This raises a further
question of where in this discipline is this work situated. As illustrated in Figure 1, various
attempts have been made to categorize IS research. Abbasi, Sarker, Chiang, & Lindner (2016)
provides a classification consisting of three dominant IS research traditions: the behavioral
science, design science, and finally economics of IS. In the light of this classification scheme, I
argue that this dissertation contributes to both the behavioral and design traditions of IS
research. It contributes to the behavioral tradition through its core pursuit of understanding
behaviors and behavioral phenomena - their nature, the digital disclosure of them, and
concurrently their impact on those who observe others performing them. It contributes to the
design science tradition of IS with a) the development of a concrete artefact, the SOCIAIIT, that
can be used for further testing of design configurations (Paper 4) and b) by providing
conceptual (Paper 1-3) as well as empirical (Paper 4-5) insights that lead to a set of design
implications and thus inform the future practice of designing eWOB elements.

Behavioral
science

Design
science

Economics
of IS

“The three dominant IS research traditions”
Humancomputer
systems design

Decision
support &
design science

The value of
information

IS organization
& strategy

Economics of IS
& technology

“The five research streams of IS”

Figure 1. Situating the PhD within Information Systems. Based on Abbasi, Sarker, Chiang, & Lindner (2016) and Banker &
Kauffman (2004)

Banker and Kauffman (2004) provide a partially overlapping alternative classification of IS
research into “five research streams of IS”: 1) human-computer systems design 2) decision
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support and design science 3) the value of information 4) IS organization & strategy and 5)
economics of information systems and technology. In this classification scheme I argue that this
dissertation mainly contributes to the human-computer systems design and the design science
research streams. Specifically, the focus of this research will be on how the infusion of
behavior-based social information into digital products affects users and how those users
interpret and interact with this information. This resonates with the characterization of the
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) domain as consisting of two main components: humans
and technology (P. Zhang & Galletta, 2006). The HCI domain is, however, recognized to consist
of many schools of thought departing from different academic disciplines, such as psychology,
computer science and IS (Grudin, 2006a). According to Zhang and Galletta (2006), the IS
perspective on HCI distinguishes itself through a focus on business application and an aim of
achieving organizational effectiveness, whereas researchers departing from the psychology and
computer science disciplines have been more concerned with the experience of hands-on usage
of IT (Grudin, 2006a). However, with the advent of discretionary IT use and the breakthrough
of e-Commerce, the aspects of design and marketing have become increasingly important for
HCI, exemplified by the topic of how to create sticky website experiences (Grudin, 2006b,
2012). Accordingly, this dissertation’s confluence, between understanding the users’
interactions with a specific kind of digital information (behavior-based information), and its
implications for the future design of digital products and services is positioned in this
intersection between the managerial (IS) perspective of HCI and the user-centric perspective of
HCI.

1.3.2 Interdisciplinary positioning
No research discipline exists as an island; the IS discipline is broad and hosts many topics that
touch borders with other disciplines, such as computer science, psychology, and marketing. In
this specific case, there is a strong link to the Marketing discipline. Thus, while I argue that the
main contribution lies within the discipline of IS, the findings also make a significant
contribution to the Marketing discipline, principally the eWOM literature. Specifically, the
conceptual development of eWOB and its accompanying framework provides conceptual
clarification of a phenomenon strongly related to eWOM; a concept that originates from the
Marketing discipline but is situated within the IS literature as well. As such, this research offers
a complementary view on how companies can leverage peer-to-peer influence as well as a
framework to clearly distinguish eWOM from eWOB. Moreover, I seek to bridge the gap
between the IS and Marketing literatures as well as their respective practitioners. While the
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design of IT artefacts and interfaces has traditionally belonged to IS and computer science (in
academia) and product managers and engineers (in industry), marketing communications
(both academia and industry) has been concerned with attracting consumers to buy and use
products and services. In the digital era, these two tasks become more tightly intertwined.
eWOB is one example of a mechanism that both serves as a marketing communications vehicle,
providing social proof for potential customers and engaging and retaining existing customers,
while being dependent on IT product design. It is therefore pivotal that these two disciplines,
and their relevant practitioners and academics, begin a dialogue, guiding their future efforts
and recognizing that marketing communications can be embedded in the product design, and
product design can be a marketing communications vehicle.

1.3.3 Thematic positioning
I have previously illustrated how this PhD dissertation is situated within the IS discipline and
how it relates to the Marketing discipline. However, each academic discipline is made up of
hundreds, if not thousands, of thematic threads that are often interwoven with neighboring
disciplines. These threads – or streams of research – are often the answer to the question of
which community you want to contribute to, and the related question of by whom you want
your work to be read and to spark discussions. In this case, I position my work in the
interdisciplinary intersection between IS and Marketing, and more specifically, the thematic
intersection between research on a) the impact of behavior-based information b) eWOM and c)
social design. Figure 2 illustrates this thematic intersection found in the disciplinary
intersection between IS and Marketing.
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Persuasive systems design

eWOM

e-Commerce

Impact of behaviors
Information Systems
Marketing

Social design

= primary contribution
Social contagion

Figure 2. Thematic positioning of the research and its contributions

I primarily seek to contribute to the emerging research field concerned with assessing the
impact of behavior-based information when incorporated into digital products and services.
Here, I seek to bring conceptual clarity as well as empirical insights that guide the future
design of eWOB elements. Scholars in this field depart from varied thematic positions; some
from the well-established theme of eWOM (Chen, Wang, & Xie 2011), and others from the
emerging theme of social design (Bapna & Umyarov 2015). I argue that even scholars within
eWOM and social design that do not specifically address the theme of behavior-based
information will benefit from the insights provided by this PhD dissertation. Finally, as can be
seen from Figure 2, these central themes are then further related to other research themes for
which the findings are relevant. Those themes are the design of e-commerce platforms, as
eWOB can be – and is - used in e-commerce (Thies, Wessel, & Benlian 2016), social contagion,
as eWOB can spark social contagion (Aral & Walker 2011), and finally persuasive systems
design as eWOB can be used strategically as a design element that provides social support
(Fogg, 2003; Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 2009).

1.4 Overview of the papers
This dissertation is article-based, beyond the cover chapter it consists of five articles: two
published conference papers, one published journal article, one journal article under review
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(invited for second round), and one unpublished article to be submitted later this year. Table 1
provides an overview of the papers. The purpose of this cover chapter is to synthesize the
findings from the individual papers, providing the common thread, as well as complementary
insight where needed.
Table 1. Overview of enclosed papers
Paper no.
1

2
3
4

5

Authors & Title
Kunst & Vatrapu (2014).Towards a Theory of Socially Shared
Consumption: Literature Review, Taxonomy, and Research
Agenda
Kunst (2015). Electronic Word of Behavior: The Mediating Role
of Social Media in Disclosing Otherwise Non-Observable
Product-related Behavior
Katrine Kunst & Vatrapu (2018) Understanding Electronic Word
of Behavior: Conceptualization of the Observable Digital Traces
of Consumers’ Behaviors
Kunst, Vatrapu & Hussain (n/d). Exploring Social Product Design:
A Field Experiment on the Effect of Infusing Social Information
into a Movie Streaming Service

Kunst, Ringberg & Vatrapu (n/d). On the Behaviors of Others

Outlet
In Proceedings of the 22nd European
Conference on Information Systems (ECIS)
2014
In Proceedings of the 44th Annual Conference
of the European Marketing Academy (EMAC)
2015
Published online. Will feature in the
‘Digitization of the Individual’ forthcoming
special issue of Electronic Markets
Submitted October 5, 2017 to Behaviour &
Information Technology. Reviews received
(revise & resubmit) on June 13th 2018.
(enclosed version is an updated version that
take into account some of the reviewers’
comments)
Outlet TBD

The reader should note that Paper 3 is a more mature and extended version of Paper 1 and 2.
However, in order to provide deeper insights into the conceptual development process I have
chosen to include these two papers, although overlaps should be expected. Further, the
inclusion of Paper 2 satisfies the requirement to enclose a sole-authored paper. In the following
I will outline how the papers interrelate with one another and how they pertain to the research
questions. As can be seen from Figure 3, the center of this dissertation is the design of eWOB
elements. All three of the dissertation’s building blocks, the conceptual understanding of the
phenomenon and the two empirical studies, contribute to the creation of a foundation of
knowledge from which mindful eWOB design can depart. With mindful I refer to design that
takes into account both the business goals and the user needs.
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BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE
RQ 2

Paper 4
(empirical: online experiment)

D
E
S
I
G
N

USER PERSPECTIVE
RQ 3

Paper 5
(empirical: interview study)

PHENOMENON
RQ 1

Paper 1, 2, 3
(mainly theoretical)

Figure 3. Building blocks of the dissertation

Paper 1-3 forms the foundation of the dissertation. It is through this series of papers that the
concept of eWOB evolves and matures. Together these papers create an overview of the
concept, its main components and processes, and the design space.
In Paper 1 a review of literature related to users’ sharing of consumption experiences through
social media was performed. This led to the development of a taxonomy of ‘socially shared
consumption’, which can be considered a predecessor of eWOB, in the sense that this concept
also included users’ active sharing of consumption experiences, and in that it focused solely on
sharing through social media.
In Paper 2, the concept of eWOB was conceived, and the prior use of ‘consumption’ as a central
construct was narrowed down to product-related behaviors, which led to the theoretical
anchoring in observational learning theory. Also, a separation between opinions (eWOM) and
behaviors (eWOB) was introduced, and a brief review of how the two concepts differ was
performed. Finally, a matrix framework outlining further avenues of research for these two
concepts was developed.
In Paper 3, the findings from Paper 2 were further distilled. Through a literature review of
eWOM and constant comparison with the literature’s empirical examples of behavior-based
information in products and services, eWOB was narrowed to solely concern digital traces of
behavior. This constructed a clearer line between eWOM and eWOB, firmly placing eWOB as a
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digitization-driven phenomenon, which is entirely dependent on product design, but which is
not confined to sharing on social media. With departure in an existing conceptual framework
of the impact of eWOM, a conceptual framework was developed outlining the unique
characteristics of eWOB, as well as three design dimensions to be considered when designing
for eWOB.
Paper 4 quantitatively demonstrates the possible business value of infusing information about
users’ behaviors (eWOB) as well as opinions (eWOM) (together referred to as ‘social
information’) in the interface of a digital content-based service. Specifically, the type of
information investigated was at the friend-specific level, utilizing access to Facebook friends
lists through an app built on the Facebook API for this purpose. Additionally, the study
compares various types of social information (behavior-based versus opinion-based) and
various ways these can be presented, such as from few versus many friends, and from random
versus influential friends. Paper 4 thus sheds light on the business rationale for designing for
eWOB at the friend-specific level, and empirically assesses different design dimensions.
Finally, following Freelon's (2014) call for more research into the user interpretation of digital
trace data, Paper 5 takes the user perspective to ensure that the design of eWOB elements are
done in a manner that satisfies user needs and addresses user concerns. Through a qualitative
study among users of the music streaming service Spotify it is uncovered how behavior-based
information is interpreted and acted upon by users, and which basic psychological needs it
satisfies as well as thwarts. These insights are used to derive design implications and avenues
for future research.

1.5 The industry context: TDC Group
Despite the sound theoretical rationale for conducting this PhD research it should not be
underplayed that this dissertation is simultaneously motivated and shaped by my affiliation
with TDC Group during the years 2009-2018. In 2012 TDC Group generously decided to cofund my PhD project, which was formally accepted by the Danish Industrial PhD program in
early 2013, and I subsequently started the project in April 2013. It was while working at TDC
Group, as head of the social media & digital marketing department, that the first ideas for this
project were conceived. Here, my colleagues and I had experienced first-hand the challenges
associated with incorporating social information into the products. Seen from a marketing
perspective it was frustrating to see Spotify – a then brand-new music streaming service –
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surpassing our own incumbent free music streaming service TDC Play within just a few
months. We suspected that the highly social nature of Spotify had a decisive role in the fast
diffusion of it. Spotify had made the radical decision to force users to sign up with their
Facebook account, automatically posting their usage behaviors to users’ timelines, displayed in
the so-called ‘ticker’ of Facebook (a right-hand side activity bar). In effect, they had turned all
of their users into marketers of the service through the display of their behavior. From the
perspective of the TDC product management team, it must have been frustrating to have the
marketing team on their back, trying to convince them of the virtues of incorporating such
marketing-type mechanics into ‘their’ product. It interfered with their conceptions of a winning
music streaming service, including a wide music selection, good sound quality, stable
performance, and free access for all existing customers in TDC Group.
However, as good as their product was, it neglected that at a basic level, as Aristotle said, “man
is by nature a social animal” (Aristotle, 2000). Furthermore, humans tend to seek social proof in
their surroundings to minimize their own risk when making choices (Cialdini, 2001). This
tendency to herd is a well-known phenomenon, which has been both theoretically
(Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, & Welch, 1998) as well as empirically examined (Huang & Chen,
2006; Liu, Brass, Lu, & Chen, 2015; Salganik & Watts, 2008). Suddenly, the competitive game
was no longer only about a novel and well-functioning product, it was now also a matter of
marketing the product through the behaviors of the users and their social networks, somewhat
akin to the relational view of the firm (Dyer & Singh, 1998).
Moreover, I was curious about this new type of sharing one’s product-related behaviors in
highly automated ways. Suddenly, people were communicating with their peers, both
intentionally and unintentionally, not only what they liked but what they were actually doing:
what music they were listening to, which restaurants they had just visited, and which
newspaper article they were reading. All of this behavior-sharing was done in highly
automated manners, raising the question of who the sender actually was and what weight such
communicative elements carried among the recipients. Should they be regarded as actual
recommendations? And did consumers even have the competencies to decipher what such
behavioral elements meant? Those were some of the curiosities that inspired this PhD project.
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1.6 Outline of the dissertation
The remainder of this cover chapter is structured as follows: In Chapter 2 I introduce the
relevant literatures, the research gap is identified, and the theoretical foundations of this
research are presented. In Chapter 3 I provide an overview of the research design and methods
applied. In Chapter 4 the findings of the five research papers are synthesized. In Chapter 5
these findings are discussed, and the limitations and wider implications of this research are
addressed, as well as areas for future research. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes and summarizes
this dissertation’s contributions to theory and practice.

2 Literature review & theoretical foundations
In this chapter I provide the conceptual foundation for my PhD dissertation. I start out by
elaborating on the phenomenology of the key concept of ‘behaviors’ and its relevance in the
current digital landscape. I then provide a review of extant literature about the use of behaviorbased information in products and services and identify knowledge gaps and the consequences
hereof. Finally, I introduce the reader to the central theories of this dissertation, of
observational learning theory and self-determination theory.

2.1 On behaviors
Given that this dissertation surrounds behavior-based information it is essential to elaborate
the concept of ‘behavior’ and clarify what is meant in the context of this research, as well as
expand on how digitization has significantly changed the observability of behaviors.

2.1.1 Behaviors & intent
The Merriam-Webster Dictionary provides two classes of definitions, one where behavior
concerns conducting oneself, and one where behavior is described as an action or set of actions.
Drawing on the latter, the Merriam-Webster Dictionary details behavior as “anything that an
organism does involving action and response to stimulation” and “the response of an
individual, group, or species to its environment”. While these definitions contain the word
‘action’ in various forms, some scholars have tried to separate the concepts of ‘behavior’ and
‘action’, arguing that behaviors are physical movements without knowing the intention or the
social context of the behavior, whereas actions are behaviors with intention (Collins & Kusch,
1999). For example, the movement of a hand with a pencil above a piece of paper is a behavior.
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But that behavior could have multiple intentions and thus could represent multiple actions,
signing a contract for a new job, writing notes, or just drawing. Only once we know the
intention behind the behavior does it becomes an action. Although this distinction does bear
some renewed relevance in light of digitization, an observation I will later elaborate, scholars
generally use the concept of behavior and action interchangeably as they prove difficult to
disentangle (e.g. Bandura, 1986; Cheung, Xiao, & Liu, 2014; Zimbardo & Leippe, 1991). It is rare
that we truly know the intention behind any given action; in the example above, one can peel
off several layers of intention. For example, signing a new contract could be the result of
getting laid-off and having to take a new job. Or it could be the result of an extensive pursuit of
achieving the right work-life balance resulting in signing a part-time contract. Thus, in this
dissertation I will not make the strict distinction between knowing the intention behind a
behavior or not. Behaviors are about humans doing something - whether observers know to
some degree the intention behind that something or not.

2.1.2 Digitization of behaviors
Following up on the distinction made by Collins and Kusch (1999), I will argue that digitization
of products and services has enabled a much more widespread observability of so-called pure
behaviors; that is behaviors whose context and/or intention are unknown to the observer. For
example, on the electronic library website of the Association for Information Systems (AIS) one
is presented with a world map which dynamically shows the recent downloads of academic
papers from the library, illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Behavior-based information in the AIS Library: dynamic display of article downloads
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Pins pop up from all over the world, accompanied by information about which specific paper
has been downloaded by a given user in a specific city and country. This is an illustration of the
pure behaviors of AIS Library users. It does not tell an observer for which purpose a specific
paper was downloaded. Was it the authors themselves who wanted to check out their first
journal publication? Or was it downloaded for a literature review? Similarly, when users of
music streaming service Spotify are presented with information about which music their
friends are listening to, as illustrated in Figure 5, observers are not told whether the music was
used to throw a wild party, for creating a relaxed dinner party atmosphere, or to create whitenoise while working in an open office.

Figure 5. Behavior-based information in Spotify: display of friends’ listening activity

These are both examples of pure behaviors, which have very limited natural observability. For
instance, it is unlikely a colleague is present and attentive at the exact moment someone
downloads a paper from the AIS Library, and even less likely that this behavior is observed at
all. And while downloading a paper might be mentioned to colleagues whilst eating lunch, it is
unlikely that anyone would provide an account of the behavior itself, telling the crowd “the
other day I clicked and downloaded this paper”. Most people would simply find this too
mundane to actively share and would rather give their assessment or summary of the paper
itself. In the light of these examples it becomes evident how technology has facilitated the
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digital and broad disclosure of pure behaviors that in an offline context would have limited
observability. Beyond the increase in observability of pure behavior enabled by digitization, we
also see an increase in the ability to observe behavioral intention. Behavioral intention is the
intent to make a certain action (e.g. I am planning to buy product X) compared to actual
behavior (e.g. I have bought product X) (Zimbardo & Leippe, 1991). With the exception of
children who write elaborate wish lists for Christmas and birthdays, most people do not
actively inform their peers which behavioral intentions they have in regard to the consumption
of products and services. Digitization however, prompts the creation of wish lists, such as
books to read on Goodreads, accommodations to stay at on Airbnb, and goods to purchase on
Amazon. They might be created for one’s own utility, but once digitalized they can, and often
are, disclosed to other users.
In summary, in this dissertation I do not attempt to draw a line between behaviors with and
without known intention, nor do I isolate myself to only treating one of these types of behavior.
I do however acknowledge that digitization has facilitated a much broader disclosure of
behaviors (actual and planned) without knowing the context/intention of the person from
whom the behavior originated. This represents a new type of information created in the
interplay between technology and human behavior, which is an important part of my scientific
motivation to carry out this research.

2.1.3 The importance of behaviors in a digital world
Consumers today are faced with increasing amounts of information about products and
services (Godes et al., 2005; Sasaki, Becker, Janssen, & Neel, 2011). Beyond the burgeoning
availability of products, enabled by the virtually unlimited shelf space of online retailers
(Wenjing Duan, Gu, & Whinston, 2009) the number of attributes and specifications about
products has also seen a sharp increase (Godes et al., 2005). Adding to the information
overload, it can be difficult to ascertain product quality before purchase in many e-commerce
situations (Thies et al., 2016). Given the information overload and asymmetry, consumers often
turn to the advice or actions taken by social others for guidance in product-related decisions
(Wenjing Duan et al., 2009; Godes et al., 2005; Sasaki et al., 2011; Thies et al., 2016). Collectively,
the opinions and the actions of social others can be referred to as ‘social interactions’. Social
interactions encompass the many different ways information (typically product or companyrelated) can flow between consumers, and which carry the potential to influence the purchase
or usage decisions of the receiver of that information (Libai et al., 2010). Social interactions can
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take two overall forms representing ways consumers can influence each other: opinion-based
social interactions, unanimously referred to as WOM or eWOM depending on an offline or
online setting respectively, or behavior-based social interactions (Y. Chen et al., 2011; Cheung
et al., 2014; Libai et al., 2010; Thies et al., 2016).
In extant literature eWOM in its many forms has been recognized as extremely influential on
product-related decisions (Zhou & Duan, 2016). However a major challenge still remains,
generating eWOM requires effort and consumers have limited time for expressing their
opinions online, resulting in a significant underreporting (King et al., 2014). In general, most
people will review or rate only a fraction of the products they interact with. On the contrary,
pure behaviors are plentiful. Most digital services log and archive massive amounts of data on
users’ behaviors. These digital traces of behavior can then be turned into meaningful
communicative cues by the particular service without any additional effort required by users.
As such, digitization has vastly increased the observability of behaviors (Liu et al., 2015), in
effect turning mere behaviors into accountable social actions that are observable and reportable
(Garfinkel, 1967) and which can act as social cues in consumer decisions regarding products
and services.

2.2 Behaviors in product design: literature review
Observable behaviors and their impact on others is far from a new research topic. It has been
extensively studied in offline contexts, from both theoretical and empirical perspectives and by
various academic disciplines. For example, economists have argued that individuals tend to
disregard their own private signals, both prior knowledge and/or intuition, when exposed to
opposing choices made by as little as two other people (Bikhchandani et al., 1998). Elaborate
experiments have been performed by psychologists, such as the ‘sky-watching experiment’ by
Milgram, Bickman, and Berkowitz (1969), showing that people are greatly influenced by
observing the mere behaviors of others. Driven by the challenges and possibilities originating
from digitization, in recent years scholars have shown a renewed interest in making user
behaviors easily observable within products and services and uncovering the impact hereof.
The following sections will review this literature and provide an overview of the type of
empirical studies performed, distill their findings, and finally demonstrate the current
conceptualization of behavior-based information.
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2.2.1 Overview of findings in extant literature
The articles reviewed in the following sections are not positioned neatly in a well-defined body
of literature. Rather, they share the common theme of behavior-based information being
incorporated into products and services, while the research itself represents different
approaches and are based in varied fields of literature. This review brings together these
scattered literatures, identifying the common thread, the current state of knowledge as well as
its gaps.
The nature of this dissertation’s primary aim – to theorize an emerging and ill-defined
phenomenon - made it impossible, as well as less relevant, to perform one systematic literature
review that narrowly identifies the current state of research in the field. Rather, the review that
follows in this section is the result of several rounds of literature reviews over the course of
producing this PhD. The main elements in this process were:
1) Quasi-systematic review of consumption experiences shared in active as well as passive
manners in social media contexts (early stage of project). The search was rather broad
and spanned across several disciplines and levels of academic outlets.
2) Systematic review of eWOM literature in leading IS, marketing, and e-commerce
journals for the years 2014-17. This was done for Paper 3 with the aim of uncovering
current conceptual understandings of eWOM and, where possible, how eWOM and
eWOB compare. In the course of this search, a few papers were found which directly
seek to compare eWOM with behavior-based information (eWOB). Those articles have
been included in the following synthesis of literature.
3) Use of seminal articles as basis for back- and forward tracking.
The different phases of the literature search process reflect how the conceptual understanding
of the phenomenon of interest matured over time. In the early phases, for example, the main
interest was behaviors (actively and passively) shared in social media contexts. As the concept
developed, the requirement of social media context was no longer relevant. In that sense, the
original pool of literature was broadened up. However, the relevant literature was narrowed
down in other areas, e.g. from including both the active and passive sharing of “consumption
experiences” to in the end being focused on the more passive types of behavior disclosure
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(digital traces of behaviors being disclosed). The result is a pool of literature that I do not claim
is an exhaustive collection of literature about the use of behavior-based information in products
and services, but which can be viewed as a foundation for further exploration of this theme.
Table 2 provides an overview of the prominent research identified throughout this project and
the associated findings.
Table 2. Overview of current literature about behavior-based information
PAPER

OUTLET

TYPE OF
STUDY

EMPIRICAL
CONTEXT

TYPE OF BEHAVIOR

FINDINGS

Salganik & Social
Watts
Psychology
(2008)
Quarterly

Aggregated no. of
Online
Significant positive impact of behaviors on
Experiment
previous downloads
experime
music downloads; even for songs whose
music website for a song - disclosed
nt
download count had been manipulated high.
on the website

Duan, Gu
&
MIS Quarterly
Whinston
(2009)

Panel
data
analysis

Aral &
Walker
(2011)

Facebook friends’
Online
achievements in
experime Online gaming online game
nt
automatically posted
to Facebook.

Management
Science

CNET
(software)

Aggregated no. of
prior downloads for a
piece of software disclosed on CNET.

Significant positive impact of behaviors on
software downloads, whereas ratings
(opinions) only has impact on less popular
products.
Modest, but significant, positive impact of
behavior disclosure on game adoption.
Behaviors are overall more impactful than
WOM-style messages because of the high
volume and minimal manual effort required

Chen,
Journal of
Wang &
Marketing
Xie (2011) Research

Online
Digital
experime cameras on
nt
Amazon

Sales rank (based on
aggregated no. of
previous purchases –
disclosed on Amazon

Significant positive impact of behaviors on
sales. However, if the number of prior
purchases is low, the disclosure hereof has
neither positive nor negative impact.

Tucker &
Zhang
(2011)

Yellow PagesOnline
style website
experime
for wedding
nt
services

Aggregated no. of link
clicks per vendor –
disclosed on the
website.

Significant positive impact of behavior
disclosure on website traffic. Narrow-appeal
vendors gain more website traffic from
disclosure of behaviors than do broad-appeal.

Bond et al.
Nature
(2012)

Online
experime Voting
nt

(Self-reported) votingbehavior in US
election posted to
voters’ Facebook
pages

Modest but significant positive impact of
behaviors on friends’ and friends of friends’
actual voting behavior and information
seeking. Impact largest among close ties.

Cheung,
Decision
Xiao & Lui Support
(2014)
Systems

Panel
data
analysis

Prior purchases of
beauty products disclosed on users’
profile pages.

Significant positive impact of behaviors in
terms of influencing purchase decisions.
Behaviors are found more impactful than
eWOM (opinions)

Bapna &
Umyarov
(2015)

Management
Science

Users’ status as
Online
Significant positive impact of behaviors on
Last.fm (music premium subscriber is
experime
purchases of premium subscriptions. Impact
streaming)
disclosed on users’
nt
largest on users with small number of friends.
profile pages

Thies,
Wessel &
Benlian
(2016)

Journal of
Management
Information
Systems

Panel
data
analysis

Management
Science

Asian beauty
forum

Aggregated no. of
Indiegogo
Significant positive impact of behaviors on
previous backers for a
(crowdfunding
funding decisions. However, the impact decays
campaign – disclosed
)
faster than that of eWOM.
on Indigogo

As shown in Table 2 the current literature is mainly based on large-scale experiments or panel
datasets with data points in the millions. Here, the most prominent perspective taken is that of
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the business, where the impact of behavior-based information on user choices is studied as a
variable which can potentially affect the company’s bottom line. Generally, a positive impact of
behavior-based information has been identified across a number of diverse product categories,
such as digital cameras (Y. Chen et al., 2011), online gaming (Aral & Walker, 2011), premium
subscriptions in freemium-based music streaming (Bapna & Umyarov, 2015), and wedding
services (Tucker & Zhang, 2011) to name a few.
The majority of studies have investigated the impact of behavior-based information when
presented on an aggregate level, for example displaying the total previous number of backers
of a crowdfunding project (Thies et al., 2016) or the aggregate number of link clicks on a
website (Tucker & Zhang, 2011). However, exceptions do exist where behaviors are displayed
at the individual-specific level (e.g. Aral & Walker, 2011; Bapna & Umyarov, 2015; Bond et al.,
2012). Both aggregate and individual behavior-based information is found to have a positive
impact on consumer choices, albeit moderated by a number of variables, including total
amount of social ties in a user’s network (Bapna & Umyarov, 2015), tie strength (Bond et al.,
2012), impact over time (Thies et al., 2016), size of potential market for the product (Tucker &
Zhang, 2011), and user expertise (Cheung et al., 2014).

2.2.2 Thematic & theoretical approaches of extant literature
Thematically, scholars dealing with the integration of behavior-based information in products
and services have taken slightly different approaches. One stream explicitly recognizes the
design-driven nature of disclosing behavior-based information, and can be characterized as
‘social design’. Godes et al. (2005) posited that “at least some of the social interaction effects are
partially within the firm’s control” (p. 415). Building on this observation, a focus on how to
design ‘viral’ or ‘social’ products has emerged (Aral, Dellarocas, & Godes, 2013; Aral & Walker,
2011; Bapna & Umyarov, 2015; Dou, Niculescu, & Wu, 2013). Here, researchers focus on how
social elements, including but not restricted to behavior-based information, can be
incorporated into the product design to stimulate adoption, and customer engagement and
retention (Bapna & Umyarov, 2015). As such, this stream of literature acknowledges how
product design in a digital age often merges with marketing communications. Because this
stream is not constrained to investigating behaviors, the focus is put on social information and
social features. This includes both the behaviors and opinions of users, as well as social features
such as the use of referral options built into the product, and how collectively these can help
diffuse a product as well as retain users.
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Another stream takes point of departure in the interrelated literatures of eWOM and social
interactions. Likely the most widely used definition of eWOM, with 4,194 citations according to
Google Scholar, is “any positive or negative statement made by potential, actual, or former
customers about a product or company, which is made available to a multitude of people and
institutions via the Internet” (Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner, Walsh, & Gremler, 2004, p. 39). Here,
eWOM is defined as “positive or negative statements”, implying a consumer-driven activity
which involves the expression of opinions. Scholars departing from the eWOM/social
interactions perspective have been especially interested in studying the impact of opinions
(eWOM) in comparison to behaviors when integrated into digital products and services. For
example, Thies et al. (2016) applied the perspective of social interactions in a crowdfunding
context, where eWOM was contrasted against what they refer to as ‘popularity information’, a
behavior-based social interaction, operationalized as the number of previous backers of a given
project. They found that although popularity information had an overall larger impact than
eWOM, the effect diminished relatively quickly compared to that of eWOM. Another study by
Cheung et al. (2014) directly compared the effect on consumer decision making of “opinionbased social information” in the form of peer consumer reviews, which is a common type of
eWOM, to that of “action-based social information” described as “publicly observable online
social information about other consumers’ actions” (p. 51) and operationalized as users’ selfreported past purchases. Based on the analysis of a large dataset from an online beauty
community, they find that behavior-based is more influential than the opinion-based
information. Relatedly, Chen et al. (2011) investigated the impact of consumer opinions
(eWOM) against what they referred to as “observational learning information” operationalized
as the purchases of users, which is behavior-based information. Although this study did not
directly compare the effectiveness of the two, the findings document a positive impact of both
positive eWOM and the presence of behavior-based information. Further, in contrast to
negative eWOM, the absence of behavior-based information (viewed in this study as negative
behavior-based information) does not harm sales.
Across the two thematic approaches described above, social design and eWOM/social
interactions, scholars mainly apply the theoretical perspective of observational learning (Chen
et al., 2011) and the related concept of informational cascades (Duan et al., 2009; Thies et al.
(2016). Informational cascades encapsulate the phenomenon when individuals follow the past
behavior of others and disregard their own information (Huang & Chen, 2006). Based on these
dominant theoretical perspectives it is reasonable to conclude that the current literature treats
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the presence of behavior-based information as a design element that aims to reduce consumers’
efforts in decision-making processes.

2.2.3 Current conceptualizations of behavior-based information in products & services
In the above, I have shown how the disclosure of users’ behavior-based information within
digital products and services can be viewed as a behavioral social interaction and how in extant
literature this is often contrasted against the opinion-based social action, unanimously referred
to as eWOM. However, while there is rich literature about the concept of eWOM, (cf. King et al.
(2014) and Cheung and Thadani (2012) for reviews), behavior-based social interaction is much
less explored conceptually. Table 3 provides an overview of some of the various
conceptualizations of behavior-based information in studies that contrast opinion-based and
behavior-based social interactions.
Table 3. Conceptualizations of behavior-based information in extant literature
Paper
Chen et al. (2011)

Cheung et al. (2014)

Thies et al. (2016)

Libai et al. (2010)

Type of Social Interaction

Conceptualization

Opinion

“WOM”

Behavior

“Observational learning
information”

Opinion

“eWOM”

Behavior

“Action-based information”

Opinion

“eWOM”

Behavior

“Popularity information”

Opinion

“WOM”

Behavior

“Observational learning”

Firstly, it is evident that there is a lack of a common concept to capture behavior-based social
interaction. Whereas the opinion-based is unanimously referred to as eWOM, multiple
different concepts are used to describe the behavior-based. In other cases the behavior-based is
not even explicitly recognized as being based on behaviors, but rather regarded as an
instantiation of peer-to-peer influence (Aral & Walker, 2011; Bapna & Umyarov, 2015). I argue
that such lack of a common theoretical ground hinders the effective accumulation of
knowledge in a given field, as posited by Gregor (2006) and King et al. (2014).
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Secondly, the absence of a common concept and nuanced insights into the characteristics and
building blocks of behavior-based information poses challenges in terms of comparison across
empirical findings. Specifically, although extant literature does provide empirical insights into
the positive impact of behavior-based information, these studies are based on very different
types of behavior-disclosure, and the nuances of these are not explicated. Rather, the current
application of behavior-based information seems to suffer from a taken for granted-ness.
Thirdly, the use of the term “observational learning information” employed by Chen et al.
(2011) and Libai et al. (2010) presupposes that behavior-based information always has an
impact, and a specific kind that relates to learning from the observation of others. This is not
the case, just as a review (a piece of eWOM) need not always lead to an impact on those
exposed to it – it depends on various factors such as the expertise and the trustworthiness of
the person crafting the review (Cheung & Thadani, 2012). Such more nuanced mechanisms of
behavior-based information are still to be uncovered.
Finally, the use of the term ‘popularity information’ signals that behavior-based information
carries a specific meaning among those exposed to it. This might be the actual meaning
ascribed to behavior-based information, however, to the best of my knowledge, there is
currently no evidence that this is the case, and researchers have recently been warned to not
jump to conclusions about how such subtle traces of behavior are interpreted by users (Freelon,
2014).

2.2.4 Synthesizing the status quo of current literature
Summarizing on the above review of literature on the use of behavior-based information in
products and services, it is evident that the disclosure of user behavior has been found to
significantly affect other users’ choices and behaviors, in some cases more so than the
disclosure of users’ opinions (Cheung et al., 2014; Wenjing Duan et al., 2009; Thies et al., 2016).
Further, the impact is moderated by factors such as tie strength (Bond et al., 2012), total amount
of ties of a user (Bapna & Umyarov, 2015), impact over time (Thies et al., 2016), size of potential
market for the product (Tucker & Zhang, 2011), and user expertise (Cheung et al., 2014).
Finally, such use of behavior-based information has been recognized to be part of designing a
product with mechanisms that support marketing goals (Aral & Walker, 2011; Bapna &
Umyarov, 2015; Dou et al., 2013).
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However, what is also evident from the reviewed literature is that it suffers from a lack of
conceptual clarification which a) hinders the effective accumulation of knowledge b) neglects
important nuances, which make it hard to compare findings as well as set guidance for future
research. Further, extant empirical findings at the individual-specific level lack insight into the
impact when incorporated into a product (rather than disclosed on an external platform such as
Facebook). Finally, extant research is dominated by large-scale experiments all of which apply
a business-perspective. Building on Freelon's (2014) recent call for more research that applies a
user-perspective on such digital traces of behavior, I argue that this lack of user-perspective
risks faulty design and untapped opportunities.

2.3 Theoretical foundations
The aim of this section is to briefly introduce the reader to the main theoretical foundations of
this dissertation. Firstly, social influence theory, and a particular type hereof namely
observational learning theory, is reviewed to provide a foundation for understanding the
mechanisms of interpersonal influence. Secondly, self-determination theory is presented as a
lens to understanding how behavior-based information can add value to users’ product-use
experience beyond providing cues to the popularity of content and products.

2.3.1 Social influence theory & observational learning
Social influence theory, and the related theoretical perspectives of observational learning
(Bandura, 1986) and social impact theory (Latané, 1981), is the overarching theoretical
foundation for this research. It is essentially concerned with how humans influence each
other’s thoughts, attitudes, and behaviors. Social influence can be exerted in explicit as well of
more implicit manners (Fulk, Schmitz, & Steinfield, 1990). Overt statements and opinions about
a product, service, or technology, is an explicit form of social influence. On the contrary, social
influence can also be exercised in less direct ways, such as by performing an action (behavior)
visible to others, and thereby potentially influencing others to do the same (Fulk et al., 1990),
known as observational or social learning (Bandura, 1986).
Bandura’s approach to learning developed from the behaviorist stance on learning. In the first
half of the 20th century behavioral psychology was the dominant perspective in psychology.
Led by John B. Watson and further developed by B. F. Skinner, the behaviorists posited that
learning happens through a process of stimulus and response called classical conditioning
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(Watson, 1913), and that rewards and punishments are important factors for learning through
operant conditioning (Skinner, 1963). Put simply, the focus was on learning as an effect of
one’s own direct experiences (Bandura, 1977). Bandura’s stance on learning differs from that of
behaviorism in the sense that he recognizes the important role of the social environment.
Specifically, using the illustrative examples of teaching children to swim or adolescents to drive
cars he has famously claimed that learning would be a hazardous affair if all learning was to
take place through the direct, personal experience of trial and error (Bandura, 1977). Rather, he
posits that humans are capable of learning through the observations of others’ behaviors.
Although Bandura in this manner differs from the behaviorists of the early 20th century, he
does not dismiss the learning impact of rewards and punishments as emphasized in operant
conditioning (Skinner, 1963). In fact, in Bandura’s view, learning through the observation of
others is strengthened if the outcome of the modeled behavior is also observable. For example,
observing that one’s siblings are rewarded for good manners can increase the observer’s
learning of good manners. Bandura’s theory of observational learning is in essence a theory of
learning. However, given its foundational emphasis on the social environment in making
changes in individual behavior, we can also view it as a theory of social influence with high
relevance for design.
From an observational learning perspective products whose use are high in observability (e.g.
clothing, cars), are generally more prone to influence others than those products whose use
cannot be observed that easily (e.g. shampoo, bed linen) (Bandura, 1986; Rogers, 2003). This is a
crucial point for this dissertation, as digitization transforms a wide range of products, or more
precisely their usage, from being low in observability to being highly observable, at least in an
indirect way (e.g. not observing actual music listening behavior, but rather digitally observing a
story or trace of a person listening to music). Accordingly, the main theoretical perspective
applied in the extant literature about digitally observable behaviors has been that of
observational learning (e.g. Chen et al., 2011) and the related phenomenon of informational
cascades (Duan et al., 2009; Thies et al. 2016). This PhD dissertation is no exception. The main
theoretical motivation for embarking on this project has been the premise that observing the
behaviors of others can influence one’s own attitudes and behaviors.
Consequently, in this project, and specifically for the online experiment set to answer RQ 2, I
hypothesize that the inclusion of social information in online products and services – i.e.
information about other users’ product-related behaviors and opinions - can positively affect
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potential users’ attitude towards an online service. To give further nuance to this hypothesis,
building upon Bandura’s (1986) observational learning theory and social impact theory
(Latané, 1981), this research recognizes that a number of factors impact how effective that
influence is. These are: 1) who the observed person or the ‘model’ is 2) the number of people
modeling, and 3) whether the outcome of the modeled behavior is observable. These are
expanded below.
First, observing the actions of or receiving recommendations from people who are
knowledgeable about a specific topic, or in some way opinion leaders, generally has a stronger
impact than observing random people’s behavior (Bandura, 1986; Bikhchandani et al., 1998,
Latané, 1981). Consequently, I hypothesize that the product-category relevance of the
modelling person matters, and that the behaviors of category-specific influentials will have a
stronger impact on observers than those of random individuals. Second, social impact theory
posits that a greater number of influencers increases the likelihood that an individual will be
influenced (Latané, 1981). However, from the field of economics we find theoretical arguments
that explain how observing the actions of as few as two other people can serve as a turning
point where one starts disregarding their own information and follows the behavior of others
(Bikhchandani et al., 1998). Consequently, I hypothesize that the inclusion of social information
from two friends is enough to create an impact but that a higher number of friends will have a
larger impact on observers. Third, Bandura (1986) argues that the effect is generally amplified
when the observer can observe the consequence of a behavior. For example, in the case of a
behavior where the model is rewarded for that behavior there will be more impact on the
observer than without seeing the reward outcome. Turning to the online sphere, we find that
people perform a vast number of product-related behaviors every single day, booking a hotel,
ordering groceries online, streaming music and the like, many of which can be made
observable online to others. In Bandura’s terminology, these can be regarded as mere behaviors
without observable outcome. On the contrary, if the user provides some kind of evaluation,
such as a review, adding a ‘like’, a rating, or some other indication of how the user experiences
that event, one must assume that this opinion was formed on the basis of an experience (a
behavior) with the product/service. Accordingly, the evaluation implicitly tells us about a
person’s behavior with that product/service, and this behavior can thus be regarded as
observable behavior with observable outcome. Contrary to the popular saying that “actions
speak louder than words” I thus hypothesize that opinions will have stronger impact than
behaviors. On a final note, it is worth mentioning that Bandura also recognized the importance
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of observing one’s own behaviors to improve performance, such as with improving in sport
(Bandura, 1986). This is an important point, particularly in terms of Paper 5 where the impact
on the individual when faced with their own music listening behaviors is also discussed.

2.3.2 Self-determination theory
As demonstrated in the literature review, extant literature has been focused on identifying the
impact of behavior-based information on consumer decision-making and behavior and have
done so mainly from an observational learning perspective, where the point of departure is the
business and the impact on the business. Only few studies take a user perspective, for example
Luarn, Yang, and Chiu (2015) who identified user motivations to share their behavioral
information on location-based services. Moreover, the current knowledge base has primarily
taken a functional view of behavior-based information. Extant research assumes that the user
interprets and uses the behavior-based information as cues to what is popular (hence the term
popularity information) and thus make either better or more effortless decisions in line with
observational learning theory. While this approach has its benefits and valid theoretical
rationale, I argue that in order to truly shed light on how to best make use of behavior-based
information in product design, there is a need to go beyond this purely functional view and
seek knowledge from the point of the user: how users actually interpret this rather sterilized
information, and how it is used in practice. Simply put, design of solutions with behaviorbased information must also take into account the user needs as well as concerns in order to
take full advantage of the potential of behavior-based information. To support that end, the
self-determination theory (SDT) is introduced. Specifically, I draw on a sub-theory of SDT,
namely the theory of basic psychological needs. It posits that all human beings possess three basic
psychological needs (Ryan & Deci, 2017). Each of these must be nurtured and satisfied for
human beings to thrive. If deprived of this need satisfaction, the well-being of an individual
will decrease, just as with a human being who is deprived of basic physiological needs such as
sleep, food, and water. The three needs are: autonomy, competence and belonging.
First, autonomy refers to circumstances where “one’s behaviors are self-endorsed, or congruent
with one’s authentic interests and values” (Ryan & Deci, 2017, p. 10). It has to do with freedom
of decision and the personal meaningfulness of the task at hand (Sailer, Hense, Mayr, & Mandl,
2017). Competence refers to the basic need to master something, be it sports, cooking, or math,
and generally operate efficiently within important life contexts (Ryan & Deci, 2017). It is what
drives the golf player to practice small details again and again and the toddler to insist on
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doing things themselves instead of having their parents help. Lastly, the need for relatedness
describes human being’s need for feeling cared for by others and to belong to social groups. An
important component of relatedness is to give and contribute to significant others (Ryan &
Deci, 2017). This explains, for example, the joy of giving personals gifts to family members for
Christmas, the gifts becoming a signifier of close relationships.
SDT, and its three basic psychological needs, is especially well-suited for design topics as it
emphasizes the active role of the environment in satisfying these basic psychological needs
(Ryan & Deci, 2017; Sheldon, Abad, & Hinsch, 2011). Accordingly, I argue that by shedding
light on how behavior-based information within a digital service can satisfy basic psychological
needs, designers will be better equipped to design services that retain and engage users
through satisfaction of these human needs. As such, SDT is used to discuss the empirical
findings in Paper 5 based on a hypothesis that behavior-based information affords users more
than the functional affordance of guidance towards popular content, as prescribed by extant
literature. To the best of my knowledge, SDT has not previously been applied to the case of
behavior-based information in digital products and services. However, it has been successfully
applied to related areas such as online gaming (Ryan, Rigby, & Przybylski, 2006), Facebook use
(Sheldon et al., 2011), the use of gamification design elements (Sailer et al., 2017) and in Q&A
communities (Li, Huang, & Cavusoglu, 2012). Furthermore, while most often applied in
quantitative – often experimental – research, it is has also proved to be a well-suited theoretical
lens for qualitative research (Garn, Matthews, & Jolly, 2010; Ryan & Niemiec, 2009).

2.4 Chapter summary
In this chapter, I have a) outlined the stance taken on behaviors adopted in this dissertation b)
shed light on the increasing observability of behaviors, driven forward by digitization c)
presented a review of extant literature on the use of behavior-based information in product
design, and finally d) outlined the two main theories applied in this dissertation, namely
observational learning theory and self-determination theory. In doing so, I have clarified that
although some scholars seek to distinguish actions from behavior I will not seek to draw such a
line in this dissertation. Further, it was demonstrated how digitization has vastly increased the
potential observability of consumers’ behaviors, and that such observable digital traces of
behavior can act as social cues in decision-making processes. Moreover, it was shown that the
phenomenon of behavior-based information is generally approached from an observational
learning perspective, and that it is found to have a significant impact on observers’ choices.
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However, it was also revealed that the phenomenon is conceptually immature and lacks both a
common terminology to describe it, as well as a more nuanced and structured understanding
of the many ways behavior-based information can play out.

3 Methodology
This chapter introduces the methodologies applied in the course of this research project. First,
the underlying research philosophy of this dissertation is discussed followed by some selfreflections on my own role as a researcher within a company. Next, the methodologies used to
answer each research question are outlined and post hoc reflections are discussed. The reader
will notice that the section about the methodological choices for answering RQ1 is somewhat
more substantial than those tied to RQ2 and 3. This is a deliberate choice. RQ1 is a theorybuilding enquiry, and such processes tend to be highly iterative and messy. Therefore, the
methodological reflections tied to RQ1 warrants more elaboration than that provided in the
individual papers. For more detailed accounts of the methodology for RQ 2 and 3, the reader is
referred to the individual papers.

3.1 Research philosophy
This section outlines the underlying scientific stance adopted in this dissertation. The role of a
research philosophy is to go beyond the methodological considerations and to shed light on the
fundamental scientific point of view taken by the researcher, which then guides the choice of
methods and interpretations.
This research builds on the critical realist perspective (Bhaskar, 2015). Historically, the IS
discipline – as well as many other disciplines – has been divided into two opposing camps,
namely that of the ‘hard’ positivist approach and the ‘soft’ interpretivist approach (Fitzgerald &
Howcroft, 1998). Critical realism seeks to bridge these seemingly opposing camps, and has
successfully manifested itself as a legitimate approach to conducting IS research (Bygstad et al.,
2016). In critical realism the aim is not to uncover causalities to be used in prediction of future
events. Rather, the critical realist perspective is concerned with also understanding the
underlying mechanisms that led to these events (Bygstad et al., 2016). Of special interest to the
IS discipline is investigating the specific role of technology in these mechanisms, and the
interplay between the social and the technical entities. For this dissertation the critical realist
position implies that I seek not only to assess the effects of infusing social information into
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products, I also investigate the underlying mechanisms of this cause and effect. In that process
I take into account both the technology, i.e. the digital social information in products and its
characteristics, and the actors, i.e. users and potential users) and the interplay between these
entities. I argue that only by understanding these underlying mechanisms – how users
interpret behavior-based information in a particular technology setting, and how they interact
with it – can we generate the knowledge that allows product designers to create product
experiences that support further socio-technical interaction.
I argue that this approach complements the current knowledge on the phenomenon, which has
been dominated by a positivistic approach. Here researchers have meticulously sought to
quantify the impact of behavior-based information on sales and other similar metrics (cf.
Chapter 2). But little attention has been given to understanding the underlying mechanisms,
such as the subtle subjectivities and meaning ascribed by users, that might lead to these
outcomes. I seek to add to this knowledge by generating insights about the structure of the
phenomenon and the socio-technical aspects of it.

3.2 My role as researcher in TDC Group
As described in Chapter 1 this PhD project was conceived in the context of and has been partly
carried out in TDC Group. A number of aspects related to this collaboration and the
methodological implications are thus worth mentioning.
First of all, I have been fortunate to enjoy rather free rein during my industrial PhD, in the
sense that I have not been burdened by day-to-day work. I have been considered part of the
team but have concentrated largely on the PhD itself. This did not, however, mean that TDC
was indifferent in terms of what topics I should concentrate on. Early on it was clear to me that
TDC Group prioritized the portion of my project that sought to quantify the impact of
behavior-based information. From a business perspective this made perfect sense; find out the
scale of the impact, and if there is one try to understand it – which is more or less the approach
I followed. In hindsight I likely would have found it more beneficial to have performed this
part of the PhD project as one of my final research activities. The advantage of doing so would
have been my own more mature understanding of the concept of eWOB and a conceptual
framework within which I could position and guide my research. Moreover, I would have had
qualitative insights that I could empirically validate.
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When planning the impact-related part of the research (related to RQ2) it became clear that
there would be several challenges in setting up an empirical study based on the current TDC
infrastructure. Firstly, TDC Group did not, despite good intentions, have the sufficient time to
invest in helping me implement a proper research design. Specifically, I faced challenges
related to setting up separate treatment and control groups and keeping their conditions
constant throughout the experiment. Further, the possibilities for tracking users’ behavior on
all required levels posed challenges we could not mitigate. Consequently, I settled on using one
of TDC Group’s online services, Blockbuster, running an experiment on a mock-up of the
Blockbuster website, the advantages and disadvantages of which will be elaborated later in this
chapter. However, thanks to my affiliation with TDC Group, I did gain invaluable access to
potential users of Blockbuster through their official Facebook page. Using the Facebook ads
system, I was able to target and recruit people that were validated non-users of Blockbuster but
who matched the profile of their target market. Another advantage of my connection to TDC
Group was that I could position Blockbuster as the sender of the ad campaign, making it more
trustworthy. As such, the experiment was staged as a survey from Blockbuster that recruited
potential users to test out a new version of their website.
Finally, my placement in TDC Group has also had consequences for the final empirical study
conducted, where I carried out in-depth interviews. Having made the choice to use Spotify as
my point of departure, due to their exemplary integration of behavior-based information, I was
contemplating how to acquire subjects for such a study. The requirements for participation
were not complex; subjects simply had to be regular users of Spotify Premium (the paid
version). Recruiting a sufficient amount of these users, who were motivated to spend an hour
discussing and revealing insights, sometimes quite personal, about their use of Spotify, was not
easy however. I therefore took advantage of my access to TDC Group’s +5,000 employees
which I could recruit through the company’s intranet. During this process I took care to screen
out co-workers I knew beforehand to avoid the interviews being influenced by our common
background. To the informants I represented myself as a researcher interested in their private
use of Spotify (not in their professional opinions about the service); albeit a researcher with a
partly internal status, which I felt created additional trust between the informants and myself.

3.3 Methodological approach
In my Work in Progress 2 seminar I was encouraged by one of my opponents to tell ‘the story’
of the methodology applied in this PhD project. Why I began where I did, why I chose the
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methods I did, and how the methodological approach evolved. With this in mind, and in a
conscious attempt not to make lengthy repetitions, I will not restate in detail the methodologies
applied in each of the studies. For those details, I refer the reader to the individual articles.
Rather, I will in the following sections provide reflections about the methodological choices
taken, the sequence in which the research was carried out, and any additionally
methodological details that were omitted from the papers due to page limitations.
But before I begin, let me outline the mixed-methods approach applied in this project. The
mixed method approach was specifically applied in this paper through three different designs.
First, the concept of eWOB was derived through a number of literature reviews and a
grounded theory-inspired approach of constant comparative analysis of empirical examples
gathered through both existing literature and a process that can be described as ‘digital auto
ethnography’. Second, the impact of eWOB and eWOM from friends, together referred to as
‘social information’, was assessed through an online experiment using a 2x2x2 factorial design
in the empirical context of the movie streaming service Blockbuster. Finally, understanding
how eWOB is interpreted and acted upon when integrated into an online content-based service
was investigated through semi-structured in-depth interviews with users of the music
streaming service Spotify and a means-end chain analysis.
In the beginning of my PhD studies I naively imagined that the project would progress in a
neat, linear manner. It turned out that the process of conceptualizing eWOB was an ongoing
activity throughout my studies with many refinements along the way. That was where I began,
and that is (almost) where I end the project, having produced three papers (1-3) around this
theme. Alongside this conceptual endeavor I have carried out two empirical studies resulting
in Paper 4 and 5. Moreover, during the course of my PhD studies I have been blessed with two
wonderful sons with each of whom I spent nine months maternity leave. Although the two
maternity leaves provided extra time for reflection, I do view my PhD as consisting of three
main periods of activity which are illustrated in Figure 6. It should be noted that Paper 2 is not
strictly conceptual, a netnographic analysis was also conducted, but as the main focus of Paper
2 is conceptual it is classified as such below.
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PERIOD 1
Paper 1

Conceptual

PERIOD 3

Paper 2

Paper 3

RQ1
PAPER TYPE

Empirical

PERIOD 2

Paper 4 (prep.)

Paper 4 (finish)
RQ2
Paper 5
RQ3

Figure 6. Progression of the PhD

Due to the rather broad problem field of my research questions I decided early on that I needed
to approach my topic from multiple methodological angles. In the following, I will provide a
summary of how I went about answering the three research questions as well as provide
critical reflections for the methodological choices taken.

3.3.1 Methodological choices: deriving the concept of eWOB (RQ1)
Answering RQ 1 was a truly iterative process that lasted from the first day of the PhD until the
its final months. Deriving a new theoretical concept is no easy task as there are no predefined
templates or success formulas for theory development (Cornelissen, 2016; Ragins, 2012). It
simply takes time and involves deep reflection and constant comparison with the existing
knowledge base. Finally, and based on my experience most importantly, it takes a lot of
feedback. Deriving the concept of eWOB took three individual but partly overlapping papers.
For each paper and during each revision round the reviewers helped me develop the concept
towards to be increasingly distinct and with a stronger foundation in the existing knowledge
base.
In writing this cover chapter, I have the benefit of hindsight and I am equipped with a much
stronger tool box of theories and methodological approaches than I was when I began the
process. Admittedly while I did not originally have a structured plan for how to develop the
concept of eWOB the process that I have followed nevertheless has strong similarities to the
grounded theory method, including a data collection process that can best be described as
digital auto-ethnography, both of which I will elaborate on in the following.
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3.3.1.1

Digital autoethnography: a case for the researcher’s active role

My starting point for this PhD was my aforementioned curiosity about an emergent empirical
phenomenon that I had observed over a number of years. In my position as head of the social
media & digital marketing department in TDC Group I had begun to archive examples of what
I referred to as ‘consumption-sharing’ through social media platforms. I simply documented
these encounters from my everyday use of digital products and services by taking a screenshot
and writing a few notes and reflections and archiving this information in a PowerPoint file as
shown in Figure 7 and 8.

AIS Library website – dynamic illustration of download behavior
I am searching for literature in the
Association for Information
Systems (AIS) digital library, and on
the website I notice a map of the
world. Little dots are dynamically
popping up on the map, each
accompanied by information about
which specific paper was
downloaded from a user in that
particular geographical location
within the past 24 hours. By
coincidence I notice that someone
from The Hague in the Netherlands
has just downloaded a paper
authored by a colleague from my
department. Other users from
diverse locations such as Kiev,
Colombo, and Chengdu have also
been using the library the past day,
and I can see which papers they
downloaded. I feel part of a
community.

Figure 7. Example of contents of database and author notes: AIS Library
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From Last.fm front page
Who is listening RIGHT NOW => a sense of temporal immediacy

Figure 8. Example of contents of database and author notes: Music streaming service Last.fm

Over the years that PowerPoint developed into a small database, which now includes 70+
unique examples of how consumers’ behaviors can be disclosed by digital platforms (see
Appendix 8.6 for a sample of the database). It was the seeds of this database that spurred my
thought process, and over the years helped me see patterns, similarities, and variations among
what has come to be coined as eWOB. This type of data collection can be related to the
qualitative method of autoethnography. Autoethnography is an approach to research, where
the researcher seeks to describe and systematically analyze (graphy) personal experience (auto)
in order to understand cultural experience (ethno) (Ellis, 2004). Here, the researcher in a sense
becomes the research subject (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011) and, as in ethnography, an embodied
research instrument (Hine, 2011). The researcher actively analyzes them self and engages in
critical self-reflections that “results in a narrative of the researcher’s engagement with others in
particular sociocultural contexts” (Spry, 2011, p. 498). As a method it represents both a research
process and the research output (Ellis, Adams, & Bochner, 2010). Typically, it involves highly
narrative accounts of personal events. My data collection was never intended to be a fullyfledged auto-ethnographic analysis. While I did in some cases write more elaborate memos
about what I had found, skilled autoethnographers will likely not regard this part of my PhD
as meeting their criteria. However, I argue that this process of collecting and reflecting upon
data from my everyday use of digital products and services, and actively using the data for
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analytic purposes, partially bears similarities to the autoethnographic approach. I call it digital
autoethnography as the data collection was grounded in my own everyday usage of digital
products and services and the encounters with behavior-based information experienced here.
Along the way, as the database developed, I found it useful to compare empirical cases to each
other, identifying similarities and differences, and comparing the empirical cases against
theoretical frameworks. How did the empirical cases match the frameworks? And did the
frameworks provide a structure to derive essential differences between the cases? This leads
me to the grounded theory methodology which I will elaborate in the following.
3.3.1.2

Deriving eWOB through grounded theory

Grounded theory is an inductive approach to data analysis that aims to develop theory from
data. It typically starts with a loosely conceived investigative area or with the collection of data.
Through a process of coding data that leads to ‘concepts’ and ‘categories’, theory about a given
phenomenon is gradually developed. Data can include interviews, documents, observations
and the like. One hallmark of grounded theory is the constant comparative method (Glaser,
2008). Here, pieces of data are continuously compared against each other, and later in the
process with existing literature, with the purpose of identifying differences and similarities. In
the end, the researcher should end up with a set of categories that have their own unique set of
properties and dimensions (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). As such, it is a highly iterative process,
going back and forth from data to theory. The process stops once there are no more discrete
categories to be found in the data, and theoretical saturation has been reached (Corbin &
Strauss, 2015). I will now elaborate on how the approach I followed for deriving the concept of
eWOB bears important similarities to the grounded theory methodology.
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As previously stated, it was an iterative process. It involved a constant loop of asking how the
observed phenomena related to established concepts, and which nuances and properties could
be identified within the data. Figure 9 illustrates the process. “CC” denotes constant
comparison and “TC” denotes theoretical comparison.

PAPER

CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING AT STAGE

DATA

1

Consumption sharing via social media

CC

Database of empirical examples

TC

Consumption

2

Behavior sharing – opposed to
opinions (eWOM) – via social media

CC

Database of empirical examples
& netnographic data collection

TC

eWOM

3

Behavior disclosure - based on digital
traces - via digital products & services

CC

Empirical examples from extant
literature (and database of
empirical examples)

TC

eWOM &
Social Interactions

THEORETICAL COMPARISON

Figure 9. Grounded theory-inspired process of developing the concept of eWOB

The process started with the production of a literature review (Paper 1). The aim was to
uncover the current scholarly knowledge about the phenomenon of interest which, at that
point, I described as consumers’ sharing of consumption experiences via social media
platforms. ‘Sharing’ encompassed both active sharing where users put in effort to share
content, as well as a more passive sharing better labelled ‘disclosure’. Here, digital traces of
behavior are disclosed without the individual having to put in much, if any, effort. Empirically,
I was drawing on the early version of my database, and theoretically I was drawing upon the
concept of ‘consumption’. As such, I used the concept of consumption to categorize the
empirical phenomenon of interest into distinct types in a taxonomy of what I called ‘socially
shared consumption’.
In the second stage (that led to Paper 2) I sought to further progress the conceptualization of
the phenomenon of interest by taking in additional data as well as additional theory.
Empirically, this stage drew on the database of empirical examples, which had expanded since
stage one, as well as empirical examples collected through a systematic netnographic data
collection. Netnography is a methodological approach, grounded in the ethnographic tradition,
for collecting and analyzing online social interactions and online cultures (Kozinets, 2010).
Netnographic researchers can be described as “professional lurkers” who in unobtrusive
manners observe and analyze online activity and online social interactions (Kozinets, 2002).
Following this approach, I used my own Facebook newsfeed as a data source and over a period
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of seven days collected incidents of product-related information being shared by my Facebook
friends, resulting in 78 pieces of content. This pool was then analyzed and coded in terms of
whether each piece of content was simply a product-related opinion (e.g. someone actively
recommending others to read a particular news article), or it represented a shared productrelated behavior (e.g. someone checking into a movie theatre); in total resulting in 37 pieces of
eWOB content. Moreover, this stage introduced the concept of eWOM as a theoretical unit of
comparison to the empirical data collected. This allowed me to perform a theoretical
comparison between eWOM and the phenomenon of interest, which lead to five propositions
about eWOM and their contrast to eWOB, as presented in Paper 2. This second stage of the
theory-development process represents a turning point for the development of the eWOB
concept, akin to the selection of a core category in the grounded theory approach. Specifically,
the phenomenon of interest was narrowed down from consumption sharing to behaviors being
disclosed, and such digitally disclosed behaviors were placed in opposition to opinions
(represented by eWOM). Finally, it was at this stage that the phenomenon of interest was
coined eWOB.
Finally, the third and most extensive stage (that led to Paper 3) involved further theoretical
comparison with eWOM through a more comprehensive review of the eWOM literature.
Additionally, the concept of ‘social interactions’ was introduced for further theoretical
comparison. Social interactions has been proposed as an umbrella concept covering both
opinion-based information and behavior-based information being shared among consumers
(Godes et al., 2005; Libai et al., 2010; Thies et al., 2016). However, while eWOM is the term used
to capture the opinion-based information, the literature lacks a concept to capture the
phenomenon of digitally disclosed behaviors. Empirically, this stage drew on examples found
in extant literature to compare against one another (arriving at three design dimensions of how
eWOB can be presented) and against the theoretical concepts of eWOM and social interactions,
arriving at a conceptual framework for eWOB that builds on Cheung & Thadani's (2012)
framework for eWOM.
In summary, this ongoing and iterative process of collecting data, comparing data against each
other and against established theoretical concepts until theoretical saturation was achieved, in
order to derive unique categories and properties strongly resembles the grounded theory
method.
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3.3.1.3

Methodological reflections: Answering RQ1

In this section, I will critically address some of the methodological choices made in the process
of answering RQ1.
To begin, the literature review about consumers’ sharing of consumption experiences in social
media contexts produced in Paper 1 warrants reflection. It was produced in the first four
months of my PhD and was my first research output. My attempt to conduct a systematic
literature review was a bumpy ride, to say the least, largely due to my inexperience. Firstly, I
did not limit myself to any specific academic outlets, which made the sheer volume of literature
to be synthesized insurmountable. Secondly, I initially expended much effort looking for
articles with the exact terminology I employed at this phase, calling the phenomenon of interest
‘socially shared consumption’, or ‘social consumption’. This was not a good strategy as it
generated far too many irrelevant articles from obscure academic fields. Finally, in an attempt
to focus less on the term and instead look more at the phenomenon, I ended up searching for
articles that had an element of consumers’ sharing of consumption experiences in a social
media context. Nevertheless, this first endeavor of crafting an academic paper ended up
providing me with a foundation for the remainder of the PhD. Building on the taxonomy of
socially shared consumption, produced in this paper, I was later able to refine and narrow the
scope of the phenomenon I was trying to uncover.
Further, the digital autoethnographic approach merits elaboration. At first glance, this
approach, where data is collected through one’s everyday usage of digital products and
services may be seem ‘unscientific’. However, what sets the autoethnographic researcher apart
from collecting random experiences, is her scientific mindset and apparatus that enables her to
apply theoretical thinking to these seemingly random experiences, and see patterns that have
larger implications (Brinkmann, 2012; Ellis et al., 2010). Following this line of thinking a stream
of ‘experiential research’ in IS has recently begun to embrace the use of personal and often
mundane experiences to extract higher level insights or theories (Bødker, 2017; Bødker &
Blegind, 2017; Bødker & Chamberlain, 2016).
Despite the slowly growing acceptance of autoethnography in IS, I have indeed in the course of
this PhD project been faced with feedback from prominent scholars who worried that I might
not be able to publish the conceptualization of eWOB if based on my own data collection. They
recommended that I applied a more well-established academic approach where I
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systematically collected data over a given period of time from a predefined set of websites, or
that I recruit “ordinary users” to collect such examples. There are several problems with that
approach. Firstly, I indeed did perform a systematic data collection for Paper 2. Here, I
surveyed my Facebook feed for a week for instances of product-related behaviors being posted.
However, limiting myself to a certain platform and a certain period produces a less rich dataset
than if based on my everyday usage of digital products and services over a longer period of
time. One cannot force the data to appear – the relevant cases appear at different points and on
different platforms, which is why I view the longitudinal dimension as crucial. Further, as put
by Postill and Pink (2012) “ethnographic places are not bounded localities”. Accordingly, in
such research it does not make sense to be constrained by predefined set of platforms. The
dynamic nature of both research itself and digital technology means that both the analytical
conceptualization and the platforms it occurs on evolves over time, both of which did during
my PhD. While in the beginning I was capturing examples of ‘consumption sharing’ through
social media (or social media connected services) that was broadened to the disclosure of user
behaviors – beyond social media and also in aggregated, anonymous manners. Finally, towards
the end of the PhD, the concept of eWOB was refined to include only the disclosure of
behaviors that are based on digital traces of behaviors, i.e. not a Facebook user’s own active
posting of his latest gadget purchase, visit to a restaurant and the like. If I had from the onset
defined that I - or anyone else that I might engage to collect examples in the capacity of an
unbiased regular internet user – should be looking for “consumption sharing on social media”,
then I would not have been able to further refine and develop the concept of eWOB.
Instead, I took the approach of placing myself as the curious observer trying to identify
patterns over time. An analogy can be made to a biologist, who on a walk in the forest with
family discovers what looks like a new species of beetle. The biologist’s curiosity is spurred by
this seemingly mundane event, but then perhaps over the next many months and years, studies
the beetle in its natural habitat, seeking more variations of it – how it looks, where it lives, and
importantly how it relates to and differs from the already know species. Upon compiling all of
these observations a description of the new species and how it varies from others can be made.
Similarly, (auto)ethnography is about conducting field-based research of phenomena and
studying them as they occur in context (Boellstorff, Nardi, Pearce, & Taylor, 2012).
It is important to stress that the database should not be used for deriving longitudinal
tendencies of, for example, the development of behavior-based information. Although it
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includes examples that no longer technically exist, it would be faulty to draw tendencies from
the database. At best, those tendencies would represent my own process in defining the
concept of eWOB, going from broad terms, which included reviews of consumption
experiences, to being manually and automatically shared behaviors, finally to being restricted
to disclosure of behaviors based on digital traces. Further, the building of this database was not
meant as a core part of my research. It surfaced out of curiosity and remained that way
throughout. Consequently, there has probably been dozens of instances where I stumbled upon
a piece of behavior being disclosed where I just did not have time to record it in the database.

3.3.2 Methodological choices: Assessing the impact of eWOB (RQ2)
Prior to settling on my experimental design my plan was to take a social network analysis
(Borgatti, Mehra, Brass, & Labianca, 2009) and diffusion theory (Granovetter, 1973; Rogers,
2003) approach and investigate the possible diffusion of the TDC Group-owned music
streaming service TDC Play when users’ behaviors were disclosed to their social network on
Facebook. TDC Play had at that time a Facebook integration that allowed users’ listening
behaviors to be shared to users’ Facebook Timelines, as illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Example of how TDC Play listening behaviors were disclosed to Facebook in 2014. Translation: “Katrine Kunst listened
to a song on TDC Play”

My aim was to assess whether being friends with someone who was an active TDC Play user,
and thus being exposed to information about their listening behaviors, increased the likelihood
of using TDC Play. If such an impact existed, there was a strong case for promoting the use of
Facebook integration among its userbase for TDC Group. This approach was inspired by the
study by Aral and Walker (2011), where in an online field experiment with 1,4 million
Facebook users of online gaming pages they identified a small, but significant, increase in game
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adoption among those exposed to Facebook messages about their friends’ in-game
achievements (i.e. game-related behaviors). Building on this, I was curious about more detailed
variables that could potentially guide companies in the design of eWOB and specifically how
eWOB is presented in the most efficient manner. I wanted to directly compare whether the
number of friends exhibiting behavior mattered, whether the perceived knowledge of music of
those friends was influential, and the relative effectiveness of opinions and behaviors. This
overall approach of applying social network analysis on the TDC Play case was unfortunately
abandoned because of Facebook’s decision to gradually decrease the visibility – and thus the
potential impact - of such auto-generated stories 2. In addition, the elements that I wanted to
compare were impossible to do in the natural environment of Facebook. Instead, I turned to the
approach of performing a randomized controlled field experiment within the empirical context
of the TDC-owned movie streaming service Blockbuster and involving an action design
research-inspired (Sein, Henfridsson, Purao, & Rossi, 2011) development of a tool, the
SOCIALIIT, to assist the integration of Facebook information into a website.
Movie streaming, and Blockbuster in particular, was chosen for several reasons. First, it had
come to my attention that Blockbuster had already implemented Facebook login, but remained
uncertain whether they should proceed in making use of social information in their interface,
and if so, how. This confluence of real-world industry need, coupled with a bona fide research
problem, provided a solid research rationale. Secondly, movie streaming is an experience good,
where inspiration from friends and peers is likely to play a role because of the difficulty of
assessing quality before purchase. Thirdly, since Blockbuster is an online service, we could
establish a seamless integration with Facebook which would serve as the source of social
information. Lastly, my affiliation with TDC Group entailed certain privilege, such as access to
Blockbuster’s official Blockbuster Facebook page from which we were allowed to recruit
participants for the experiment, who represented real, potential users of Blockbuster. Using the
Blockbuster Facebook page added credibility to the experiment. Additionally, my internal
status also allowed us to draw on the technical competences of the team in terms of Facebook
ad management in the recruiting process, and actively engage the Blockbuster team in the
development and testing of the SOCIALIIT.

https://www.adweek.com/digital/latest-news-feed-algorithm-change-third-party-implicit-postspunished/?red=if

2
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3.3.2.1

Development phase

A number of elements were developed for the experiment: a) A mockup of the real Blockbuster
website b) a survey module and c) the tool SOCIALIIT that enabled us to infuse Facebook
information into both the mock-up website and the survey module. These were built adopting
guidelines from action design research methodology (Sein et al., 2011). Action design research
brings together individuals who are implicated by the project, including the organizational
stakeholders, researchers, developers, and end users, who co-build an ensemble IT-artefact in
cycles of feedback, improving the final product and generating research knowledge at the same
time (Sein et al., 2011). In total, we employed three iterative cycles of design, development and
evaluation to arrive at the final version of the SOCIALIIT and the connected elements (website
and survey module). Specifically, stakeholders from both the Blockbuster team and from the
Strategy team, where I was situated, were involved in testing the survey and the mockup
website of Blockbuster.
3.3.2.2

Experiment procedure & analysis

Facebook posts from the official Blockbuster Facebook page were targeted towards current
non-users of the service who fit the target market profile. These posts directed participants to
an online survey (see Appendix 8.7 for screen dumps from survey), where they were randomly
assigned to one of eight theory-derived treatment groups or a control group. The
randomization was handled by SOCIALIIT and was determined by order of visits. Specifically,
the first person that clicked on the Facebook post was assigned to Group 1 (the control group)
and was thus led to the experiment flow associated with Group 1. The second visitor was
assigned to Group 2 and led to the experiment flow associated with Group 2. This process kept
going for all 9 groups until the ninth click and was then repeated starting with Group 1, then
Group 2, then Group 3 etc. until the data collection was stopped (in effect by ending the
promotion of the Facebook post). When starting the survey, participants were informed that it
was run by Blockbuster and a group of researchers from Copenhagen Business School, and that
the purpose was to obtain their opinion on a new version of Blockbuster’s website. All
participants, except those in the control group, were informed that the survey included a
request to connect with Facebook. It was explicitly stated that this was necessary to run the
survey, that their social information would only be used for this particular study, and that we
would not post to Facebook on participants’ behalf.
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Participants were then asked to evaluate a version of the movie streaming service, which
included fictional information about their real Facebook friends’ behaviors and opinions of
Blockbuster. Following this exposure, participants answered questions about their attitude
towards the service and intention to use it. Upon completion we carefully informed
participants that the opinions and behaviors of friends seen in the website were fictional, and
thus did not represent actual opinions or behaviors by friends. Figure 11 provides an overview
of the treatments in the experiment.

Figure 11. Overview of treatments. Darker blue indicates the hypothesized strongest effect.

In total, we gathered 473 complete responses, which after data quality and manipulation checks
resulted in a final sample of 398. This data was then analyzed in the SAS program JMP using
the ANOVA test. ANOVA is a statistical procedure used to test whether the means of three or
more groups are equal, and a commonly used statistical analysis when conducting factorial
design experiments (Jung, Schneider, & Valacich, 2010; Tsao, 2014).
3.3.2.3

Methodological reflections on methodology: answering RQ2

When conducting experiments, one constantly weighs the pros and cons of many
methodological choices. One such choice for me was whether to include a pre-treatment score
of the two dependent variables, namely participants’ attitude towards Blockbuster and
intention to use Blockbuster. The advantage of a pretest approach is that it allows the
researcher to compare the pre- and post-treatment scores, with any deviations being attributed
to the treatment (Salkind, 2010). However, I was not able to solve the problem of how to
practically conduct a pre-test without sacrificing the natural environment, which was staged so
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that participants had the impression that they were giving Blockbuster feedback on a new
version of their website. Further, the necessary time lag between the pre- and the post-test
stages poses a challenge, as there is no way to hold constant other factors. It could be that some
participants had started using Blockbuster after participating in a pre-test while others would
not have done so. This would lead to some participants suddenly being more knowledgeable
about Blockbuster than others, which would conflict with our desired sample of potential users
of Blockbuster. Finally, conducting a pre-test stage would have been much more expensive in
terms of recruiting cost as we would most likely have experienced a large drop-out from the
first to the second stage, and we simply did not have budget for that. With that said, there is no
doubt that if the above laid out practical and financial issues could have been solved, some
potential sources of bias could have been avoided, which will be elaborated on in Chapter 4.
Furthermore, the use of a mock-up website came with advantages as well as disadvantages.
Obviously, the mock-up solution required a lot of time and effort to develop. Although we
were careful to develop a well-functioning mockup, the experience was not like the real
Blockbuster site, which arguably could have affected some of the participants, despite
explaining to them that they should not expect a fully functioning site. On a positive note, the
mock-up setting gave us much more freedom to test out different design dimensions than
would have been possible if using the real Blockbuster website. Finally, out of the necessary
evil of creating the mock-up website, a customizable survey module and a Facebook app also
emerged, all of which together comprise the SOCIALIIT. This enabled us to integrate Facebook
friend information into both the mock-up website and the survey module.

3.3.3 Methodological choices: Investigating the interpretations and uses of eWOB (RQ3)
At the offset of this PhD, there was a focus on understanding why people shared their
behaviors online. Understanding these underlying motivations would allow designers to
leverage such motivations. However, as the project progressed, this became both less feasible
and less relevant. Specifically, the conceptual shift, from consumers actively sharing behaviors
to eWOB, to being based on digital traces of behaviors turned into communicative content by
digital services, was decisive. It entailed that a discussion of users’ motivations would be
misleading as users were not actively sharing content but rather, the digital services were, and
therefore were not likely to have explicit motivations to share.
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The user-perspective is, however, still relevant in order to design eWOB solutions that make
sense for users and add value to their experience of the service. The experimental study
performed had given some preliminary qualitative insights from an open-ended question as to
how users perceived eWOB and how they would and would not like to use it. However, I
needed to go beyond this somewhat superficial layer to carve out deeper insights about the
socially constructed meanings ascribed to eWOB and what possible action it affords. Such
explorative inquiry typically calls for a qualitative approach (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011).
Accordingly, I chose to perform an interview-based single-case study. The case study
methodology is generally considered appropriate when a) “how” or “why” questions are asked
b) when the researcher has little control over the events and c) the topic of interest is a
contemporary phenomenon within a real-life context (Yin, 2009), all of which applies to the
problem I sought to investigate. The use of a single case is considered appropriate when, for
example, a given case represents a unique or extreme case (Yin, 2009). Spotify represented such
uniqueness because of their extensive integration of behavior-based information in their
service, as exemplified in Figure 12. Moreover, Spotify is one of the largest music streaming
services in the world and the leading in Denmark. Accordingly, by using Spotify I would be
able to assess actual users of a service and to tease out accounts of their experiences with eWOB
in Spotify in a real-life context.
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Figure 12. Examples of behavior-based information in Spotify (highlighted with orange dotted line; user names have been
blurred)

3.3.3.1

In-depth interviews & means-end chain procedure

Several methodological approaches were considered before I settled on performing in-depth
interviews using the means-end chain (MEC) approach to interviewing and analyzing the data.
One option considered was to perform a range of observational studies where I observe whilst
Spotify users interacted with the service, perhaps assisted by eye tracking technology. While
such a study would indeed capture users in their natural surroundings, I suspected that due to
the subtle nature of eWOB, interactions with eWOB content would represent a fraction of the
overall interactions occurring on Spotify. As such, it would be an extremely lengthy affair with
no guarantee of getting the desired insights. Alternatively, focus groups were also considered.
Focus groups are considered a viable approach in cases of explorative research (Kvale &
Brinkmann, 2009). However, my main concern with this method was an inability to tease out
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personal accounts of eWOB interpretation and use, due to the personal nature of these accounts
and a potential unwillingness to share in plenum. Further, I suspected that some participants
would not, in the presence of others, like to admit that they were potentially under the social
influence of friends when exposed to eWOB. Accordingly, focus groups were not considered a
viable methodological approach, and I instead settled on in-depth personal interviews that
were grounded in the informants’ actual historic Spotify usage. Specifically, I chose the form of
semi-structured interviews, outlining the topics I wanted to cover along with a set of suggested
questions (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009) (see interview guide in Appendix 8.9). The semistructured in-depth interview approach is well-suited for uncovering deep seated themes as it
allows the researcher to explore a set of pre-determined topics while at the same time explore
informants’ reasoning and emphasize certain topics depending on the individual relevance
(Corbin & Strauss, 2015; Marshall & Rossman, 2006; Zaltman & Coulter, 1995).
As a tool to assist in generating insights from my interviews, I applied the MEC approach. The
MEC approach is a widely used technique across disciplines (Jung & Kang, 2010), particularly
within the consumer research and advertising fields, where it is recognized as an important
tool for identifying meaningful end values. These insights have created more effective
marketing communications (Reynolds & Whitlark, 1995). The MEC approach identifies links
between concrete products and their attributes and higher-order benefits and end values
satisfied by a particular product (Reynolds & Gutman, 1988; Walker & Olson, 1991). The
‘means’ are the product/product attributes whereas the ‘ends’ are “valued states of being”
(Gutman, 1982, p. 60). From the most concrete to the most abstract level, a chain consists of four
overall elements: attributes, functional consequence, psychosocial consequences, and values
(Reynolds & Whitlark, 1995), as illustrated in Figure 13.

PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE

Attribute

SELF KNOWLEDGE

Functional
consequence(s)

Psychosocial
consequence(s)

End value(s)

Figure 13. MEC-approach illustrated. Adapted from Walker& Olson, 1991

A functional consequence is the immediate, on occasion tangible, consequence of the attribute of
interest. One level of abstraction upwards, psychosocial consequences represents how the
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particular aspect affects the individual emotionally, and in relation to their social world.
Finally, at the most abstract level we find end values, which are characterized as desired end
states of existence (Gutman, 1982) relating to the core of the self, such as happiness, relatedness,
freedom (Walker & Olson, 1991). As such, MEC represents both an interviewing technique and
a way of analyzing and structuring the data. Specifically, a repertoire of probing questions is
applied, which aids the interviewer in not biasing the interview, as well as exploring deeper
layers of informants’ experiences. The questioning process moves up and down the ladder
having the informants establish the links between the rungs until a point of saturation (Y. Jung
& Kang, 2010; Kjaergaard & Jensen, 2014). Questions such as “what do you mean by… ?” and
“tell me about a specific episode where this took place” serve to elaborate on the concept at
hand. Questions such as “why is that important to you?” serve to ladder upwards toward the
next rungs, whereas questions such as “what circumstances normally lead to….?” serve to
ladder downwards to uncover the antecedents. Finally, if negative issues were mentioned,
informants were probed with questions such as “why is that something you want to avoid?”.
Appendix 8.10 provides a list of the questions used.
3.3.3.2

Sampling & interview procedure

Informants for the interviews were sampled from the TDC Group’s pool of employees using
the company’s intranet. A common denominator, and a requirement for partaking, was that
they were all active users of the paid version of Spotify. As this study did not seek to generalize
findings to the entire population this convenience sample was deemed appropriate. Further, as
I would perform all the interviews myself I made a careful screening of potential informants,
deselecting anyone I knew beforehand. This was to ensure that all interviews departed from
the same level of informant-interviewer trust.
In total 21 interviews were conducted at the TDC Group headquarters, between 27 and 57
minutes long. The interviews were audio recorded and later transcribed verbatim for analysis.
The informants were instructed to bring along the device(s) used for Spotify, and the point of
departure was their own Spotify interface, and their records of actual listening history on the
platform. This approach was chosen to elicit narratives about actual use behavior, and to be
able to better discuss the specific elements of interest. To further support the generation of
reality-based narratives, informants were also shown a picture of a CD collection and a
screenshot from (an old version of) iTunes (see Appendix 8.11). These pictures served the
purpose of stimulating elaboration on the role of music in the informants’ lives, as well as to
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put the multi-user experience of Spotify into perspective by comparing it with single-user
music services. As such, the pictures were meant to tease out stories that might reveal how
behavior-based information contributes to user experience.
In line with Reynolds & Gutman's (1988) advice when using the MEC method, informants were
told by the interviewer at the start of each interview that they would be asked many questions
for each topic, some of which might seem obvious and banal. In terms of openness about the
interview’s purpose, I opted for the funnel shaped interview (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009), an
approach where the researcher does not reveal the true purpose of the interview. Accordingly,
informants were told that the interview was about music streaming and their own personal use
of Spotify. This was done to avoid excessive informant focus on the behavior-based
information in Spotify, and to tease out real stories of how informants had actually used it. I
did properly debrief informants about the true purpose of the interview upon its closure.
3.3.3.3

Analysis

The analysis consisted of several rounds of coding using both the qualitative data analysis
program MAXQDA and Excel. Figure 14 seeks to provide an overview of this process.

Code-merging and re-visualization

Activity

Tool

Descriptive coding
into data segments
MAXQDA

MEC coding

Excel

Visualization of
MEC chains
MAXQDA

SDT analysis/visualization

MAXQDA

Figure 14. Analysis process for the interviews

Firstly, a round of descriptive coding enabled the identification of relevant segments from
MAXQDA to be coded using the MEC approach. Excel was then used for performing the MEC
analysis as it proved to be the most flexible way of constructing chains (see Appendix 8.12 for
coding examples). The following criteria assisted the coding process:
•

Attribute: The type of behavior-based information present and how it is manifested
(e.g. the number of monthly listeners for an artist).

•

Functional consequence: The tangible, stated use (or non-use) of behavior-based
information and/or the imagined use by oneself or others. Non-use was also coded as it
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typically included an explanation of what informants would not use it for, i.e.
effectively stating their immediate interpretation of behavior-based information.
•

Psychosocial consequence: More abstract uses, experiences, and emotions connected to
the specific behavior-based information.

•

Values: Overarching desired end states that can be said to be universally attractive to
humans.

The coding process was iterative, akin to the constant comparative method (Corbin & Strauss,
2015; Glaser, 2008) where specific instances were reviewed against existing data. From that,
new codes emerged, and others were collapsed. Finally, once the links and chains were
identified in Excel, the consequences and values identified were visualized in MAXQDA to
highlight the chain structure and to identify common clusters of concepts. The result was a
map visualizing the means-end chains for behavior-based information as perceived and acted
upon by users. This map was then further condensed and finally related to the theoretical lens
of SDT. Here, each consequence, or end value, was evaluated in terms of whether it could be
said to either satisfy or thwart one of the three basic psychological needs.
3.3.3.4

Methodological reflections: answering RQ3

Conducting the interviews and moving through the process of analyzing the transcripts and
my own observational notes was a truly enriching experience. I was amazed at the informants
deeply personal tales, which gave rich insights about the phenomenon of interest. In the
following I will elaborate on retrospective reflections of the methodological choices I made and
present suggestions of things I could have done differently.
To begin with, the use of a convenience sample deserves elaboration. Clearly, sampling Spotify
users from one single company’s employee base makes it difficult to generalize the findings to
the wider population of Spotify users, let alone the wider population. According to publicly
available data3 (from 2015) about the age of global Spotify users, the bulk of users
(approximately 37%) are between 18-24 years old, and even the age group 13-17 years
constitutes about 12% of its user base. On the contrary, our sample leaned towards an older
segment, with only two persons aged 18-24 years, and an average age of 31 years and a median
of 29 years. Moreover, while our participants came from different educational backgrounds

3

https://insights.spotify.com/at/2015/03/17/how-we-listen-sxsw-2015/
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and areas of expertise in the organization, our sample no doubt represents an above average
level of education and IT literacy. One might speculate that this expertise has led informants to
provide more analytical reflections and to be more critical in terms of how the Spotify interface
is constructed compared to the ordinary Spotify user. Specifically, informants might be more
critical of elements that they suspect are placed to persuade users (i.e. themselves) to perform
certain actions. As eWOB elements can be placed in that category, one might speculate that our
informants have been more critical of eWOB elements than an ordinary user would be.
Next, my constructed interview guide was quite broad. This was a deliberate choice to both
make participants feel comfortable, as well as to uncover unexpected gems due to the subtle
nature of eWOB in Spotify. However, this breadth also meant that there was much ground to
cover in a short period of time, as I had only booked informants for one hour. Consequently,
when reviewing the interviews, I can now see that certain statements begged for a follow-up in
order to reach the ‘end value’ state but were unfortunately rushed over. This rush could be due
to my inexperience with the MEC approach. While it may sound simple to ask increasing detail
about a given topic, this did in some interviews lead to awkward situations, particularly in
cases were informants were negative about the eWOB in Spotify. Here, my laddering questions
were sometimes met with resistance. Related to this I would follow the recommendations of
Corbin & Strauss (2015), and advise other researchers to start the analysis of the data on a
running basis. While I did write down my immediate reflections at the end of each interview, I
did not start the entire analysis before I had conducted the entirety of the interviews. Following
such an approach, where coding is in conjunction with data collection, would have likely
allowed me to improve my interviewing skills along the way.
Finally, I made the choice not to conduct the interviews grounded in the theoretical lens of SDT.
While SDT had emerged as a viable theoretical lens, I did not explicitly revolve the interviews
around topics related to validated scales for evaluating satisfaction of the basic psychological
needs. Rather, I remained open in the interviewing process and not force a particular
theoretical lens where it may not fit. This choice did, however, make the analysis quite
complicated. Rather than exploring topics related to well-established scales of SDT, I was left to
post-hoc extract meaning from the informants’ narratives about how basic psychological needs
were satisfied by eWOB. The main strength of my chosen approach is that we are – from the
MEC analysis - producing insights that even without the SDT lens would have been useful for
this project. As such, SDT simply adds an explanatory layer to the analysis.
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3.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter I have provided an overview of the methods applied in the production of this
dissertation as well as the associated retrospective methodological reflections. Specifically, I
took the philosophical stance of the ‘critical realist’ and reflected upon my own role as a
researcher in TDC Group. Further, the methodological choices related to each research question
were outlined. For answering RQ1 I argued how a grounded theory-inspired process was
applied over the course of the entire PhD project. For answering RQ2, a quantitative approach
involving an online experiment with the movie streaming service Blockbuster was taken.
Finally, for answering RQ3, I applied a qualitative interview-based approach using the case of
Spotify. Together this mixed-methods research design seeks to illuminate the phenomenon of
interest from different angles.

4 Findings
In this chapter I will provide an overview of the findings of this dissertation, organized
according to the three sub research questions. I conclude the chapter by deriving a set of
implications for eWOB design, based on the findings of the papers. This chapter is primarily
meant as a condensation of the results, and thus the reader is referred to the individual
research papers for detailed accounts of the results, and to Chapter 5 for a richer discussion of
them.

4.1 The concept of Electronic Word of Behavior (RQ1 / Paper 1-3)
RQ 1: What are the current practices of digital products and services in terms of transforming digital
traces of consumers’ behaviors into observable accounts of behavior, and how can this empirical
phenomenon be conceptualized and theoretically understood?
The first sub research question was answered through a close examination of extant literature
about behavior-based information in digital products and services, and the interrelated
concepts of eWOM and social interactions. By employing an iterative and grounded theoryinspired process, where empirical examples of digitally disclosed behavior-based information,
collected in a digital autoethnographic manner as well as from the literature, were compared to
the above-mentioned literatures, the concept of eWOB was derived and defined as published
accounts of behavior, based on the unobservable digital traces of consumers’ behaviors.
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Taking my conceptual point of departure in social interactions and eWOM, I position eWOB as
a behavior-based type of social interaction. As such, it represents one of the two overall types
of social interactions; the other being the opinion-based, most often referred to as eWOM.
Positioning eWOB as one side of a coin in social interactions – and contrasting with the other
side of that coin eWOM, provided a useful vocabulary and structure for carving out the unique
properties of eWOB. With an offset in Cheung & Thadani's (2012) framework for eWOM, a
conceptual framework for eWOB was developed. Figure 15 shows this framework and
highlights with thickened lines the elements added, when compared with the original eWOM
framework.
COMMUNICATORS

SOURCE
(MODEL)

PLATFORM
(AGENT)

leaves digital trace
by behavior
Expertise

STIMULI
(CONTENT)
creates

CONTEXTUAL FACTOR
(CHANNEL)
published on

Volume

found by

Channel
credibility

Trustworthiness
Familiarity

Attribution

RECEIVERS

RESPONSES
(IMPACT)
resulting in

Involvement
Attitude

Purchase
intention

Purchase

Prior knowledge
Aggregation of
‘models’

Internal vs.
external channel

Relevance

Contd. usage &
engagement

Figure 15. Conceptual framework for eWOB

4.1.1 The unique properties of eWOB
This conceptual framework, and the positioning of eWOB as a behavior-based type of social
interaction demonstrates that eWOB has a number of unique characteristics:
First, it is based on the unobservable digital traces of behavior that consumers leave when interacting
with digital products and services. Digital trace data is the trail of data records that get logged
as users of digital products or services interact with a digital system. It has been defined as
“records of activity (trace data) undertaken through an online information system” (Howison,
Wiggins, & Crowston, 2011, p. 769). Some digital traces are intentionally left by users, such as a
Facebook post meant to be disclosed, leaving a digital trace to a selected audience. This, we
consider to be eWOM. Others digital traces are simply traces of our behaviors that are logged
and stored by services and which are unobservable to users. When these, initially
unobservable, traces of behavior are processed and made available in a meaningful format to
users, then they become what I consider eWOB. Second, it so follows that, unlike eWOM,
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eWOB is plentiful and requires little, if any, effort from users to generate. Third, eWOB is designdriven as it requires an active decision from product designers to use the unobservable digital
traces of behavior and turn them into communicative content. Fourth, inherent in eWOB is a
duality in terms of who the communicator is, as both the source of the behavior and the digital
platform disclosing the user’s behavior can be regarded as communicators. Fifth, eWOB is more
neutral in nature, essentially reporting merely behaviors, not their intentions behind or
evaluations of behavior. Sixth and finally, eWOB is concerned with not only sales, but also on
continued usage and engagement.

4.1.2 Design dimensions of eWOB
Further, when looking at the empirical examples gathered through the digital
autoethnographic approach, and the empirical examples present in extant literature, it is
evident that there are at least three distinct design dimensions from which eWOB can be
presented: level of aggregation, familiarity, and place of disclosure. These dimensions were also
incorporated into the conceptual framework. In the following, I will present some illustrative
examples of these three design dimensions. The eWOB elements are highlighted with dotted
orange line.
Firstly, level of aggregation denotes how person-specific the presented eWOB is. For example,
the book community Goodreads shows information about which book a specific friend has
recently read (Figure 16). Alternatively, Hotels.com may show the aggregated number of other
anonymous internet users looking for hotels in a particular city now (Figure 17).

Figure 16. Example of individual-specific eWOB in Goodreads
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Figure 17. Example of aggregated eWOB on Hotels.com. Translation: “7 people are looking at hotels in Cambridge right now”

Secondly, familiarity denotes the tie strength between the model and the observer of the
behavior. When eWOB is presented at the individual-specific level, it may come from strangers
or from well-known peers. For example, a crowdfunding website may display the actual names
of recent backers, although the observer does not know these people (Figure 18). Alternatively,
eWOB may be shown at the friend-level, as already illustrated in Figure 16.

Figure 18. Example of individual-specific disclosure at stranger-level on Gofundme.com

Thirdly, place of disclosure denotes the relationship between the location where the behavior
was performed and the channel that disclosed the behavior. In some case, those two are the
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same. For example, a Spotify user’s listening behavior may be disclosed to other users of
Spotify, within the Spotify platform. I refer to this as ‘internal disclosure’ (Figure 19).

Figure 19. Example of internal disclosure: Spotify listening disclosed within Spotify

Alternatively, Spotify listening behavior may be disclosed externally on the user’s Facebook
timeline (Figure 20) or to the music service Last.fm (Figure 21). Here, the behavior is disclosed
outside of the platform where the behavior took place. I refer to this as ‘external disclosure’.

Figure 20. Example of external disclosure: Spotify listening disclosed on Facebook
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Figure 21. Example of external disclosure: Spotify listening disclosed on Last.fm

These empirical examples serve to illustrate that eWOB can take many different forms, such as
aggregated or individual-specific information, from strangers or from friends, all of which can
be disclosed either internally on the platform where the behavior took place or externally on
another platform. Accordingly, companies must decide which is better suited to the specific
product at hand and given the specific challenges faced or goals pursued.

4.2 The impact of social information (RQ2 / Paper 4)

RQ 2: How does the integration of friend-specific social information impact potential users’ attitude
towards an online content-based service and their intentions to use it?
This research question was answered by performing an 2x2x2 between subjects factorial design
experiment in collaboration with movie streaming service Blockbuster. Fictional information
about participants’ Facebook friends’ behaviors and opinions related to Blockbuster were
incorporated into the Blockbuster mockup website. The impact of this social information on
participants’ attitude towards the service and intention to use was assessed through an online
survey. The entire procedure was estimated to last between 15-30 minutes. The data collection
ran over the course of one month in August-September 2016. A total of 473 participants
completed the survey (35,4% completion rate). A number of manipulation checks were built
into the research design, including participants’ ability to recall having seen pictures of
Facebook friends as well as an analysis of participants’ mouse activity during the experiment as
a proxy for eye movement. These checks reduced the final sample down to 398. Table 4
provides an overview of the distribution of participants across the experiment groups.
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Table 4. Overview of experiment groups
Group no.

Treatment overview

N

% of Total

1

Control

89

22%

2

Random / Low / Behavior

39

10%

3

Influential / Low / Behavior

27

7%

4

Random / High / Behavior

47

12%

5

Influential / High / Behavior

33

8%

6

Random / Low / Opinion

52

13%

7

Influential / Low / Opinion

27

7%

8

Random / High / Opinion

50

13%

9

Influential / High / Opinion

34

9%

Total

398

Importantly, we asked participants how they generally went about finding inspiration for
movies to watch. Here, the second most important input was friends’ recommendations (47%),
which suggests that movie streaming might be a fit for social information. The experiment
tested a total of eight theoretically derived hypotheses. In summary, we hypothesized that:
1. Social information (all treatment groups as one) will positively enhance potential users’
attitude towards Blockbuster as well as their intention to use Blockbuster (H1 a-b)
2. Disclosing opinion-based social information in Blockbuster will have a stronger positive
impact on potential users’ attitude towards Blockbuster than disclosing behavior-based
social information (H2 a-b)
3. The inclusion of social information from category-specific influential friends into
Blockbuster has a stronger positive impact on potential users’ attitude towards
Blockbuster and their intention to use Blockbuster than the inclusion of social
information from random friends (H3 a-b)
4. The inclusion of social information from many friends has a stronger positive impact on
potential users’ attitude towards Blockbuster and intention to use Blockbuster than the
inclusion of social information from a few friends (H4 a-b)
Looking at the descriptive statistics in Table 5 the mean scores are generally in accordance with
our hypotheses, only in the case of H2b is there an inverse relationship. This initial overview
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points to the positive impact of including social information into an online service such as
Blockbuster.
Table 5. Mean scores across treatments
Attitude towards BB

Intention to use BB

CTRL vs. Social information (H1)
Control
Social information

N
89
309

Mean
4.76
5.08

SD
1.38
1.34

Mean
3.57
3.81

SD
1.54
1.47

Type of information (H2)
Control
Behaviors
Opinions

89
146
163

4.76
5.06
5.10

1.38
1.37
1.32

3.57
3.86
3.76

1.54
1.48
1.46

Type of friends (H3)
Control
Random
Influential

89
188
121

4.76
5.01
5.20

1.38
1.39
1.26

3.57
3.70
3.96

1.54
1.48
1.43

No. Of friends (H4)
Control
Low
High

89
145
164

4.76
5.03
5.13

1.38
1.35
1.34

3.57
3.77
3.84

1.54
1.48
1.46

4.2.1 Hypothesis testing
First, an independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare attitude towards Blockbuster
for the treatment condition (subjects exposed to social information, i.e. behaviors and opinions
combined) and the control group (subjects exposed to no social information). In line with
hypothesis H1a there was a significant difference in the scores for the control condition
(M=4.76, SD=1.38 ) and the treatment condition (M=5.08, SD=1.34 ); t(396)=-2.01, p = 0.045 as
can be seen from Table 7 and 6. This shows that the inclusion of social information has a
positive impact on potential users’ attitude towards the service. The same test was run for the
second dependent variable, intention to use Blockbuster. No significant difference was found in
the scores for the control condition (M=3.57, SD=1.54) and the treatment condition (M=3.81,
SD=1.47); t(396)=-1.34, p = 0.181. This indicates that the presence of social information does not
enhance potential users’ intention to use the service. Consequently, we do not find support for
H1b.
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Table 6. Descriptive statistics for H1a and H1b

Group Statistics
Attitude
Intention to use

CTRL vs. Treatment N
Control
89
Treatment
309
Control
89
Treatment
309

Mean
4.7566
5.0831
3.5674
3.8066

Std. Deviation
1.3797
1.3411
1.5387
1.4658

Std. Error Mean
.1462
.0763
.1631
.0834

Table 7. t-test results for H1a and H1b
Independent Samples
Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of
Variances
F
Sig.

Attitude Equal variances .548
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed
Intention Equal variances .871
to use assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

.459

.351

t-test for Equality of Means
t

df

-2.011 396

Sig. (2- Mean
Std. Error 95% Confidence
tailed) Difference Difference Interval of the
Difference
Lower Upper
.045 -.3265
.1624
-.6457 -.0073

-1.979 139.468 .050

-.3265

.1649

-.6526 -.0004

-1.341 396

.181

-.2392

.1783

-.5898 .1114

-1.306 137.335 .194

-.2392

.1832

-.6014 .1230

Next, a factorial ANOVA was conducted to compare main effects of type of information (two
levels: behavior vs. opinion), type of friends (two levels: random vs. influential), and number of
friends (two levels: low (2) vs. high (8)) as well as the interaction effects of the three factors on
the dependent variable attitude towards Blockbuster. Table 8 shows the descriptive statistics
and Table 9 the results of the ANOVA.
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Table 8. Descriptive statistics for H2a, H3a, H4a (DV1)
Descriptive Statistics
Dependent Variable: DV 1_Attitude
Type of friends
Random

No. Of friends
Low

High

Total

Influential

Low

High

Total

Total

Low

High

Total

Type of information (Behavior vs.
Opinion)
Mean
Behavior
4.8120
Opinion
4.9808
Total
4.9084
Behavior
5.2553
Opinion
4.9667
Total
5.1065
Behavior
5.0543
Opinion
4.9739
Total
5.0106
Behavior
5.2346
Opinion
5.2222
Total
5.2284
Behavior
4.9495
Opinion
5.3824
Total
5.1692
Behavior
5.0778
Opinion
5.3115
Total
5.1956
Behavior
4.9848
Opinion
5.0633
Total
5.0276
Behavior
5.1292
Opinion
5.1349
Total
5.1321
Behavior
5.0639
Opinion
5.1002
Total
5.0831
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Std. Deviation
1.4179
1.4118
1.4090
1.3905
1.3507
1.3706
1.4122
1.3753
1.3892
.9820
1.4559
1.2300
1.5414
.9714
1.2928
1.3168
1.2016
1.2603
1.2668
1.4223
1.3497
1.4530
1.2224
1.3357
1.3692
1.3194
1.3411

N
39
52
91
47
50
97
86
102
188
27
27
54
33
34
67
60
61
121
66
79
145
80
84
164
146
163
309

Table 9. Results of factorial ANOVA for DV1 (attitude)
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: DV 1_Attitude
Source

Type III Sum of
Squares
Corrected Model
10.259a
Intercept
7569.950
Typeoffriends
2.723
No.Offriends
.421
Typeofinformation
.411
Typeoffriends * No.Offriends 1.396
Typeoffriends *
1.328
Typeofinformation
No.Offriends *
.001
Typeofinformation
Typeoffriends * No.Offriends 3.705
* Typeofinformation
Error
543.720
Total
8537.778
Corrected Total
553.979

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

7
1
1
1
1
1
1

1.466
7569.950
2.723
.421
.411
1.396
1.328

.811
4190.678
1.508
.233
.228
.773
.735

.578
.000
.220
.630
.634
.380
.392

1

.001

.000

.985

1

3.705

2.051

.153

301
309
308

1.806

The main effect of type of information yielded an F ratio of F(1,301)=0.228, p = 0.634
indicating no significant difference between the conditions behavior (M=5.06, SD=1.37) and
opinion (M=5.10, SD=1.32). The main effect of type of friends yielded an F ratio of
F(1,301)=1.508, p = 0.220 indicating no significant difference between the conditions random
(M=5.01, SD=1.39) and influential (M=5.20, SD=1.26). Finally, the main effect of number of
friends yielded an F ratio of F(1,301)=0.233, p = 0.630 indicating no significant difference
between the conditions low number of friends (M=5.03, SD= 1.35) and high number of friends
(M=5.13, SD=1.34). Further, no significant interaction effects were found. A check for
confounding variables was run (see Appendix 8.8a) using a number of demographic variables
as well as variables related to movie watching. A significant effect of gender, number of films
watched per month, and preferred genre of film was identified. However, controlling for these
measures did not change the overall conclusion that neither of the three factors were found to
significantly influence attitude towards the service. Consequently, we do not find support for
H2a, H3a, and H4a.
The same procedure was run for the second dependent variable, intention to use Blockbuster.
Here too, no significant main effects nor interaction effects were found. Table 10 shows the
descriptive statistics and Table 11 the results of the ANOVA.
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Table 10. Descriptive statistics for H2b, H3b, H4b (DV2)
Descriptive Statistics
Dependent Variable: DV 2: Intention to use
Type of information (Behavior vs.
Type of friends
No. Of friends
Opinion)
Mean
Random
Low
Behavior
3.8077
Opinion
3.7212
Total
3.7582
High
Behavior
3.6755
Opinion
3.6350
Total
3.6546
Total
Behavior
3.7355
Opinion
3.6789
Total
3.7048
Influential
Low
Behavior
4.0833
Opinion
3.5093
Total
3.7963
High
Behavior
3.9924
Opinion
4.2059
Total
4.1007
Total
Behavior
4.0333
Opinion
3.8975
Total
3.9649
Total
Low
Behavior
3.9205
Opinion
3.6487
Total
3.7724
High
Behavior
3.8063
Opinion
3.8661
Total
3.8369
Total
Behavior
3.8579
Opinion
3.7607
Total
3.8066

Std. Deviation
1.50925
1.53525
1.51632
1.50625
1.43233
1.46106
1.50017
1.47897
1.48498
1.41421
1.42181
1.43415
1.47834
1.36996
1.41760
1.43833
1.42476
1.42716
1.46639
1.49171
1.48134
1.49364
1.42717
1.45579
1.47739
1.45836
1.46580

Table 11. Results of factorial ANOVA for DV2 (intention to use)
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: DV 2: Intention to use
Source
Type III Sum of
Squares
Corrected Model
13.674a
Intercept
4265.825
Typeoffriends
4.117
No.Offriends
.682
Typeofinformation
1.081
Typeoffriends * No.Offriends 3.087
Typeoffriends *
.248
Typeofinformation
No.Offriends *
3.159
Typeofinformation
Typeoffriends * No.Offriends 2.500
* Typeofinformation
Error
648.085
Total
5139.313
Corrected Total
661.759

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

7
1
1
1
1
1
1

1.953
4265.825
4.117
.682
1.081
3.087
.248

.907
1981.243
1.912
.317
.502
1.434
.115

.501
.000
.168
.574
.479
.232
.735

1

3.159

1.467

.227

1

2.500

1.161

.282

301
309
308

2.153
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N
39
52
91
47
50
97
86
102
188
27
27
54
33
34
67
60
61
121
66
79
145
80
84
164
146
163
309

The main effect of type of information yielded an F ratio of F(1,301)=0.502, p = 0.479 indicating
no significant difference between the conditions behavior (M=3.86, SD=1.48) and opinion
(M=3.76, SD=1.46). The main effect of type of friends yielded an F ratio of F(1,301)=1.912, p =
0.168 indicating no significant difference between the conditions random (M=3.70, SD=1.48) an
influential (M=3.96; SD=1.43). Finally, the main effect of number of friends yielded an F ratio of
F(1,301)=0.317, p = 0.574 indicating no significant difference between the conditions low
(M=3.77, SD=1.48) and high (M=3.84, SD=1.46). As in the case of the first dependent variable,
no significant interaction effects were found. The check for confounding variables (Appendix
8.8b) yielded significant effects of age, gender, number of children, and preferred genre of film.
However, controlling for these measures did not change the overall conclusion that neither of
the three factors were found to significantly influence attitude towards the service.
Consequently, we do not find support for H2b, H3b, and H4b.

4.2.2 Qualitative insights
The experiment also included an open-ended question where participants had the opportunity
to further reflect on their experience with the website. Only 15 out of 100 comments regarded
social information, which is an indication that the social information element was not a
controversial one. Furthermore, the 15 comments fell into two overall categories of whether
they focused on receiving social information or on giving away social information, where the former
clearly outnumbers the latter. This is somewhat surprising given the current widespread
consumer focus on privacy issues and concerns over personal data use in the digital sphere.
The comments about receiving information were equally split between positive and negative
opinions, with some remarks being made about wanting to be able to filter which friends to
receive social information from. Of those who valued receiving social information, the utility of
the social information was often mentioned as being used as a source of inspiration. Taken
together, although not a fully-fledged analysis of how users interpret the social information,
our data gives us some initial insights that suggest users want to be able to customize their
‘friends list’, both in terms of receiving and giving away social information, and when doing so,
social information can add utility to a product/service. This topic is further elaborated in the
final empirical study (Paper 5).
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4.2.3 Reflections on findings
Taken together, the findings demonstrate that the inclusion of social information into
Blockbuster had a significant positive impact on potential users’ attitude towards Blockbuster.
This lift in attitude did not, however, translate into an increase in intention to use Blockbuster.
Although the general tendency in the data was clearly trending in favor of our hypotheses (cf.
Table 5) it is evident that the majority of our hypotheses were not supported. This points to the
findings of Aral and Walker (2011) and Bond et al. (2012), where significant effects of social
information were found, albeit small ones that only showed on a very large scale (both
experiments had data points in the millions). Building on this, it should be noted that one
obvious limitation of this online experiment is the sample size. While a sample size of 398
might be sufficient for many survey-based studies, the experimental approach using a 2x2x2
factorial design resulted in rather small subgroups. The small subgroups and the expected
marginal impact combined, have likely made it difficult to generate statistically significant
results at the most granular level, despite clear tendencies in the descriptive statistics. It is
therefore recommended that future studies address this limitation by scaling the sample size
up.
The experiment did not show any significant difference between the impact of opinion-based
information (eWOM) and behavior-based (eWOB) on attitude or intention to use. This lack of
overall significant impact is surprising given prior research has empirically identified such
differences, generally in favor of behaviors, (Cheung et al. 2014; Thies et al. 2016). A possible
explanation for this may be that the treatment materials were not sufficiently distinct. The
difference between the ‘behavior’ and ‘opinion’ treatments were quite subtle (simply words
stating that friends ‘like’ Blockbuster or a set of movies versus friends ‘are using Blockbuster’
or ‘have seen’ a set of movies) and thus may not be strong discriminants for the participants
compared to the other treatments. In a real-life setting, the inclusion of behavior-based
information would typically generate more content (users generally watch more movies than
they review), while including opinion-based information will typically generate more rich
information (explanatory text or visuals). Thus, we cannot on the basis of this experiment
conclude whether opinions or behavior-based information is more efficient. On the contrary,
the results indicate that the two might be equally effective. This is quite interesting seen from a
marketing communications and product design point of view. As previously highlighted, the
opinions from peers are highly influential in many product-related decisions. However, it still
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takes some manual effort from the consumer to reflect upon a product experience, form an
opinion about it, and then express that opinion (King et al., 2014). Contrary to opinions, the
behavior-based type of social information is more automated and largely builds on data which
is already there and requires little, if any, additional effort from the user. Accordingly, our
empirical results indicate that it is possible to substitute opinions with the much less laborintensive behavior-based information. This should be of high interest for e-commerce
businesses and other digital platforms looking to acquire and retain customers in the most costefficient and user-friendly way.
I also feel obliged to provide some critical reflections of internal validity. The test groups were
quite uneven in size and with a tendency for ‘influential’ groups to be smaller. A possible
explanation for this may lie in the extra step required of these participants to choose at least 10
friends that they thought might have an interesting movie taste. Clearly, this step puts an extra
cognitive load on participants. As a consequence, some might not have proceeded with the
experiment. Further, it might be that participants did not complete this required step out of fear
that their friends might be notified of their doing so, despite the fact that we clearly stated in
the instructions that friends would not be notified. Taken together, these factors might explain
why fewer participants in these groups completed the experiment. This skewedness –
potentially as a result of increased cognitive load and concerns about privacy - could have
some important implications for the internal validity of the results. Internal validity refers
to “whether the observed covariation between independent and dependent variables reflects a
causal relationship” (Venkatesh, Brown, & Bala, 2013). Basically, whether we can trust that A
was in fact what caused B. One could speculate that only the participants who on beforehand
were positive towards Blockbuster were motivated to go through this additional step of preselecting friends. If accepting this logic then there would have been an overrepresentation of
these relatively more positive participants in the ‘Influential’ condition who would have rated
Blockbuster more favorably than the rest of the sample, no matter the treatment. In other
words, one could speculate that it was not the presence of social information that led to
participants being more positive. Rather, that it was the experimental procedures required for
some treatment groups that led only the most a priori positive individuals to complete the
experiment.
A similar reasoning can be followed for all of the treatment groups. As opposed to the control
group, all treatment groups were required to connect with Facebook during the course of the
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experiment (through the SOCIALIIT tool). As such, we might also speculate that only those
individuals who beforehand were relatively more positive towards Blockbuster would go
through this step. If this is true, then the treatment groups would be biased towards being
more positive towards Blockbuster, no matter the treatment. These potential threats to the
internal validity of the experiment are not possible to (dis)confirm but should be taken into
account in future research. One approach could be, as mentioned in Chapter 3, be to employ a
pre-test that defines each participant’s baseline in terms of attitude towards Blockbuster. Any
change in attitude will then be attributed to the treatment. The difficult task here is to keep all
other aspects constant. One concrete example would be that a pre-test would heighten
awareness of Blockbuster which could lead some participants to try Blockbuster in the period
between the pre-and post-test, and thus uneven levels of experience with Blockbuster would be
introduced.

4.3 Users’ interpretations and uses of Electronic Word of Behavior (RQ3 / Paper 5)
RQ3: How is behavior-based information interpreted and acted upon by users of an online content-based
service?
This final question was answered through a qualitative inquiry of how real users of a digital
content-based service (Spotify) interpret and act upon the behavior-based information
incorporated into the user interface. 21 in-depth interviews were conducted using the meansend chain (MEC) approach. Chains that illustrate how Spotify users derive value beyond the
functional level were constructed and illustrated in a map as shown in Figure 22. The numbers
next to each consequence/value represent the number of informants that fell into that
particular thematic category. The findings were then interpreted through the theoretical lens of
self-determination the theory (SDT) as illustrated by the dotted lines.
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COMPETENCE
End value

Psychosocial
consequence

Functional
consequence

RELATEDNESS

Feeling special (1)

Peace of mind (1)

Feeling competent (1)

Standing out (1)

Social validation (2)

Social recognition (2)

No particular
functional cons. (2)

Social acceptance (1)

Relations (6)

Sense of community (1)

Guidance (17)

Attribute

Following the crowd (2) Insecurity (1)

Useless tracking (2)

Behavior-based
information

Figure 22. Means-end chain map. Basic psychological need satisfaction illustrated by dotted lines

As can be seen from Figure 22, ‘Guidance’ was the most frequently mentioned functional
consequence of behavior-based information in Spotify. The interviews thus confirmed the
assumptions in prior literature that users interpret behavior-based information as offered to
provide informational value in the form of guidance to find new or more relevant content.
However, it was also revealed that behavior-based information in Spotify was not limited to
just functional guidance. Instead it was found that Spotify users to a large degree use this type
of information as a means to maintain or expand current relations, and to create a sense of virtual
community (psychosocial consequences), which can lead to the end value of social acceptance.
Further, the behavior-based information was found to generate psychosocial consequences of
social recognition, social validation and standing out from the crowd, which can progress into
desired end values for users as self-confidence, feeling competent, and peace of mind. Next, the lens
of the basic psychological needs theory of SDT was applied to these results, which
demonstrated how the behavior-based information was instrumental in satisfying the basic
psychological needs of relatedness and competence. In the following, I provide a selection of
illustrative examples. For a more detailed account of the findings the reader is referred to Paper
5.
Interestingly, the satisfaction of the needs for competence and relatedness took effect not only
when actively interacting with other users but also by mere observation of other users’
behaviors. For example, observing a friend’s listening behaviors can be the basis for future
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interaction with that friend (a relation-building or expanding activity) as illustrated in the
following excerpt from GS (m, 29):
GS: For example, this guy I know, Alexander. I sometimes write him a message when I see he has
listened to something that isn’t his typical style. Because then we can joke around and have some fun
with that.
He continued:
GS: One time he listened to a band from [specific city]. It was like this, sort of, high-pitched voice, and I
couldn’t understand why he listened to them. It didn’t make sense. I tried to listen to it for myself, and
then I wrote to ask him what the heck it was. And then, yes, I found out that he had listened to it while
having dinner with his girlfriend, which meant that it was a little “out there”. So you can use it like that
once in a while.
Here, the behavior-based information becomes a basis for future interaction with a friend
through what we could label as ‘friendly mocking’ behavior. This active engagement in
conversations with other users is in line with the perspectives of SDT, where people are
thought to be actively seeking out and cultivating relationships in order to satisfy the need for
relatedness (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). Additionally, this satisfaction of the basic
psychological need for relatedness also happens by mere observation of other users’ behaviors,
as illustrated in the following:
It’s, like, an ok way to follow what is going on but I don’t know how much it’s directly about the music.
It’s mostly just for the fun of it and to see what people listen to. […] well, it might just be to keep up with
what other people are up to and what they are listening to. (CJE, m, 26)
Similarly, the basic psychological need for competence is also satisfied by mere observation of
others’ behaviors. In the following excerpt a user tells how she sometimes observes her friends
or family members’ listening behaviors in Spotify’s ‘social feed’, displaying the current or
recent listening behaviors of one’s connections:
I also have a good ‘warm’ feeling when I see my siblings, family, or close friends listen to music that I
have sent them or something we have in common – I like that […] It’s just a kind of recognition that
okay, I am not completely lost when it comes to music. I like music and it looks like you also like what I
listen to. So that does make me happy. (IR, f, 27)
Here, the user is receiving an indirect social recognition from friends or family. She infers from
observing their listening behaviors that she has had an impact on them, in line with the need
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for competence being satisfied as a result from having an impact on one’s environment (White,
1959). When probed further about what she meant by “warm”, the user seems to derive a
fundamental value of felt competency from such experiences:
Well, it’s like, I do get happy – it warms me - because it might be that I don’t play an instrument, and
that I don’t have a singer’s voice, which I really wish I had, but then it’s really nice to see that some of the
music I like, that a person who is kind of, like, musically gifted, actually appreciates it. (IR, f, 27).
Taken together, the findings from the interviews confirm the current conception in extant
literature of behavior-based information as something that provides functional value to users
in terms of guiding their choices. However, beyond this confirmation the study demonstrated
that behavior-based information has important other, and less conscious, functions to users,
and that these can satisfy basic psychological needs for relatedness and competence. Based on
these findings we derived a number of implications for design, which will be reviewed
together with the design implications from answering RQ1 and RQ2 in the final summarizing
section of this chapter.

4.3.1 Reflections on findings
Interestingly, the interviews did not reveal any satisfaction of the third basic psychological
need, autonomy, from observing the behaviors of others. However, it was discovered that the
need for autonomy did in fact play a role, albeit in a negative way when the perspective was
changed from receiving behavior-based information to sending behavior-based information.
Here it was found that in some cases users’ receipt of behavior-based information served as a
reminder of their own disclosure of behaviors. This gave rise to user concerns about which
behavior-based information was being sent out, to whom, and in which context. Specifically,
some users expressed discomfort because they felt that their music consumption was tightly
knit to a personality trait or mood. Revealing such information to others would, presumably,
allow observers to infer personal details about their personality, mood, and whereabouts. This
led some informants to entirely turn off the options for behavior disclosure, for example by
disconnecting their Spotify and Facebook accounts or listening in ‘private mode’, despite their
enjoyment in receiving behavior-based information. Once turned off, opportunities for using
behavior-based information for relatedness-satisfying interactions with peers is reduced. These
user-concerns are in line with the qualitative insights from the experimental study where
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participants expressed a wish to customize who they receive information from and who will
receive their information.
Moreover, Spotify not only displays the behaviors of others. It also displays the past behaviors
of oneself (e.g. one’s recently played songs and most played songs from the past year).
Interestingly, the interviews suggested that such information can actually thwart satisfaction of
the need for competence due to users’ reliance on algorithmic suggestions for music. From a
SDT perspective this reliance can stifle users’ felt competence as they no longer have full
ownership of their activities – a central requirement for individuals to experience competence
(Deci & Ryan, 1985). As such, some users expressed confusion when faced with their own
actual past listening behaviors, not recognizing the music they had been listening to. Their
music listening behaviors could no longer be attributed to their competence, nor could they be
viewed as personal accomplishments because the music was simply ‘served’ without the user
having to invest any effort. For genuine music enthusiasts not knowing what one has listened
to might actually be viewed as a personal failure. Consequently, holding up this ‘musichistory-mirror’ in front of users might end up reflecting back their algorithmically-induced
incompetence. Further, according to SDT, the feeling of competence is also tightly knit with
individuals’ perceptions of their selves, and competence has been posited to nourish people’s
selves (Ryan & Deci, 2017). Thus, not being able to recognize and be knowledgeable about
one’s past music listening can be thought to impact individuals’ self-perception. For other
users, though, this type of own behavior-based information actually had the function of
awakening pleasant memories, while others enjoyed simply to keep an archive of one’s
listening behaviors, much akin to the self-tracking movement (Sjöklint, Constantiou, & Trier,
2015).
Finally, I provide some reflections on the coding of the data and its possible implications for
the findings. Qualitative analyses usually involves coding the collected data to help structure it
and to systematically derive insights from it (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2013). At the heart
of this process is the researcher’s interpretation of the data. There is no denying that one
researcher might not derive exactly the same insights as another will. To curb this potential
skewness the measure of an intercoder reliability score is often applied. Here, a second coder
engages in coding the same data (or a subset). The coding is then reviewed and compared to
see if there is sufficient agreement. This notion of “sufficient” is much debated, as well as the
topic of which exact measures to apply when reporting such intercoder reliability (Lombard &
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Snyder-Duch, 2002). Further, it has been questioned whether this approach is at all appropriate
in interpretivist type of studies (Gioia, Corley, & Hamilton, 2012). In this study, we applied a
pragmatic approach to this issue. As such, all coding was done by one author (me), but
subsequently reviewed by the second author in terms of topicality, meaning extracted, and
which level in the MEC scheme the content should be assigned to. Any disagreements were
discussed, and solutions then implemented into the coding. In this way the coding has
undergone some level of quality control without subscribing to the belief that qualitative data
can be handled in the same ways as quantitative data can.

4.4 Summarizing the findings & their implications for design
Through a mixed-methods inquiry I have sought to answer the following overall research
question:
How can the digitization-driven increased observability of consumers’ behaviors be conceptualized, and
how can such behavior-based information be used strategically as a persuasive element in the design of
digital products and services?
I have derived the new concept of Electronic Word of Behavior (eWOB) defined as published
accounts of behavior, based on the unobservable digital traces of consumers’ behaviors. I characterized
it as an instantiation of digital trace data and positioned it in relation to the concepts of social
interactions and eWOM. From this foundation, as well as a number of empirical cases, I
derived a conceptual framework for eWOB and a number of unique characteristics, and finally
identified three distinct design dimensions of eWOB.
Further, I empirically explored the impact of eWOB as well as how it is interpreted and acted
upon by users. It was found that the integration of information about friends’ opinions and
behaviors had a significant positive impact on potential users’ attitude towards an online,
content-based service. Further, the findings suggested that the labor-demanding eWOM (user
opinions) seems to be replaceable with the readily available eWOB (user behaviors). Despite
the general empirical trend in the data in support of the hypotheses, there was no significant
difference between the various design configurations tested. Accordingly, future research is
needed to investigate this area in depth and draw firm conclusions regarding the relative
impact of different design dimensions. Finally, it was found, in line with extant literature, that
users of an online content-based service do indeed largely interpret the published accounts of
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other users’ behaviors as providing functional guidance in a cluttered digital consumer
experience. However, when analyzed through the means-end chain methodology it was found
that users at the subconscious level ascribe significant deeper meanings to behavior-based
information. Specifically, it was found that it can, amongst others, create a sense of community
and social recognition, which can lead to end-value states of social acceptance and competence.
Viewed through the lens of self-determination theory it was found that behavior-based
information can satisfy the basic psychological needs of relatedness and competence and thus,
presumably, increase user well-being, but also potentially thwart other basic psychological
needs if not implemented in mindful manners.
Throughout this process it became evident that behavior-based information in the form of
eWOB is a truly design-driven phenomenon. Therefore, I find it fitting to end this chapter by
summarizing the implications for design identified in each of the three main parts of
dissertation, as shown in Table 12.
Table 12. Implications for design
Paper
Paper
1-3

Paper
4

Paper
5

Design Implication
1

Determine goal (desired impact)

2

Choose design configuration
- based on available data and product fit

3

Assess product fit

4

Behaviors (eWOB) can be used as substitute for
opinions (eWOM)

5

Provide clear information about observability

6

Provide user controls for disclosure and receipt
of eWOB
Provide customization options for behavior
disclosure

7

Provide feedback options

8
9
10

Provide behavior-based information for personal
use
Provide educational information in users’
personal listening overview
Provide user control of recommendations

Exemplification
Should the eWOB support purchase decisions and/or
user engagement and retention?
Access to friend-specific or anonymous data?
Aggregated vs. individual-specific?
Internal vs. external disclosure?
Some products categories are not suited for disclosure
of neither user behaviors nor opinions because of e.g.
sensitive information
Displaying the product-related behaviors of peers can
function as eWOM, but requires little consumer effort
to generate
Clearly inform users what will be observable and to
whom
Option to customize whom to disclose one’s
behaviors to and whom to receive from, e.g.
acceptance of followers, easy control of private vs.
public mode, segmentation of followers/following etc.
E.g. option for showing use context
Option to ‘like’ or comment on users’ listening
behaviors
Provide overview of users’ past, not only recent,
listening activity.
E.g. provide information about the artists listened to
in personal overview
Option to select elements of a ‘recently played’ track
that one wants to listen more to

In summary, the integration of behavior-based information into digital products and services
can – if implemented in manners that take into account both the business opportunities and the
user perspective – be a means to achieve a more persuasive and positive user experience.
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5 Discussion
With this PhD dissertation, I have sought to conceptualize the emerging use of behavior-based
information in digital products and services, which – although empirically investigated in
extant literature – has so far suffered from a lack of conceptual clarification. Further, the
dissertation extends the current empirical knowledge by a) providing insights on the impact of
behavior-based information at the friend-specific level when incorporated into an online
service and b) by providing insights from the user-perspective. In this final chapter I will
discuss these findings and put them into a larger perspective, and critically discuss some of the
‘darker ‘sides of eWOB. I will conclude by laying out the main limitations of this PhD
dissertation and make suggestions for how to address these and other relevant topics for future
research.

5.1 The merging of marketing communications and product design
Although I have over the past five years been exposed first-hand to the difficulties of doing
scholarly work in an interdisciplinary field, I firmly believe in the interdisciplinary value of this
PhD project. Increasingly, the design of digital products and services is merging with
marketing communications. A prime example is multi-sided platforms where the importance
of integrating marketing mechanics into the core of the product has been recognized as pivotal
(Parker, Van Alstyne, & Choudary, 2016). This could, for example, be the ability to easily invite
friends to use a product and being rewarded for this action. This reward is not only an
individual-level benefit but also gives a network effects benefit associated with adding another
user to the platform. Cloud service Dropbox is one example where such mechanics have been
built into the product. Here, users get additional storage space if they acquire new users and
they gain the network effect of having an additional user in their network, enabling easy
sharing and collaboration. Photo-sharing service Instagram is also representative of how
marketing communications can be built into the product. In the early days of Instagram, the
default setting was to automatically share all photos posted in the app to users’ Facebook
timeline, disclosing their content to a wider network. In effect, Instagram turned all of its users
into marketers of the app (Parker et al., 2016) by utilizing behavior-based information. These
examples illustrate what Aral and Walker (2011) have referred to as viral product design,
describing “the process of explicitly engineering products so they are more likely to be shared
among peers” (Aral & Walker, 2011, p. 1623). Further, the Instagram example shows how a
single-user activity can be turned into a social, multi-user activity (Parker et al., 2016). The
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initial unique property of Instagram was the ability to easily edit photos to make them appear
more professional, which could have been addressed by keeping app usage private. However,
by making the experience a multi-user social activity Instagram not only made usage itself a
source of marketing communications, they also created an opportunity for users to receive
feedback. Obviously, this feedback was directed at the photos shared by the user, most likely
satisfying the basic psychological need for competence and perhaps relatedness. But it also
served the important function to, indirectly, reinforce the user’s choice of Instagram, without
which the user would not have been able to create such beautiful pictures. Additionally, this
social, multi-user experience also made it easier for users to discern the number of Instagram
users in one’s network and thus create a social proof effect (Cialdini, 2001). This very
mechanism was highlighted by one of the informants in the qualitative study (Paper 5), where
the mere presence of other known Spotify users reassured the informant that he had made the
right choice of music service in Spotify. In fact, Spotify utilized the exact strategy Instagram did
in their early days. Here, users’ music consumption was automatically shared to their Facebook
timelines and in the ‘activity ticker’ of Facebook, which also led to exponential growth in their
first couple of years 4. As such, Spotify represents a highly social experience, despite not
supporting active interactions between users such as the opportunity to ‘like’ or comment on
others’ activity. On the contrary, the other digital, content-based service that I empirically
assessed in this PhD project, Blockbuster, represents a more traditional single-user experience.
Here, the presence of other users is not directly discernable. A category of ‘popular movies’
exists but does not provide any further info, such as how many views those movies have,
where geographically they are most viewed, among which types of or specific named users
they are popular, and there are no real-time indications of any activity. Beyond this the service
only provides traditional recommendations such as ‘recommended by the editorial team’ or
categories related to the genre of movie. As such, Blockbuster does not provide any social proof
of its service, nor means to follow the lead of other users or to receive and give feedback on
users’ consumption behaviors. This relates to my original motivation for carrying out this
research, the gap in the experience of using Spotify when compared with TDC’s music
streaming service TDC Play which, at the initiation of this PhD project, functioned much like
Blockbuster. This also relates to the difficulty of the product management team and the
marketing team to enter a collaboration that would benefit the product as a whole. I can now
conclude that the disclosure of user behaviors does indeed lead to a more persuasive user
experience, both at the content-level and at the service-level, which can, to some degree, make
4

https://growthhackers.com/growth-studies/spotify
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up for traditional marketing communications activities. This points to an increased importance
for both product designers and marketers to be able to identify the marketing communications
opportunities offered by product design in their particular empirical settings. This is no easy
task, but I hope that the conceptual as well as empirical insights offered in this PhD dissertation
can assist this process.

5.2 Broadening the theoretical scope
The choice of theoretical foundation for this dissertation warrants some reflections. I have
approached the topic of eWOB from two theoretical perspectives, both of which are rooted in
social psychology: observational learning and self-determination theory. The application of
these theories has allowed for elaboration on the impact of observing others’ choices and
shown how this behavioral observation can satisfy basic human needs and thus contribute to
users’ general well-being. There is no doubt that the phenomenon of eWOB could also be
approached from other theoretical perspectives, and that such endeavors would most likely
generate complementary insights.
For example, a Goffmanian (1959) sociological approach could lead to an increased focus on the
self-presentations and potential impression management performed by the senders of
behavior-based information. Whereas in this dissertation I have mainly taken the view of those
observing the behaviors of others, described as receivers of eWOB, several instances in the
empirical studies give hints of the relevance for a self-presentation perspective on eWOB
related to the sender perspective. Specifically, in both the experimental study performed for
Paper 4 and the qualitative study performed for Paper 5, participants expressed concerns in
terms of how their behaviors would be perceived by others, with some informants even
considering altering their behaviors when under observation. Conversely, some informants in
the qualitative study also articulated how they had actively used their own behaviors made
observable to signal personal attributes to others. Such a micro-sociological view of eWOB
would be highly relevant to apply.
Further, although I don’t explicitly use the much-debated concept of affordances, stemming
from ecological psychology (Gibson, 1979), it can nevertheless be said to be influential for
especially Paper 5. Here, the examination of how users interpret and act upon a specific
element in a digital service (behavior-based information) carries similarities to the concept of
affordances. A (socio-technical) affordance has been defined as “a meaning-making
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opportunity and simultaneously an action-taking possibility in an actor-environment system in
a particular situation, relative to actor competencies and system capabilities” (Vatrapu, 2010, p.
113). As such, the application of a socio-technical affordance perspective would most likely be
able to shed more light on the interrelationship between the design element of behavior-based
information in relation to actor competencies and system capabilities.
Finally, the application of a relational sociology perspective would lead to an increased focus
on the social network aspects of eWOB. Building on the findings from this dissertation it would
be interesting to explore how far in a given social network that behaviors can act like opinions.
For example, is it only the case among one’s strong ties or does it also apply to weak ties?
Indeed, such social network analysis approaches have been utilized in the area of behaviorbased information, such as in Aral and Walker's (2011) study of the diffusion of an online game
through players’ Facebook networks and Bond et al.'s (2012) work on the diffusion of voting
behaviors through Facebook networks.

5.3 On the digitization of the individual
This PhD project emerged out of the digitization of our everyday lives and the products and
services that are intertwined in them. Without the digitization of books, music, movies, travel
bookings and so forth, the concept of eWOB would not bear much, if any, relevance. While the
benefits of digitization are many (efficiency, distribution reach and speed, to name just a few) it
also potentially eliminates some important ways for consumers to express themselves and
construct meaning of their cultural worlds. At the most fundamental level, digitization
diminishes the tangible and physically observable aspects of products and coverts them to
binary digits (0s and 1s). Existing as music files on a computer or e-books on a Kindle, once
material entities such as records, CD’s, and books are rendered largely invisible to everyone
but the consumer using them. This poses a substantial change for consumers, as chosen
products and their consumption have long been an important vehicle for self-expression and
definition in the creation and sustenance of cultural meaning (Belk, 1988; Goffman, 1959;
Lehdonvirta, 2012; McCracken, 1990). According to Belk (1988, p. 139) humans to a large
extent “knowingly or unknowingly, intentionally or unintentionally” view their possessions as
part of their selves. In Goffman's (1961) terminology possessions represent “identity-kits” used
by humans to uphold identity and the presentation of self to the surrounding world. The
removal of such identity-kits, in for example, prisons, military, and hospitals, leads to
a depersonalizing and dehumanizing of the individual (Belk, 2013; Goffman, 1961). So what
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happens when our physical possessions are digitalized? Consider the digitization of physical
books to e-books. In addition to the loss of the physical book, with all its sensory qualities such
as smell and paper quality, book lovers might also mourn the loss of a vehicle for creating and
sustaining cultural meaning to oneself and others. For example, a book lover who is
surrounded by a vast book collection, is reminded everyday of their favorites and of all of the
personal stories and experiences that are tied to each. This likely anchors a sense of self for
them - a history, and a place in this world, reinforced by their material books. Furthermore,
maybe when our book lover commutes they bring a book on public transit. In this commuting
situation the title, author, and book cover are all potentially visible to collocated fellow
commuters. In this sense, they are again “knowingly or unknowingly, intentionally or
unintentionally”, sending out subtle cues of their person (Belk, 1988, p. 139).
Surely, this is quite a different experience compared to collecting books on a Kindle. Here, the
book lover is no longer reminded on a daily basis of their entire collection and everything
connected to it. The Kindle may still be used every day, but it immediately jumps into the book
one is currently reading, drawing no attention to the entire collection. And when reading on a
Kindle on the subway, neither the title, author, nor book cover is observable to fellow
commuters. Instead only the use of the Kindle device is observable to fellow passengers. In this
sense, what is lost in the transformation from a physical book to a digital book seems to be not
only the tangibility itself but also the ability to use the book as a reminder and reinforcement of
self and self-expression. However, I argue that digitization enables new forms of identity
building and self-presentation. In this example the physical book is indeed hidden inside a
Kindle, but the book-reading activity, that would have left no lasting trace when reading a
physical book, now leaves a trace in the underlying information system. And it is those
behavior-based digital traces, that can be turned into eWOB by digital services. Drawing on
the concept of ‘re-materialization’ as presented by Magaudda (2012) we can say that the once
physical, but now digitalized, product has re-established some of its materiality. It is not the
product itself (the book) that has re-materialized, rather, it is the use of the book - retrieved
from the invisible strands of a database and turned into observable content through a digital rematerialization. This can then be interpreted as regaining the original (physical) object’s
opportunity for cultural meaning-making and personal self-expression.
The above laid out issues and opportunities are largely connected to the sending out eWOB.
While the focus throughout the production of this PhD dissertation has been on uncovering the
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impact of what we can call the receipt of behavior-based information in the form of eWOB, the
issues of sending eWOB are nevertheless of both theoretical and managerial relevance to
further explore. Building on Belk’s (1988, 2013) work we might ask: to which degree eWOB can
replace the physical object’s utility in self-presentation? And from a managerial perspective,
how can we design products that support users’ need for self-presentation? As indicated in
Paper 5 eWOB could lead to a reduced sense of competence when faced with one’s own
usage behavior in Spotify, being made aware the degree to which behavior is directed by
algorithms. In this sense, observing one’s own behavior can actually be a mirror of one’s own
incompetence.

5.4 The dark side of eWOB
This PhD project was conceived in the years 2011-2012. It was around this time Facebook had
just opened for the use of the so-called Open Graph, enabling Facebook users to bring along
their social networks and entire ‘social graph’ into services outside of Facebook. The promises
were of personalization and higher user relevance and user engagement 5. The attitude in 2012
towards the sharing of one’s own data with Facebook and third-party developers was no doubt
very different from the one most espouse today. At the time of writing, general public mistrust
towards Facebook and its data protection practices is at a high. Sparked by the recent Facebook
Cambridge Analytica scandal, and the data that was illegally acquired from Facebook and used
for political purposes, increasing amounts of users have lost confidence in the platform.
According to a recent survey by Business Insider 81% of Facebook users have little to no
confidence in Facebook protecting their data and privacy – a number much higher than for
other social media platforms 6.
This development, from a focus on personalization and the derived user benefits, towards a
problematization of privacy issues, has been ongoing since the beginning of this PhD project.
The empirical studies performed throughout my PhD have shown similar tendencies, raising
data privacy-related issues. User privacy concerns were evident in both of the empirical studies
performed during this research project. Both studies included elements of individual-specific
behavior-based information being disclosed to a selection of users’ Facebook friends. The
concerns expressed by the study participants were similar to what a Director of Product

5
6

https://mashable.com/2010/04/21/facebook-open-graph/?europe=true#vgA1s.ySkkqD
https://nordic.businessinsider.com/consumers-dont-trust-facebook-at-all-new-survey-data-2018-4?r=US&IR=T
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Innovation in Netflix told me during a phone interview in November 2016 about Netflix’ use of
social information:
You would like to know what your friends are watching - we [Netflix] hear that all the time. If you ask
people “would you like to know what your friends are watching?” most people would say yes. But then
you ask them “are you willing to share what you’re watching?”. And most people would say no. And,
so, you have that problem.
This paradox has been referred to in the academic literature as the “personalization privacy
paradox” (Farag Awad & Krishnan, 2006) and describes the inherent tradeoff between access to
personalized services and the unwillingness to give away personal data that enables such
personalization. Similarly, in the qualitative study for Paper 5 some informants showed
elements of constrained behavior, effectively exemplifying what has been referred to as the
extended chilling effect of social media (Marder, Joinson, Shankar, & Houghton, 2016). This
term describes the tendency for some individuals to constrain or modify their real-life
behaviors out of fear that their behavior will be disclosed on social media and observed by
others. Specifically, some informants described how they might change their behaviors if they
felt observed by other users. Such tendency to modify one’s behavior if cognizant of an online
audience has also been empirically demonstrated in, for example, the context of political voting
decision-making (Vatrapu & Robertson, 2010).
Other informants clearly expressed discomfort at the thought of their past music listening
behavior being observed. What is notable in these findings is that the informants’ concerns
mainly seemed to surface when imagining an audience they had no control over. That is, the
feeling that their behaviors would be disclosed to an audience consisting of their entire
Facebook friends list, as Spotify does not offer any segmentation controls. Social media
platforms often collapse multiple audiences, one’s friends, colleagues, and family – a
phenomenon known as ‘context collapse’ (Marwick & Boyd, 2010). Facebook is no exception,
and informants mainly explained that music and music listening behaviors can reveal details
about one’s personality and whereabouts, which they felt uneasy revealing to their entire
Facebook friends list (through Spotify). Researchers have previously identified various
strategies for navigating unclear audiences, such as self-censorship, selective sharing and
grouping, and not posting at all (Semaan, Faucett, Robertson, Maruyama, & Douglas, 2015). If,
on the contrary, audience controls were offered users were much more positive about the
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presence of behavior-based information. Accordingly, one important design implication of this
research for the future design of eWOB elements is to offer users control of the audience,
particularly in cases where eWOB is disclosed at the individual-specific level.
Another important issue of eWOB is its potential for deceptive use. As I have argued eWOB
can be seen as a strategy for designing persuasive systems. Defined as “computerized software
or information systems designed to reinforce, change or shape attitudes or behaviors or both
without using coercion or deception”, literature on persuasive systems emphasizes the
importance of not using coercion or deception (Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 2008, p. 202).
However, such misuse remains a longstanding concern in this literature, and great efforts have
been made to outline ethical guidelines for persuasive systems design (Berdichevsky &
Neuenschwander, 1999; Verbeek, 2006). The challenge remains, even if as researchers we
provide and adhere to ethical guidelines such guidelines are of little help when in the hands of
ill-intentioned systems designers with a narrow focus on short-termed profit. The area is
currently unregulated and lacks mechanisms that can assist users of digital products and
services in assessing the validity of the eWOB faced. This is especially prevalent when data is
presented at the aggregated and/or anonymous level. How much truth is there behind Airbnb
informing you that ‘8 users are currently looking at this accommodation for the same dates as you’?
This obscures further contextual details because no information is provided about whether 8
users is many or few. Such practices are common in e-commerce, especially in the travel
industry, and leverage the persuasive tactic of scarcity (Cialdini, 2001). In a similar vein, music
streaming service Tidal has recently been accused of inflating the number of ‘listens’ for the
artists Beyoncé and Kanye West 7. This not only misleads users, it also has profound financial
consequences, given the number of listens determines how the artists are compensated
financially by Tidal. Whereas most countries have laws that regulate how companies can carry
out marketing communications activities (the use of competitor comparisons, marketing
towards children, and use of threatening language are examples of regulated areas in some
countries), there seems to be a blurry line when it comes to cases where the product design has
merged with marketing-type of mechanics, such as eWOB.
Related to the topic of potential deception carried out by digital services, consumers can
potentially control eWOB in ways that might harm the trustworthiness of behaviors. Behaviors
have traditionally been viewed as the holy grail in terms of trustworthiness: It is what you do
7

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/tidal-accused-of-falsifying-stream-numbers-for-beyonce-and-kanye-west/
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that matters; actions speak louder than words; walk the talk. These are popular phrases which
seek to capture the presumably unfiltered and trustworthy nature of behaviors. However, in a
digital world consumers’ can carefully curate the disclosure of their behaviors. This happens,
for example, when a user enters ‘private session’ listening in Spotify. When doing this, the
music listened to, and thus the behavioral information, will not be disclosed to peers or other
users. In essence, this makes it less reliable to take someone’s listening behavior as a full picture
of that person and their tastes, as it is but a curated representation. This is also the issue with
the more manually controlled uses of behavior-based information as illustrated in the study of
an online beauty forum by Cheung et al. (2014). Here users had the option to manually list and
disclose to other users which beauty products they had previously purchased. It is likely that
this option to disclose led to curated representations of actual purchases, akin to impression
management (Leary, Kowalski, & Leary, 1990). For example, selectively not including more
mundane or less ‘cool’ products to paint a certain image of self. In such cases, behaviors cannot
be regarded as unfiltered and trustworthy accounts.
Broadening the scope, the ‘dark side’ of eWOB reaches beyond misuse related to the marketing
of products and services. As demonstrated by Bond et al. (2012) observable voting behaviors of
friends can affect one’s own voting behavior. Whereas Bond et al.'s (2012) study was devoted to
increasing voter turn-out, and not biasing a specific candidate, one might very well imagine
that eWOB can also be used to influence which candidates are elected. As such, if in the hands
of ill-intentioned systems designers – or politicians - it might be used in deceptive manners that
can have profound implications for democracy. This ability of behavior-based information to
“lead the herd astray” was demonstrated by Salganik and Watts (2008), where users of a music
community were shown to blindly follow the lead of other users. Specifically, songs that had a
low number of downloads, and thus interpreted to be less popular, were manipulated to look
like they had a high number of downloads making them ‘falsely popular’. As a result, the
falsely popular songs increased in downloads, effectively showing that users were drawn
towards making the same choices as others. Luckily, I should note, the Salganik and Watts
(2008) study also found that over time the ‘true popular’ songs regained their pace. As such,
this study demonstrated that although eWOB can be powerful in influencing behaviors, the
human ability to critically assess a situation and make decisions accordingly is still prevalent,
even in a digital world.
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5.5 Limitations & future research
In this last section I will elaborate on the main limitations inherent in this dissertation as well as
provide avenues for how to address these and other relevant topics related to eWOB in future
research.
First, the issue of the results’ external validity warrants elaboration. External validity refers to
whether the results will also hold in other empirical settings (Venkatesh et al., 2013). In the
empirical studies in this PhD dissertation I have focused on two different digital content-based
services and their users (potential and real) in a Danish context. This has several implications.
First, one might wonder whether the findings from the study with Blockbuster can be
generalized to the other service, Spotify, and vice versa given the possible differences in user
characteristics. It has not been possible for me to gather up-to-date user statistics from Spotify.
However, when comparing publicly available information from 20158 about the global Spotify
audience with Blockbuster’s Nordic user base9, we see that both services has an
overrepresentation of male users, with Blockbuster taking the lead (58% vs. Spotify’s 54%). In
terms of age, the global Spotify audience is somewhat younger than Blockbuster’s: about 49%
of Spotify’s users are 24 years old or younger, whereas this is only the case for 35% of
Blockbuster’s users. However, I will argue that the more important aspect to consider when it
comes to external validity is the type of product and its characteristics studied. Here we should
be wary of the difficulties of generalizing to other types of digital products or services. Both of
the products explored in this PhD dissertation, music and movies, are experience goods,
meaning that their quality is difficult to discern before experiencing the product. On the
contrary, search goods are goods whose quality can generally be assessed before trial (Nelson,
1974), and the weight of eWOB might differ across these different types of goods. The category
of digital cameras, as researched by Chen et al. (2011), is an example of search good. Here,
consumers can compare camera specifications such as screen resolution and wi-fi connectivity
before they buy. When such information is supplemented with information about other
consumers’ purchase behaviors, consumers will most likely also infer that each of these prior
purchasers have performed an extensive search, comparing all the relevant specifications, and
concluded that that particular camera was the best. As such, one can view purchases of search
goods as more qualified choices than compared to experience goods. On the contrary, one can
https://insights.spotify.com/at/2015/03/17/how-we-listen-sxsw-2015/. Note that age statistics are estimates
because Spotify only displays them graphically
9 Source: A 2018 Nordic survey of the video-on-demand market in the Nordic countries performed by YouGov for
Nordisk Film
8
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also argue that in the case of experience goods consumers have to rely more on indirect cues
from their social environment, such as the product-related behaviors of friends, because they
cannot directly assess the quality of the product prior to purchase or usage.
Moreover, even within the category of experience goods there are subtle, yet important,
differences that may affect the potential impact of eWOB. Blockbuster and Spotify differ, for
example, with respect to their model of revenue (pay per view versus all you can eat
subscription, respectively). Consequently, we should expect that users in the subscriptionbased model are more likely to try out new content because there is no monetary risk of doing
so, and even the potential cost of wasted time is rather small (a couple of minutes to listen to a
song). On the contrary, movies in the pay per view model carry an actual monetary risk, as
well as a larger cost in terms of wasted time (a couple of hours to watch an obliged movie now
paid for). Furthermore, music is listened to again and again, whereas the majority of movies are
only watched once. Such subtle differences can affect how eWOB plays out. For example, based
on the above we should expect the volume of eWOB to be higher in a subscription-based music
services such as Spotify compared to a pay per view movie service. However, since the risk
involved in making a wrong choice is larger in movie streaming, we should expect users to do
more extensive research and be quite dedicated to the movies they watch. As such, having
‘watched’ a particular movie might carry more weight when observed by other users than
having ‘listened to’ a particular song. This reasoning illustrates the need for further research
that compares the impact of eWOB across different product categories and revenue models,
such as experience versus search goods, products with repetitive use versus single use, goods
of mundane character versus self-expressive character, goods with sensitive or controversial
content versus uncontroversial, and the like. Finally, also relevant in terms of generalization is
the issue of cultural differences. Both studies were carried out in a Danish context – a country
known for its high level of individualism 10. Consequently, it is reasonable to believe that
eWOB can have different, and perhaps more significant, effects in more collectivistically
orientated cultures where there is less willingness to stand out than in Denmark.
Moreover, it should be stressed that the conceptual framework for eWOB does not necessarily
represent an exhaustive framework. Nor is it fully empirically validated. Rather, it seeks to
provide scholars with a framework for understanding eWOB – its main components, processes,
design dimensions, and how it conceptually differs from eWOM. It is the role of future research
10

https://www.hofstede-insights.com/country-comparison/denmark/
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to empirically assess the connections in this framework. This also ties to the importance of
design in making eWOB come to life, and the testing of additional design dimensions. For
example, what is the role of geographic immediacy – of being able to observe the behaviors of
other users in geographical vicinity compared to long distance? Or what is the role of temporal
immediacy – the disclosure of recent behaviors versus all behaviors? These are important
topics for further scholarly exploration. Related to the conceptual framework, I identified the
‘dual sender’, the platform as well as user, as a key factor distinguishing eWOB from eWOM.
This deserves further research across product types and different ways of presenting eWOB.
Most likely, the aggregated type of eWOB would mean a stronger emphasis on the platform as
sender, whereas the friend-specific type of eWOB would appear more to come directly from
users. But such differences have yet to be tested empirically.
Finally, both of the empirical studies raised issues that warrant further investigation. Firstly,
future research should explore the design space related to social information, including eWOB.
For example, investigating what the threshold is for the number of friends displayed to have an
impact. Our study only investigated two fixed representations (two versus eight friends), but
future research could benefit from viewing effects on a continuum. Further, we investigated the
impact of influential friends determined by users’ own pre-selection. What might be the effect
if the users were not involved in identifying the influentials? Such issues of design are
important to further explore.
Secondly, both the experimental study and the qualitative study point towards the user need
be able to easily control eWOB. In the experiment, users expressed how they would like to have
the option to control from whom they received information, and in turn who they could observe
their behaviors. Similar needs were expressed in the interview with Spotify users. Here, the
main concern for users was options to implement audience control. Such controls are easy to
implement, however their use can potentially affect the trustworthiness of behavior-based
information, as described earlier in the discussion. On the other hand, such controls might
mean that users will only receive information that is relevant to them. Accordingly, future
research should address these potential pitfalls and opportunities of user-control by assessing
whether the impact of eWOB decreases or increases in user-controlled conditions. Moreover,
the qualitative study suggests that the disclosure of one’s own behaviors to oneself can be an
important factor in the satisfaction or thwarting of users’ need for competence. As described
above, digitization of products, and hence the product-related behaviors, have profound
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implications for the individual, and future research should explore to which degree digital
behavior-based information can replace the once physical artefacts as a means for selfexpression and identity formation and reinforcement. Finally, while the extant literature
generally paints a picture of users, more or less blindly following others, the interviews with
Spotify users also gave indications of how eWOB can also be used inversely. In effect,
providing a means for users to avoid certain, popular, music. Accordingly, the use of reference
groups by niche segments should be further explored in future research.

6 Conclusion
This dissertation aims at theorizing an emerging empirical phenomenon and empirically
investigating its potential as a communicative design element in two content-based digital
services. I arrive at a conceptualization of the phenomenon of interest as ‘Electronic Word of
Behavior’ (eWOB) defined as published accounts of behavior, based on the unobservable digital traces
of consumers’ behaviors. I have related eWOB to the concepts of social interactions and eWOM
and identified unique properties and three design dimensions of eWOB. eWOB distinguishes
itself by a) being based on the unobservable digital traces of behavior, b) being plentiful and
requiring little, if any, effort from users to generate c) being design-driven d) possessing an
inherit duality in terms of who the communicator is e) being more neutral in nature compared
to eWOM and finally f) being concerned with not only sales, but also on continued usage and
engagement.
To assist the future design of eWOB in manners that leverage the strengths and minimizes the
weaknesses, I moreover conducted two empirical studies. The first study, an online
experiment, departed from a business perspective and investigated the use of social
information in product design, consisting of opinions and behaviors of friends. The findings
from this study demonstrated that online content-based services can benefit from incorporating
social information into their interface in that it positively increases potential users’ attitude
towards the service, albeit not intention to use the service. Moreover, the results suggest that
behaviors can be designed to look like opinions and serve as endorsements. This means that
eWOM, which requires user effort and suffers from an underreporting, can in some cases be
substituted with eWOB, which requires little, if any, effort from the user and is plentiful. The
experiment did not produce statistically significant results regarding the relative effectiveness
of different design configurations and hence, further research in this direction is needed.
Finally, the second empirical study, an interview study, departed from a user-perspective and
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demonstrated that consumers apply interpretations and ascribe use-opportunities to eWOB
that go beyond the notion of ‘popularity information’. Specifically, eWOB can satisfy the basic
psychological needs of relatedness and competence but can also potentially thwart autonomy
and competence. I posit that this need satisfaction can be further increased (and need thwarting
reduced) if product designers become aware of this potential, presumably resulting in an
increase in users’ general well-being. To this effect, the PhD offers a set of implications for
design.

6.1 Contributions to Theory
This dissertation makes a disciplinary contribution to the field of IS, and specifically to the
behavioral tradition and the HCI systems design stream. This is underscored by the
dissertation’s strong focus on the interplay between technology and people, i.e. the sociotechnical aspect. Thematically, the dissertation is positioned at the intersection between IS and
Marketing, where the research streams concerning the use of behavior-based information in
products and services, eWOM, and social design come together. Further extending the scope,
the findings have relevance for the related fields of e-commerce, the persuasive systems design
area of HCI, and research into social contagion phenomena. Specifically, the findings of this
dissertation contribute to theory in three overall manners:
1) The introduction of the theoretical concept of eWOB brings together scattered literature to
form a unifying concept for further exploration and accumulation of knowledge. The
dissertation provides conceptual clarification and a detailed account of the dynamics and
characteristics of an emerging phenomenon. The concept is placed in the larger theoretical
context of eWOM and, more broadly, social interactions. Furthermore, the proposed conceptual
framework for eWOB not only sheds light over the main components and processes of eWOB;
it also represents a platform for other researchers to systematically uncover the many facets
and detailed dynamics of eWOB through further empirical research. As such, the introduction
of the eWOB concept represents a contribution to the behavioral stream of IS research.
2) The dissertation provides empirical insights about the impact, interpretation and use of
behavior-based information from both the business and the user perspective, resulting in a
number of design implications. This too represents a contribution to the behavioral stream of IS
research as well as the design stream.
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3) The dissertation makes a methodological contribution to the design science stream of IS
research with the development of an IT artefact, the SOCIALIIT, which enables the testing of
different ways of presenting social information to users. This tool can assist scholars in future
research within the area of social product design.

6.2 Contributions to Practice
From a management perspective, the findings of this dissertation contribute to practice in the
following ways.
1) The empirical findings of Paper 4 highlight the potential positive impact of incorporating
information about other users’ behaviors and opinions into an online service. More specifically,
it is demonstrated how readily available behaviors can work as recommendations in a manner
that requires less effort from the user than the generation of eWOM (opinions). As such, the
findings suggest a strong business rationale for designing eWOB elements.
2) With the proposed conceptual framework of eWOB in Paper 3, I provide product designers
with an overview of both the design opportunities and the central mechanisms of eWOB. Much
akin to how a manager will benefit from knowing different archetypes of organizational
structures (for example a matrix, functional, or divisional structure) when redesigning an
organization, it is my hope that the conceptual framework can act as a roadmap for product
designers and facilitate a strategic use of behavior-based information in the form of eWOB.
Only by being aware of the conceptual underpinnings of a phenomenon and its core
components can one instrumentally work with it beyond trial and error.
3) The empirical findings from Paper 5 aim to assist the design of mindful eWOB. Mindful in
the sense that the eWOB elements are designed in such a manner that they not only seek to
increase user efficiency but also address user concerns and satisfy basic psychological needs.
4) The development of the SOCIALIIT in Paper 4 also represents a contribution to practice as it
provides a concrete tool that can be used by product designers to test out different
configurations of social information, including eWOB.
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6.3 Epilogue
The completion of this dissertation marks the end of what has been both an enriching and at
times frustrating journey. Entering the academic world was a steep learning curve for me, and
it still often feels like I am climbing a mountain. But that is also the beauty of research: there is
always something more to learn. Something that could potentially change your view of the
world. Despite the momentarily feelings of frustration and loneliness, a PhD truly is a
privilege. One is fortunate enough to devote years to the investigation of a topic of interest. I
have had the opportunity to put a theoretical frame around an empirical phenomenon that
captured my interest while working in industry. I have learned about some of the fundamental
workings of the human mind. What motivates people and makes them feel good? How do
humans learn and how do they influence each other? Those are some of the theoretical
questions that I have been lucky to investigate and subsequently translate into a business
context where they can, hopefully, make a positive difference for the future design of digital
products and services.
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Abstract
Recent years have seen an increased sharing of consumptive practices, experiences and evaluations on
social media platforms. Such socially shared consumption can range from electronic word-of-mouth to
formal online reviews as well as automated product mentions facilitated by social media applications.
Based on a review of extant emerging literature on this topic as well as of literature on relevant topics
such as social influence, online reviews, theories of the extended self and conspicuous consumption, this
paper proposes a new concept, “socially shared consumption”, and a taxonomy for better understanding
and analysing the growing phenomenon of consumers’ social sharing of consumption on social media
platforms. The taxonomy consists of five dimensions of socially shared consumption: Phase, Automation,
Formality, Expressiveness, and Sentiment. The primary contributions of this research-in-progress paper
are (a) description and definition of the new concept of socially shared consumption, (b) preliminary
proposal of a taxonomy of socially shared consumption, and (c) outline of a research agenda to conduct
theory-based empirical studies of socially shared consumption phenomena.

Keywords: Social business, social media, social sharing, consumer behaviour

1. Introduction
This paper is motivated by the increasing use of social media platforms that allow consumers to
seamlessly share their consumption of products and services with their online social networks (Hoffman,
Novak, & Stein, 2013). While the general phenomenon of consumers sharing consumption experiences
is not new, the scale of it has been significantly amplified with the introduction of social media and
integrated social sharing features such as Facebook’s Open Graph, introduced in 2011. Prime examples
of companies that utilise the Open Graph functionality are music service Spotify and media streaming
service Netflix, which let users seamlessly post their music/film consumption to Facebook (“Person A is
listening to Song B via Spotify”). As such, social media allows consumers to share consumption
experiences way beyond what Granovetter (1973) calls one’s strong ties. At the same time, not only do
the socio-technical affordances (Vatrapu, 2010) of social media amplify the scale of potential reach of
sharing, they also induce consumers to interact in new ways and share new types of consumption
information, presumably not shared before (Hoffman et al., 2013). Furthermore, services such as Open
Graph can be seen as serendipity enablers (Parr, 2011), implying that socially shared consumption
actions might represent not only an explicit mention but also some form of implicit endorsement of the
consumed product. As such, this increased social sharing of consumptive practices has the potential to
significantly affect how businesses gain competitive advantages, towards an increased focus on making
customers interact with products and services, i.e. socialising the consumption of products, services, and
experiences. This paper proposes a new concept, namely ‘socially shared consumption’ (SSC) to
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describe this practice of consumers sharing their consumption of products, services, and experiences with
their networks via social media platforms. To the best of our knowledge, little research has been done on
this exact topic, and more specifically, on determining the motivations of consumers to share their
consumption online and the potential social impact and resulting business value created by offering a
socialised consumption process. However, we find relevant existing research within a number of
associated areas such as management, innovation, marketing, information systems, and human-computer
interaction. By performing a literature review of the disjointed extant research on this new phenomenon
as well as of supporting literature, the paper seeks to answer the following research question: What is
Socially Shared Consumption? As such, it contributes to the field of information systems and to the
emerging field of ‘social business’ (R. Vatrapu, 2013) by (1) introducing a new concept - SSC – to better
understand the phenomena of consumers sharing their consumptive practices and experiences with online
social others, 2) proposing a taxonomy for understanding this phenomenon and 3) offer new directions
for further research. The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents an
introduction to the concepts of consumption and social media. Section 3 details the methodology for the
literature review. Section 4 presents the main findings from the literature review. Section 5 proposes a
conceptual taxonomy for understanding SSC, and Section 6 concludes the paper with an outline of a
future research agenda.

2. Foundations
2.1 Consumption
Consumption is a complex concept that spans multiple academic disciplines (D. Miller, 2005), and can,
amongst others, be understood as a theory of choice (Lehdonvirta, 2009). As such, the phenomenon of
consumption potentially spans over the consumer decision-making phase, the purchase of the good or
service, the consumption of it, and finally the evaluation of it. Interestingly, it is actually quite difficult to
find a definition of consumption per se in literature on consumption, and more specifically digital/online
consumption. For example, Hoffman & Novak (2012) define consumption of content on social media
platforms as to “find, get, acquire, consume, download or receive content” (Hoffman & Novak, 2012, p.
20) i.e. in line with a broader view of consumption including the decision-making process. Thus, this
paper treats the concept of consumption as spanning across several stages: the consumer decision-making
phase, purchase, the actual consumption, and potential mention and/or evaluation of the consumed
product/service.

2.2 Social media
The term ‘social media’ has found its way into our everyday vocabulary as services like Facebook and
Twitter have grown massively. Some definitions of social media lean towards the participatory element
of users creating and/or interacting with content, (e.g. Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010) whereas other
emphasise the networking/social aspect (e.g. Hoffman et al., 2013). In this paper, we emphasize the
notion of ‘social’ in ‘social media’, and use the definition offered by Hoffman et al. (2013, p. 29): “The
set of web-based and mobile tools and applications that allow people to create (consume) content that
can be consumed (created) by others and which enables and facilitates connections”. Finally, we also
recognise that social networking sites can add a social layer to otherwise non-social sites. Thus, for the
purposes of this paper, a site like Amazon is not considered social media per se because of its
participatory features (e.g. user reviews). However if an integration to the individual users’ social
network (e.g. Facebook) is present, allowing users to share their purchases or see recommendations from
friends – and thus in line with the definition above, enables and facilitates connections - we consider this
a social media context. In this sense, the mention and/or review of an Amazon product that is socially
shared with the user’s online social network (such as Facebook or Twitter) will qualify as an instance of
socially shared consumption.
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3. Literature Review: Methodology
The methodology of this literature review is as follows:
•

•
•
•

Current research on the phenomenon of consumers sharing consumption experiences via social
media platforms was identified. Search terms included contemporary use of the term ‘socially
shared consumption’ as well as possible alternative terms, e.g. ‘social consumption’, ‘visible
consumption’ and aspects of the socio-technical affordances such as ‘Open Graph’.
Foundational literature in related, established areas that may help to describe, understand, and
explain the phenomenon was identified.
The results from the foundational literature and current research searches were supplemented via
backtracking and relevant popular articles were added, resulting in a pool of SSC papers.
Finally, current research on the phenomenon and foundational literature from related areas were
combined with the aim of conceptualising the new concept, socially shared consumption.

The criteria for being included in the pool of SSC papers were that the paper included both a
consumption dimension (pre/during/post consumption) and a social media element. It was considered
sufficient that the papers only briefly elaborated on SSC (e.g. as a topic to be further researched). The
first search resulted in 22 papers, which, when supplemented via backtracking, resulted in a pool of 30
papers. As this is an emerging phenomenon, it is expected that this will be expanded over the course of
the project. The rest of the papers were grouped into the following themes, serving as foundational
literature. Finally, papers within unrelated fields (e.g. “social consumption of alcohol” in the public
health domain) were discarded.
•
•
•

Theme 1: Consumer motivations for and/or impact of sharing content on social media platforms (e.g.
photos, likes etc.), however not specifically related to consumption of goods and services
Theme 2: Consumer motivations for and/or impact of shared consumption, but in an offline context
(e.g. consumers’ use of goods to express their self-identity, social influence of others in social
consumption contexts).
Theme 3: Online reviews outside a social media context

The following figure illustrates how SSC is situated among foundational research, including examples of
sub-themes.

Figure 1.

Overview of Foundational Research for Socially Shared Consumption

4. Literature Review: Findings
Our search for current use of the term ‘socially shared consumption’, as expected, resulted in only a few
papers, of which none qualified as having an element of both social media and consumption. We first
analysed current research about the phenomenon of consumers sharing consumption experiences in a
social media context and this informed the definition of SSC. We then synthesised current research on
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SSC and foundational literature in related areas (Figure 1) to create a conceptual taxonomy and propose a
research agenda.

4.1 SSC: Scope and Definition
When isolating our search to the characteristics of the phenomenon of shared consumption in a social
media context, we do get a few relevant results on the phenomenon of interest to this paper. However, a
common definition of the phenomenon is lacking. Villi (2012) applies a “curation” view on content
sharing, and as such SSC can be viewed as a form of socially oriented endorsement from the consumer
side. Wang et al. (2012) use the term “consumption-related peer-communication”, and investigate
consumption sharing on social media platforms. Here, the concept is defined quite broadly and includes
status updates asking friends for input on a particular product, reviews, comments etc. thus spanning over
across several stages of the consumption process. This can be characterised as a quite active consumption
dialogue, in the sense that the communication is generated manually rather than automatically posted to
e.g. Facebook via an app. Similarly, a broad definition of consumption-related communication on social
media platforms is found in Saenger et al. (2010) who include listing of favourite books and general
pictures of one’s lifestyle. From both academic research and entertainment industry perspectives, the
term ‘Social TV’ has generated attention lately, essentially also expressing a form of SSC. Social TV is
often described as the act of discussing or interacting with a live TV show, usually via hashtags on
Twitter (Armano, 2011; Luger, 2013). Similar kind of real-time socially shared consumption is found in
the automated actions produced by social media sharing applications (e.g. Spotify’s Open Graph app).
This new kind of SSC does however differ from past practices reported in extant literature due to its
semi-or fully-automated nature (once the consumer has chosen to connect a particular service with
Facebook, actions from this service are shared automatically). Finally, looking to the field of online
reviews as an expression of post-consumption evaluation, we find that reviews can generally be divided
into two types: Formal and informal reviews (Rad & Benyoucef, 2011). Formal reviews are posted on a
dedicated third-party website (e.g. Tripadvisor) or a merchant’s website (e.g. Amazon), typically at the
request of the website/merchant, and within the formal review section of the product page. In contrast,
informal reviews are unstructured and do not appear in a dedicated review context. Informal reviews
typically consist of casual product mentions made on social networking sites such as Twitter and
Facebok, and are usually created by the initiative of the consumer.
On the basis of the above review of current research describing various angles of the phenomenon of
interest, the following holistic definition of SSC is proposed:
“Socially Shared Consumption (SSC) is an activity where consumers by means of social media platforms
share their consumption of products, services, and experiences with their online social network(s). The
consumption activities shared can be the very act of consumption itself, or it can be considerations
leading up first to the purchase and consumption, as well as the subsequent evaluation of the
good/service consumed. The consumption may be an individual act – and may take place offline or
online - but can be said to be socialised by the online sharing of that act.”

4.2 SSC: Consumer Motivations
One research theme identified in current research on the phenomenon of SSC is the consumer
motivations for sharing consumption experiences on social platforms. Sharing one’s consumption
activities on social media platforms is viewed by Saenger et al. (2010) as a form of consumer
exhibitionism. This view situates consumers’ SSC activities in the field of well-established concepts such
as ‘materialism’ (e.g. Fitzmaurice & Comegys, 2006), the ‘theory of conspicuous consumption’(Veblen,
1899 and Patsiaouras & Fitchett, 2012), and ‘the extended self’ (Belk, 1988), in all of which shared
consumption experiences function as ways of constructing or expressing one’s identity, self, or social
class. While these concepts generally describe offline phenomena, they can be helpful in understanding
and analysing the concept of SSC. Examples of such identity-building, reinforcing, or signalling of user
motivations for social sharing of consumption are also found in the literature (e.g. Drenten, 2012). On the
basis of an empirical study, Drenten (2012) concludes that photos of brands and consumption
experiences (actual or desired) shared on social media platforms are important tools to identity
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construction among teenage girls. Furthermore, Belk (n.d.) presents a revised theory of the extended
self, applicable in a digital world, which offers interesting insights into the possible consumer
motivations and effects of engaging in SSC. Belk (n.d.) finds that digitalisation has led to a more
extensive sharing of experiences with products/possessions, and that the resulting potential feedback
from others can actually enrich that feeling of self and/or the feeling of belonging to a group. Different
frameworks for analysing consumer motivations to engage in social media activities in general (i.e. not
necessarily consumption-related) may also be useful for understanding consumer motivations for sharing
consumption experiences on social media platforms (e.g. the “4Cs” of social media Hoffman & Novak,
2012). Interestingly, the 4C framework does not explicitly include the above mentioned motivations of
self-expression, consumer exhibitionism etc. The authors do however point to the need for further
research into the user motivations for creating content (e.g. what drives a user to write on Facebook
about a coffee shop he just visited?) (Hoffman et al., 2013). A similar framework is presented by
Muntinga (2011) who focus on motivations for brand-related social media use, including online reviews.
The final relevant stream of research to understand consumer motivations to engage in SSC are theories
of diffusion of innovations, popularised by Rogers (2003), Gladwell (2001), and Moore (1998), which
theorise that different consumer segments are needed to spread new ideas, products, innovations, or
knowledge and account for their differential adoption. Arguably, these different segments have different
motivations to share knowledge such as an altruistic desire to help others (Walsh, Gwinner, & Swanson,
2004) vs. a concern for socio-technical capital (Resnick, 2002).
In summary, the relatively scarce literature on the phenomenon of SSC indicates that consumer
motivations for SSC is an existing research theme, primarily explaining it as an identity building,
reinforcing, or signalling activity.

4.3 SSC: Impact
The second overarching theme of SSC literature is the potential impact of consumers sharing their
consumption on social platforms. Arguably, impact can be achieved on many different levels such as
increased brand awareness/buying intention/sales etc. In the wider (i.e. non-social media related) area of
recommendations and reviews, numerous academic studies have researched the value of online reviews
(e.g. Amblee & Bui, 2011; Chen et al., 2004; and Duan et al., 2008), and the widely used Net Promoter
Score (NPS) is built upon the insight that having a large amount of customers that are willing to actively
recommend a company’s product is directly linked to company growth (Reichheld, 2003). Moving to the
field of SSC, the notion of social influence (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004; Kelman, 1958; S. Milgram,
1963) is of essence as the communication takes place between peers and/or trusted others given the
other-orientation of social media. Generally, it is well known and accepted that a personal
recommendation from a friend is much stronger than one coming from a stranger or a company (e.g. Xu
et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2013) although variations in impact are seen among different consumer
segments (Iyengar, Han, & Gupta, 2009; Munar & Jacobsen, 2013) and product categories (Zhu &
Zhang, 2010). Thus, it seems logical that Wang et al. (2012) find a positive impact from consumptionrelated peer-communication (made on social media platforms) on product attitude, product involvement,
and purchase intention. Within the field of online reviews and more specifically recommendation
engines, we see that incorporating social network information in traditional recommendation engines has
the potential to improve recommendation accuracy (Falahi, Mavridis, & Atif, 2012; Yang et al., 2013).
As stated earlier, the mere act of social sharing of consumption experiences is not a new phenomenon as
such. However socio-technical affordances of social media platforms has magnified the potential reach,
use, and impact of it. This poses an interesting question, also raised by Hoffman et al. (2013), namely
how this increasing amount of day-to-day consumption information influences consumer opinions and
decisions? Additionally, Hoffman et al. (2013) point to the importance of further research into how
content “containing thin slices of opinions on products shape viewers’ opinions, albeit in ways that are
less direct than full reviews do” (p.33), adding the example of who is using a particular service. In
contrast to this view of indeterminate impact of social sharing of consumption, Powers (2012)
interestingly states that consumption of goods and services which are shared via social media platforms
is increasingly falsely taken for product endorsement. These somewhat opposing views raise an
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important question about whether the mere (shared) use of a particular product/service may be perceived
by one’s peers as a form of endorsement of that product/service, and thereby influence consumers’
attitudes and purchasing behaviour. A number of established theories - from Leibenstein's (1950)
‘bandwagon effect’, Rogers' (2003) ‘diffusion of innovations’, to the theory of observational learning
(Garg, Smith, & Telang, 2011) - help shed light on this question, in that they claim that an individual’s or
group’s consumption can impact other people’s consumption choices, preferences, and behaviours. Thus,
socially shared consumption becomes a kind of user endorsement. A couple of studies support this view.
Garg et al. (2011) find that peer influence (stemming from visible use behaviour) increases music
diffusion with up to a factor of six. Similarly, Wattal et al. (2010) find that blog use among an
individual’s network increases one’s own blog use. Finally, others’ shared or visible consumption in
social contexts (e.g. a restaurant visit) can also act as peer pressure to conform to certain consumption
standards (Sotiropoulos & D’astous, 2012). That said, there are many open questions with regard to
impact of SSC that need to be empirically addressed. For example, if the mere act of listening to a song
(e.g. on Spotify) can be viewed as an endorsement, how is that potential endorsement weighted between
endorsement of the service (Spotify) and the content (the song listened to)? Furthermore, if the mere
shared use of a product/service can be conceptualised as a form of endorsement, how strong an
endorsement is it? Finally, does a potential endorsement effect apply across consumer segments and
across product categories? And what effect does it have on business KPIs such as brand awareness,
consideration, and sales? These still remain unanswered questions of academic importance as well as
practical relevance.

5. Towards a Taxonomy of SSC
Drawing from the literature discussed above, the following section outlines and discusses a taxonomy for
understanding the phenomenon of SSC, and extant literature is grouped into the different (sub-)
dimensions. As this is a research-in-progress paper, the dimensions are not necessarily exhaustive nor
sufficient, and empirical validation is pending.
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Dimension

Definition

Phase

Refers to which phase of
consumption is socially
shared. It can be the actual act
of consumption, but also the
considerations leading up to
the choice of product, as well
as the subsequent evaluation
of it.

Automation

Formality

Expressiven
ess

Sentiment

Table 1.

Refers to whether the
platform, from which the
sharing takes place, offers
automation. Two major types
are seen: Automation of the
sharing (the sharing takes
place without the user
actively choosing to post)
and/or of the content shared
(pre-defined text, illustrations
etc.)
Refers to whether the
consumption shared has the
format of a formal review or
not. Often, this will be
determined by whether the
mention takes place in a
review context or not.
Refers to whether the shared
consumption is accompanied
by a distinct expression of
opinion (either positive or
negative) about the
product/service consumed.
Refers to the direction of
opinion expressed (positive,
neutral, negative)

Practice Examples
Pre: Receiving input or asking friends for input
on Facebook and Twitter, checking out
recommendations from social others on Yelp,
booking a restaurant table or concert tickets and
sharing that story on Facebook.
During: Real-time sharing of photos on
Instagram of having dinner.
Post: Writing a review of the restaurant on
Tripadvisor or Yelp, available for friends and
social others.
Low: A consumption-related status update or
tweet

Total #
papers
20

14
19
18

Medium: A user actively posts a Foursquare
check-in to Facebook but without actively writing
anything (automation of content, e.g. a map or
photo)

10

High: A user’s music or film consumption is
posted to Facebook from e.g. Spotify and Netflix
(automation of both sharing and content)

11

Informal: A tweet about a product experience

18

Semi-formal: Check-ins on Foursquare and
recent purchases on Amazon

16

Formal: Reviews on Yelp or Tripadvisor

11

Weak: A photo posted of a new iPhone on
Facebook, not accompanied by explanatory text
Medium: A ‘like’ on Facebook
Strong: A photo posted of a new iPhone on
Facebook, accompanied by an endorsement of the
phone’s new design.
Negative: A tweet describing a disappointing
restaurant experience
Neutral: A restaurant check-in on Foursquare
without any accompanying text
Positive: A tweet about a good restaurant
experience

13
15
21
16
19
21

Taxonomy of SSC

Some of the dimensions in the SSC taxonomy tend to follow each other while others are more unlikely to
be combinatorial. For example, literature on the impact of reviews and other post-consumption activities
tend to also have a pre-consumption phase element as the impact is exercised on consumers who are in
the pre-consumption phase. Similarly, as the formality dimension stems from the literature on online
reviews, literature on the motivations for formal mentions will typically take place after consuming the
product. Additionally, the concept of a “review context” is in constant development. For example, while
not a dedicated review site, Twitter’s hashtag functionality does lend itself to a form of reviews (e.g.
#mcdstories). An important note on the automation dimension is that it is heavily influenced by sociotechnical affordances (R. Vatrapu, 2010). As such, technical features can induce new ways of sharing
consumption. However, even for non-automated content there may still be a “template” steering the
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content in a particular direction – either technical (e.g. Twitter’s 140 characters and emerging discourse
conventions) or socio-cultural like the dominant use of Facebook’s status update. With regard to the
expressiveness dimension, expression of opinion can in some cases (e.g. irony) presume access to
implicit information about the context and/or the person sharing in order to fully evaluate what is being
expressed. In our taxonomy, we assume that the relation to the sharing person stemming from being
associated with one another on a social platform should form the needed background information in
order to judge the particular expression of opinion. Finally, a noteworthy distinction across several of the
five dimensions is that of the content consumed vs. the platform facilitating the content. For example, to
what degree does a Foursquare check-in at a restaurant, shared on Facebook, communicate a message
about the content (the restaurant) vs. the platform (Foursquare)? Or is it that the person engaging in SSC
is the message? In a twist on McLuhan’s (1964) famous dictum, it could be that “the messenger is the
message”.

6. Outline of a Research Agenda for SSC
In this paper we have identified disjointed extant research on the phenomenon of consumers sharing
consumption practises as well as research in supporting research areas. On the basis of this, we have
proposed a new concept, SSC, and a taxonomy for better understanding this phenomenon. In our future
research on SSC we wish to refine our taxonomy and empirically transform it into a conceptual
framework. The framework will be informed by our initial work of this paper as well as by empirical
data collection and analysis hereof, and we aim to establish a conceptual framework for socially shared
consumption, that empirically identifies how consumption can be socially shared across the entire
consumption process. The work will draw on established models of consumer decision making and
buying behaviour, which are expected to be enriched with a (digital) social sharing dimension. As such,
besides the academic relevance of adding to established models and understanding a new phenomenon,
the framework is expected to have a practical business relevance in terms of how to encourage
consumers’ sharing of consumption across the entire consumption process by use of socio-technical
affordances. This leads us to the following research question for future research:
RQ1: What is SSC and how does it manifest on social media platforms throughout the entire
consumption process?
Furthermore, on the basis of the literature review and the extracted taxonomy it becomes evident that the
primary gaps in knowledge about SSC are centred on the area of the phase during consumption, with
medium to high automation and a weak expressiveness. One reason for this could be the recent growth in
social media platforms offering more or less automated consumption sharing. Even though papers within
these categories do exist, none exclusively conceptualises and analyses this phenomenon. Thus,
questions such as the following remain unanswered: Consumer motivations for sharing, potential
endorsement effect and relative strength compared to more formal reviews, perception of content shared
(e.g. a song) vs. the platform from which it is shared (e.g. Spotify), and socio-technical aspects of SSC:
What impact the technological platforms offered have on how people behave in terms of sharing
consumption - what they share, how often they share etc. This leads us to propose the following two
research questions, which will specifically focus on the consumption in the phase during consumption,
with medium to high automation and a weak expressiveness.
RQ2: What are the motivations for consumers to share their consumption of products, services, and
experiences on social media platforms?
RQ3: What is the social impact and the resulting business value created from consumers sharing their
consumption of products, services, and experiences on social media platforms?
In order to answer these questions, foundational literature will be used to form hypothesis for both
consumer motivations and impact, which will then be empirically tested.
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Electronic Word of Behavior:
The Mediating Role of Social Media in Disclosing Otherwise Non-observable
Product-related Behavior
Katrine Kunst, kalk.itm@cbs.dk
Copenhagen Business School, Department of IT Management

Abstract
It is widely recognized that the transition from Word-of-mouth (WOM) to electronic word-ofmouth (eWOM) allows for a wider and faster spread of information. However, little attention
has been given to how digital channels expand the types of information consumers share. In
this paper, we argue that recent years have seen a social media-facilitated move from opinioncentric eWOM (e.g. reviews) to behavior-centric (e.g. information about friends’ music
consumption on Spotify). A review of the concepts of WOM and eWOM and a netnographic
study reveal that the current definitions and understandings of the concepts do not capture
this new kind of consumer-to-consumer information transfer about products and services.
Consequently, we suggest an extension of those concepts: Electronic Word of Behavior.
Keywords: Social Media, Word of Mouth, Electronic Word of Behavior
Track: Online Marketing & Social Media
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1.0 Introduction
It is widely recognized that the transition from Word-of-mouth (WOM) to electronic wordof-mouth (eWOM) allows for a wider and faster spread of opinions and information, well into
one’s weak ties (Granovetter, 1973) and even beyond (e.g. review sites) (Hennig-Thurau &
Walsh, 2003; Kaplan & Haenlein, 2011; De Bruyn & Lilien, 2008; Lang & Hyde, 2013).
However, little attention has been given to how technology changes or expands the types of
information which we share (Hoffman et al., 2013), and how that influence other consumers.
Special features of social media now enable consumers to share a wide array of their online and
offline behaviors in various (semi-)automated ways. As a result, product use-behavior that
inherently have low observability and thus may not have been possible to be shared with a wider
audience before, can now – mediated by social media - easily be shared and potentially
influence other consumers. A now classic example of this kind of automated consumption
sharing is music service Spotify, which allows users to seamlessly broadcast their music
consumption to Facebook, as well as to Facebook friends on Spotify. As such, an otherwise nonobservable product-related11 behavior (merely listening to a particular song) becomes
observable to a wider audience, due to social media.
Technology aside, the phenomenon described above is in its essence consumers sharing
product-related experiences. Looking to the field of WOM, we find that WOM is often
described as “the sharing of information about a product, promotion etc., between a consumer
and a friend, colleague, or other acquaintance” (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2011, p. 254). Accordingly,
we would expect this new type of consumer behavior to be naturally included in our
understanding of WOM, and more specifically, eWOM. However, when reviewing the concepts
of WOM and eWOM we find that WOM and eWOM are typically restricted to either positive or
negative statements (about brands, products, or services) (e.g. Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner, Walsh,
& Gremler, 2004). In contrast, the kind of social media-facilitated information described above
is often neutral in nature. For example, a message on Facebook that “Peter listened to XX via
Spotify” cannot be categorized as either positive or negative, at least not without further analysis
of the intentions behind. It is therefore not captured in our current understanding of eWOM,
even though it is product-related information from a consumer, available for other consumers to
see. Furthermore, extant research on eWOM is overall quite opinion-centric (what consumers
think of a product), whereas the above-described pieces of information are behavior-centric
(how consumers behave in regards to a product).
In this paper, we show that these social media-facilitated disclosures of product-related
behaviors are, for a number of reasons, not captured in the current, scholarly understanding of
eWOM. Thus, we propose the concept of ‘Electronic Word of Behavior’ (eWOB): Information
about consumers’ online and offline behaviors, disclosed via social media to a wider online
audience, and often in a structured and automated format. This addition to our knowledge about
how product-related messages can be transferred via consumers is important because of recent
years’ growth in social media-facilitated consumption-sharing among consumers. Here, productrelated behaviors with otherwise low observability become observable, thanks to the mediating
role of social media. Examples of this range from people “checking into” restaurants, to people
disclosing their music consumption on Spotify or film consumption on Netflix. Consequently,
we argue that this new mode of product-related, consumer-to-consumer information transfer
should be recognized and researched as a new type of its own, and as a supplement to our extant
knowledge of WOM and eWOM. From a theoretical point of view, this paper makes a
contribution to the fields of WOM and eWOM, by extending the current understanding of how
11

For simplicity reasons we use the term “product-related”, though it may also cover service,- brand-, and firmrelated behaviors.
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product-related messages can be transferred between consumers. From a practitioner
perspective, insights into this field and its consequences are important as these shared productrelated behaviors – albeit their often neutral nature - may very well have the potential to
influence other consumers, just as traditional WOM and eWOM have.
2.0 Background
A large body of literature, especially from psychology and sociology, looks at how people
influence each other by means of behavior, and it is widely recognized that consumers do
influence each other in such, less direct, ways. Consequently, seeing other consumers perform a
task, generally makes one more likely to also engage in that activity (Bandura, 1986; Cialdini,
2001). In line with this, concepts such as ‘customer-to-customer interactions’ (Libai et al., 2010)
and ‘Customer Driven Influence’ (Blazevic et al., 2013) make attempts, by including behavioral
learning, to extend our understanding of how product-related messages can be transmitted from
consumer(s) to consumer(s). However, recent years have seen an important transformational
factor in the form of social media. Social media enable consumers to disclose product-related
behaviors that – without the presence of social media – would otherwise have limited
observability. Now, these behaviors become available for a wider audience through a mediating
layer of social media, as illustrated in Figure 1. Only limited research (e.g. Aral & Walker,
2011) has studied the effects of this social media-facilitated behavioral transfer of productrelated information, and to the best of our knowledge, it has not yet been conceptualized, and
positioned in relation to eWOM. Figure 2 illustrates how eWOB relates to WOM and eWOM.
The main distinguishing factor is that the left part (WOM and eWOM) is concerned with the
communication of opinions, whereas the right part is concerned with behaviors which are
disclosed. As illustrated, it is also possible to extend the behavioral dimension to the offline
world, represented by what we know as behavioral learning. Our focus in this paper, though, is
on conceptualizing the online sharing of behaviors, but in doing so, we will also draw on
literature about WOM, as WOM and eWOM are highly interrelated.

Figure 1. Directly observable behavior
vs. social media-mediated behavior

Figure 2. EWOB in the bigger picture

3.0 Methodology
We base this paper on a review of the concepts of WOM and eWOM, and a netnographic
study of shared product-related behaviors on social media platforms. Our starting point was a
number of extensive and recent reviews of the literature on WOM and eWOM, which were
supplemented via further backtracking. Two main areas were our focus: How the authors define
the concepts, as well as how they describe and exemplify the concepts. These findings were then
synthesized into “five propositions about eWOM”, that reflect how eWOM is defined and
researched today. For the empirical study, a netnographic approach (Kozinets, 2010) was
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employed, grounded in the author’s own social networks, to gather the data. Netnography was
chosen as the objective was to explore and describe a phenomenon, enacted online. Data was
gathered from four social networks (Facebook, Instagram, Foursquare/Swarm, and Twitter) plus
three online services with social media integration (Spotify, Netflix, and Tripadvisor), as well as
various webshops with social media integration. The data collection ran over two rounds. First,
a systematic search for shared product-related information was performed within the author’s
Facebook newsfeed in a period of seven days, resulting in 78 pieces of content. This pool was
then analyzed and coded in terms of whether each piece of content was simply a product-related
comment (e.g. someone actively sharing and recommending others to read a news article), or it
represented a shared product-related behavior (e.g. a person tagged at a specific restaurant),
resulting in 37 pieces of eWOB content. Secondly, this was supplemented by examples collected
from 2011-2014 by the author, across the social media platforms listed above, adding 31 more
pieces of content to the pool. The final pool of content was then used as examples of current
enactment of eWOB to be contrasted against the “five propositions” about eWOM.
4.0 Review of the Theoretical Concepts of WOM and eWOM
This section synthesizes the current definitions and understanding of eWOM into “five
propositions” about eWOM, inspired by the consumption-sharing categories of Kunst &
Vatrapu (2014). The five propositions are then contrasted with eWOB.
Category
Expressiveness
Phase
Automation
Format
Manageability

eWOM
Is either positive or negative
statements
Generally happens before or after the
act of consumption/usage as a result of
some sort of consumer evaluation
Is both actively shared and received
Is generally verbal (textual)
Is difficult for firms to control

eWOB
Is information with low level of
expressiveness
Is often shared during the act of
consumption
Is shared in (semi-)automated manners
Is behavioral (often, turned textual)
Is somewhat manageable for firms

Table 1. Five propositions about eWOM and their contrast to eWOB
First, a widely used definition if eWOM is “any positive or negative statement made by
potential, actual, or former customers about a product or company, which is made available to a
multitude of people and institutions via the Internet” (Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner, Walsh, &
Gremler, 2004, p. 39). Here, it is clear by sheer definition that eWOM is viewed as either
positive or negative statements. Other indications of this polarity is the common reference to
“positive WOM” and “negative WOM” (e.g. Lang & Hyde, 2013; Kietzmann & Canhoto,
2013), and the way extant research oftentimes contrast the effect of positive vs. negative
statements (e.g. Kim & Gupta, 2012; Park & Lee, 2009). This makes good sense – when a
consumer is to actively engage in some sort of product-related conversation, it is usually either
the very positive or the very negative experiences which are told (Kietzmann & Canhoto, 2013).
In contrast, we find that eWOB is often neutral in nature, exemplified as mere statements or
disclosed information about consumers’ product-related behaviors. For example, a story shared
from Amazon to Facebook about a person’s recent purchase does not tell you what this friend
thinks of the book purchased. Similarly, simply by looking at a friend’s album collection or
“recently listened to” on Spotify, does not tell you how the friend feels about the albums or
songs, let alone Spotify. There is arguably a possibility that he likes the albums he has collected,
and thus an implicit positive meaning to be inferred from this information, but there is no
explicit mention of positive or negative feelings, as typically seen in traditional WOM and
eWOM.
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Second, even though the definition of eWOM allows for eWOM shared during the
consumption, extant research on eWOM (as well as WOM) is to a large extent focused on
eWOM generated after the purchase/consumption of the product/service, and to some extent
before in the form of ‘buzz’. For example, Kietzmann & Canhoto (2013) propose an integrative
model of eWOM, describing how pre-purchase/consumption expectations vs. the actual
experience can influence the likelihood to spread eWOM. Similarly, a large portion of the
eWOM literature is devoted to studying various aspects of customer reviews on dedicated
review sites or merchant sites with user reviews (e.g. Amblee & Bui's (2011) study of customer
reviews on Amazon). In contrast, eWOB often takes place during the very act of consumption.
An example is when a consumer watches a film on Netflix, and when that information
automatically gets posted to Facebook, real-time, available for friends to see. In this case,
consumers disclose behavioral information during consumption without having evaluated the
content to be consumed/is consumed. There may be some general evaluation of the service when
setting up such automated sharing features, however, once it’s set up, consumption behavior is
automatically disclosed without evaluation.
Third, and related to the above, literature on eWOM seems to assume a relatively active or
deliberate sending and reception of the information shared, often in the form of an opinion. On
the sender-side, the consumers are described as having “busy lifestyles and thus have limited
attention budgets to express their opinions” (King, Racherla, & Bush, 2014, p. 170). On the
other hand, the receiver is referred to as “seeking” and “assessing”, and “evaluating”
information or opinions about products and services (King et al., 2014). These descriptions lead
to a perception of eWOM as being actively shared and received/searched for. In contrast, we see
that automated sharing features allow consumers to seamlessly share their product-related
behaviors in (semi-)automated ways that do not require a deliberate act of communicating to
one’s network. An example of such eWOB would be a person “checking in” to a restaurant.
This is a partly active sharing: The person has to open a mobile app, choose the restaurant in the
list of nearby places, press the check-in button, and perhaps also post that story to Facebook. It
is considered semi-automated, as the app provides an easy way to share the story about one’s
product-related behavior in a structured way (pre-defined text, map, photo etc.). An example of
a fully automated sharing is when Spotify posts one’s music consumption to Facebook, or adds
it to the user’s “recently/most listened to” list.
Fourth, although some researchers (e.g. King et al., 2014) recently have pointed to the
importance of studying “visual eWOM” (e.g. an “unboxing” video on YouTube), eWOM is still
considered mainly a verbal (textual) form of communication. Similarly, WOM is usually
referred to as “oral person to person communication” (Arndt, 1967, p. 3). Consequently, both
WOM and eWOM have to do with the use of words to express oneself. This is not entirely in
contrast with eWOB, as all of the above-mentioned examples result in more or less textual
content posted to Facebook or other social media/social media-integrated platforms. However,
the important difference here is that in the case of traditional eWOM it is a person’s experience
of a product/service, which is communicated (e.g. “this hotel was so horrible” on Tripadvisor or
a negative McDonald’s customer experience shared on Twitter). On the contrary, in the case of
eWOB, it is information about the product-related behavior itself which is disclosed (e.g.
listening to music, purchasing things on the internet, booking a restaurant table online etc.).
These behaviors are usually not directly observable to people out of physical vicinity, but they
are mediated by social media and thus transformed into text, which describes with words the
behavior performed by the consumer.
Fifth and finally, several researchers refer to the uncontrollable nature of eWOM and the
dangers involved when firms try to control eWOM. A common notion is that social media has
reduced firms’ control over the conversations about them (e.g. Blazevic et al., 2013; De Bruyn
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& Lilien, 2008), and generally firms are advised to walk with caution when entering the legal
melting-pot of e.g. awarding customers who spread commercial messages (Lang & Hyde, 2013).
While this may make sense when considering traditional eWOM, eWOB opens new
opportunities for marketers to induce sharing of product-related stories through built-in product
features (such as the auto-sharing to Facebook on Spotify). A few studies support this as a
promising strategy, e.g. Aral & Walker (2011) who, based on an extensive, randomized
experiment, find that firms can indeed engineer products to be shared behaviorally by mere use
of them, and that this can tremendously increase adoption and usage of a service.
In summary, although the phenomenon of interest can be described as an online disclosure
of consumers’ off-/online product-related behaviors, we find that the current definition of
eWOM does not allow room for what is here referred to as eWOB. Furthermore, extant research
on eWOM has not recognized this new type of product-related information transfer. In the
following section, we present a conceptual framework for eWOM and eWOB and offer
directions for further research.
5.0 Conceptual Framework and Directions for Further Research
Based on our review of WOM and eWOM, and in line with Libai et al.'s (2010) call for
more research into observational learning, and (Blazevic et al., 2013) distinction between verbal
(oral and textual) and behavioral communication, we offer the following conceptual framework
for eWOM and eWOB. In the lower left quadrant we find eWOM where opinions are expressed
in a relatively manual (non-automated, and often active) manner, typically as either text or
video. Moving to the right side of the figure, we find behavioral information. In the lower right
quadrant, consumers are actively posting/uploading/tweeting evidence of their behaviors,
typically in a visual way. In the upper right quadrant, we find the semi- to fully-automated
information about ones behavior, often transformed into text by the mediating layer. Finally, the
upper left quadrant is less populated as auto-sharing of opinions are (yet) not common. In
practice, it is not always possible to draw an exact line between eWOM and eWOB. A check-in
at a restaurant may be considered a behavior shared in a semi-automated manner, but if the
consumer also writes a positive accompanying text (“looking forward to tonight’s dinner”) then
it is considered in-between a shared opinion and a shared behavior. Accordingly, our framework
can be used in future research on eWOM and eWOB to compare and analyze the two concepts.

Figure 3. Conceptual framework of eWOM and eWOB
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Further research into this exciting new field is needed. Following the work of King et al.
(2014) on eWOM, research may be divided into uncovering the motivations for both senders of
eWOB (e.g. identity construction, helping others, relation-making etc.) and receivers of eWOB
(e.g. inspiration and entertainment), as well as the impact on both senders (e.g. feeling of
belonging) and receivers (e.g. attitudes and adoption of product). Finally, it would be interesting
to contrast the aggregate impact of traditional, opinion-centric eWOM with eWOB, taking into
account that traditional eWOM (e.g. reviews) may not occur in the same volume as more
passively spread eWOB (e.g. broadcast-style messages about one’s music consumption on
Spotify), as suggested by the findings of Aral & Walker (2011).
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Abstract
The widespread digitization of consumers’ daily lives entails a plethora of digital traces of consumers’ behaviors.
These traces can be turned into meaningful communicative and observable content by the services that possess the
trace data. While extant research has empirically showed this to have a significant impact on consumer choices we
argue that the phenomenon is undertheorized. In this theoretical paper, we conceptualize this kind of observable
behavior-based information as ‘Electronic Word of Behavior’ (eWOB) and define it as “published accounts of
behavior, based on the unobservable digital traces of consumers’ behaviors”. We characterize eWOB as an
instantiation of Digital Trace Data and situate it within the established concepts of Social Interactions and
Electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM). By drawing on extant empirical research and constructs from Digital Trace
Data, Social Interactions and eWOM, we propose a framework for eWOB that highlights its unique characteristics
and design dimensions.
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Understanding Electronic Word of Behavior:
Conceptualization of the Observable Digital Traces of
Consumers’ Behaviors
Introduction
Almost everything we as human beings and as consumers do online leaves a digital trace of our online behavior.
When we listen to music on Spotify, Spotify logs the time, location, duration, and artist of that listening activity
along with a plethora of other data about our listening behavior. Some of these ‘digital trace data’ are used by
recommendation engines and help the service give us more relevant suggestions for what to listen to, read, watch,
book etc. But the digital traces stay relatively invisible for users. In other instances, these digital traces are being
made more explicitly observable to users. Let us exemplify. Users of Spotify can see what their friends are listening
to right now, Facebook Events lets one perceive how many others who are planning to attend an event and even the
simple message that an e-mail was “Sent from my iPhone” exemplifies a consumer behavior being digitally
disclosed to other individuals. These examples illustrate how the shift from analogue to digital products and
services and the resulting digitization of the individual fosters behavior-based digital traces which can be utilized in
product design to significantly increase the observability of users’ behaviors.
For designers of information systems as well as marketers, this increased observability of user behaviors is
intriguing and important given that it is widely accepted that humans can influence each other by means of behavior
(Bandura, 1986; Cialdini, 2001). Following this logic, it is perhaps not surprising that several empirical studies have
already documented a positive impact from the use of behavior-based information in product design on sales (Y.
Chen et al., 2011), consumer decision making (Cheung et al., 2014), online game adoption (Aral & Walker, 2011),
link clicks (Tucker & Zhang, 2011), crowdfunding (Thies et al., 2016), software downloads (Wenjing Duan et al.,
2009), and music downloads (Salganik & Watts, 2008). Furthermore, it is digital trace data which is already there,
generated solely by individuals’ purchase or product usage behavior, and thus represents a rich stream of costefficient data to potentially be used for marketing-type of purposes (Aral & Walker, 2011).
Although scholars have begun this empirical enquiry into behavior-based information and its use in a marketing
and/or product design context, little attention has been allocated to the conceptual aspects of behavior-based
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information. The few exceptions that do exist have positioned behavior-based information in the context of ‘Social
Interactions’ (Godes et al., 2005), ‘Online Social Interactions’ (Thies et al., 2016), or ‘Customer-to-Customer
Interactions’ (C2C) (Libai et al., 2010)12. Social Interactions take two forms: Opinion-based and behavior-based,
where the former is consistently referred to as Word of Mouth (WOM) or Electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM) in
the case of digitally communicated opinions. However, while there is a rich literature about the concept of (e)WOM
(its definition, types of eWOM, dynamics of impact etc.), the conceptual aspects of behavior-based information
haven’t been systematically investigated. This is surprising given how recent years’ digitization has significantly
increased the observability of consumers’ behaviors and the extant empirical research demonstrating their profound
impact on observers’ subsequent choices. The consequence is that knowledge is scattered, the terminology is
diverse, and, as we shall show, important conceptual elements and processes have so far been neglected. We argue
that this lack of common ground hinders the accumulation of knowledge (Gregor, 2006) at the expense of both
scholars and practitioners.
This paper explores behavior-based information and its use in product design. We derive the concept of
eWOB based on the literature about Digital Trace Data, Social Interactions, eWOM and extant research on the
impact of digitally observable behavior-based information. By extracting central components and themes from
these literatures and adapting them to the specific case of behavior-based information we are able to construct a
conceptual framework of eWOB and a formal definition of eWOB as “published accounts of behavior, based on the
unobservable digital traces of consumers’ behaviors”. Our aim is that this new concept will help advance
knowledge about this important phenomenon and guide practitioners in their efforts to design products and services
that persuade, inspire, engage, and retain users.

The importance of behaviors
Consumers of today are faced with massive amounts of information about products and services (Godes et al.,
2005; Sasaki et al., 2011). Not only has the number of available products vastly expanded due to the rise of the
internet and the accompanying virtually unlimited shelf space of online retailers (Wenjing Duan et al., 2009) but
also the number of attributes and specifications about products has seen a sharp increase (Godes et al., 2005).
Adding to that, product quality can be difficult to ascertain before purchase in many e-commerce purchase
situations (Thies et al., 2016). Given this information overload and information asymmetry, consumers often turn to

12

To simplify, we refer to these almost identical concepts as ‘Social Interactions’
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the either the recommendations and opinions of social others (i.e. eWOM) or the actions taken by social others for
guidance in product-related decisions (Wenjing Duan et al., 2009; Godes et al., 2005; Sasaki et al., 2011; Thies et
al., 2016)
While eWOM (in its many forms) in extant literature has been recognized as extremely impactful on many
product-related decisions (Zhou & Duan, 2016) a major challenge still remains: generating eWOM requires effort
and consumers have limited time for actively expressing their opinions online (King et al., 2014). Consequently, it
is fair to assume that most people will review or rate only a fraction of the products they purchase and consume. In
other words, behaviors outnumber opinions. Against this backdrop, we argue that eWOM, although influential in its
own right, represents only a tip of a much larger iceberg of potential social influence that digital products and
services can take advantage of. In the digital society of today the many digital behaviors performed by internet
users and consequently logged by digital services everyday represent the bottom of that iceberg. Whether it be
playing a song on Spotify, reading a book on one’s Kindle or booking a hotel on Hotels.com, they all leave digital
traces, many of which can be turned into meaningful communicative cues by the particular service without any
additional effort required by users. Simply put, the internet has vastly increased the observability of behaviors (Liu
et al., 2015), in effect turning mere behaviors into “accountable social actions” that are “observable and reportable”
(Garfinkel, 1967).
Interestingly, a number of recent empirical studies have actually found that the disclosure of past user
behaviors is more impactful than is the disclosure of opinions in the form of eWOM (e.g. Cheung et al., 2014; Thies
et al., 2016). However, the use of behavior-based social information in digital products and services is still a topic
much less explored than is its conceptual sister, eWOM, both conceptually and empirically (Cheung et al., 2014).
Accordingly, in this paper we seek to address the recent calls by, amongst others, Chen et al. (2011), Godes et al.
(2005) and Libai et al. (2010) for more research into this area.

Theoretical framework
This paper is situated at the intersection of the Marketing and Information Systems research domains. More
specifically, we seek to contribute to the interrelated streams of research on Social Interactions and eWOM as well
as the emerging literature about Social Design. This interdisciplinarity is no coincidence. Increasingly, the design of
digital products and services is merging with marketing mechanics. A prime example is multi-sided platforms
where the importance of integrating marketing mechanics into the core of the product has been recognized as
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pivotal (Parker et al., 2016). Accordingly, new research problems that require the integration of both research
domains arise. One such is the use of behavior-based information in product design. In the following section we
offer two complementary perspectives on behavior-based information: behavior-based information as Digital Trace
Data and as Social Interactions. Further, we review extant literature on the impact of observable behavior-based
information to assess the current state of knowledge and derive three design dimensions.

Digital Trace Data
Behavior-based information can be regarded as an instantiation of ‘digital trace data’. Digital trace data is the long
trail of data records that get logged when users of digital products or services interact with a digital system. It has
been defined as “records of activity (trace data) undertaken through an online information system (thus, digital)”
(Howison, Wiggins, & Crowston, 2011, p. 769) and also sometimes referred to as ‘Digital Footprints’ (e.g. Zhao,
Binns, Kleek, & Shadbolt, 2016). Driven by the increasingly digital lives of our time, most of us leave innumerable
digital traces everyday (Zhao et al., 2016). Some of these traces are intentionally left by users. For example, the act
of posting a Facebook post is an action intentionally meant to be disclosed – and thus, leave a digital trace – to a
(selected) audience. Similarly, retweets, hyperlinks, and number of Twitter followers have all been described as
‘digital traces’ (Freelon, 2014), all of which represent examples of observable digital traces that are left with some
degree of intentionality.
On the contrary, other digital traces are simply traces of our behaviors that are logged and stored by
services and which are unobservable to users. In the case of listening to a song on Spotify (a behavior), Spotify
most likely logs a plethora of information about that behavior, e.g. time of day, geographical location, and how
many seconds the song was listened to. These data are not left intentionally by the user (a Spotify user is hardly
likely to put on a specific song to leave a trace within the system). In fact, one of the defining characteristics of
digital trace data is that it is a byproduct of online users’ activities (Howison et al., 2011). In this paper, we refer to
these unintentionally left digital traces as ‘unobservable digital traces’ as they are not readily visible to the users
despite being stored by the digital system.
The unobservable digital traces might seem mundane. But many digital services nowadays successfully
use this type of digital traces of behavior in several ways. One way has been as input into recommendation engines.
In such cases the trace itself is still unobservable to the user that generated the trace as well as to other users.
Another way to use these digital traces of behavior is to make them observable to users as an integral part of the
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product experience. Continuing with the music streaming example, Spotify displays which tracks that have been
“Recently Played” by particular users, which tracks a user’s Facebook friends are listening to right now, and how
many monthly listeners a particular artist has. Here, users’ music listening behaviors are not only logged, but also
made observable by the service to users in various ways (synchronous vs. asynchronous, collocated vs. distributed,
individual-specific vs. aggregated etc.). It is this particular use of unobservable digital traces to be transformed into
observable traces of behavior that we refer to as eWOB.

Social interactions
The concept of ‘Social Interactions’ (SI) encompasses the many different ways information (typically
product/company-related) can flow from consumer(s) to consumer(s) and which have the potential to influence the
purchase/usage decisions of the receiver(s) of that information (Libai et al., 2010). SI can take two overall forms
representing two fundamental ways for consumers to influence each other: opinion-based SI or behavior-based SI
(Y. Chen et al., 2011; Cheung et al., 2014; Libai et al., 2010; Thies et al., 2016). The focus of this paper is the
behavior-based SI, however in order to fully understand its characteristics and how it fits into the larger picture, we
first offer a brief review of the opinion-based SI, which in the literature is unanimously referred to as WOM or
eWOM depending on an offline or online setting respectively.

Opinion-based social interactions: A brief introduction to WOM and eWOM
WOM has been said to be one of the most powerful marketing tools, and so old that it precedes marketing as a
discipline (Stanislaw, 2015). The early conception of WOM was a one-to-one and face-to-face exchange of
information about a product or service (Godes et al., 2005), such as informal “over the backyard fence”
conversations (King et al., 2014) and thus a mostly verbal activity (Libai et al., 2010). Empirical studies dating back
to the mid twentieth century have proved WOM to be a powerful source of information for consumers and one
more important than mass media-style sources of information (Johan Arndt, 1968) amongst others because of its
trustworthiness (Cheung & Thadani, 2012; Godes et al., 2005).
With the advent of internet, WOM was extended to also include digitally transmitted consumer-toconsumer messages, i.e. Electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM), often defined as “any positive or negative statement
made by potential, actual, or former customers about a product or company, which is made available to a multitude
of people and institutions via the Internet” (Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner, Walsh, & Gremler, 2004, p. 39). Although
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WOM and eWOM share the same fundamental element of consumer-to-consumer transfer of information, eWOM
has been recognized to carry a unique set of characteristics facilitated by the internet. For example, eWOM has
been said to possess greater speed of diffusion (Cheung & Thadani, 2012; Godes et al., 2005), greater anonymity
(Cheung & Thadani, 2012; Godes et al., 2005; King et al., 2014), enhanced volume (King et al., 2014), greater
accessibility (Cheung & Thadani, 2012; King et al., 2014), and to be more measurable and thus less open for
interpretation (Cheung & Thadani, 2012; King et al., 2014). Arguably, eWOM can take many different forms, e.g.
debates on online discussion forums, social media chatter, blogs, and online consumer reviews to name a few
(Cheung & Thadani, 2012). In an attempt to integrate extant findings across all of these different types of eWOM
Cheung & Thadani (2012) presented an integrative framework of the impact of eWOM. Here, eWOM is depicted as
consisting of “Communicators” (i.e. senders of eWOM), “Receivers” (i.e. those exposed to eWOM), “Stimuli” (i.e.
the eWOM content), “Contextual factor” (i.e. the medium/channel), and finally the “Impact” (e.g. a change in
attitude and/or purchase intention or actual purchase). We find this model to be useful for understanding the
fundamental elements of eWOM and we will therefore draw upon it when we derive the concept of eWOB later in
this paper.

Behavior-based social interactions
Whereas extant literature generally agrees that SI consists of either opinion- or behavior-based information and that
the opinion-based kind is captured by the distinct and well-established concepts of WOM and eWOM, a closer look
at the behavior-based type of SI reveals a lack of common concept to capture this second type of (online) SI. This is
evident from a number of recent studies that compare and contrast the impact of opinion-based SI to behavior-based
SI, especially in digital contexts (e.g. Chen et al., 2011; Cheung et al., 2014; Thies et al., 2016). This attempt to
directly compare opinions and behaviors clearly demonstrates an implicit assumption that the two types of SI are
different. However, the question then becomes: If the digital disclosure of user behaviors is not eWOM, then what
is it? Table 1 provides an overview of some of the various conceptualizations and operationalizations of behaviorbased information in studies that contrast opinions and behaviors.
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Table 1. Conceptualization of behavior-based information in extant literature
Paper
Chen et al. (2011)

Cheung et al. (2014)

Thies et al. (2016)

Libai et al. (2010)

Type of SI

Conceptualization

Operationalization

Opinion

“WOM”

Online reviews

Behavior

“Observational learning information”

Information about what
other customers have
ultimately bought after
viewing a specific product

Opinion

“eWOM”

Online reviews

Behavior

“Action-based information”

Self-reported prior
purchase (item added to a
“buy-list”)

Opinion

“eWOM”

Comments & Facebook
shares

Behavior

“Popularity information”

Number of previous backers
of a crowdfunding project

Opinion

“WOM”

N/A (theoretical paper)

Behavior

“Observational learning”

N/A (theoretical paper)

First, it is evident that there is a lack of a common concept to capture the behavior-based kind of (online) SI.
Multiple different concepts are used and such lack of common theoretical ground hinders the effective
accumulation of knowledge in a given field (Gregor, 2006; King et al., 2014). Further, the use of the term
“observational learning information” presupposes that behavior-based information always has an impact (and a
specific kind). This is not the case, just as a review (i.e. piece of eWOM) need not always lead to an impact on
those exposed to it – it depends on various factors such as the expertise and the trustworthiness of the person
crafting the review (Cheung & Thadani, 2012). Such more nuanced mechanisms of behavior-based information are
still to be uncovered. Finally, the use of the term “popularity information” signals that behavior-based information
carries a specific meaning among those exposed to it. This might very well be the actual meaning ascribed to
behavior-based information by users. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is currently no evidence that this
is the case, and in the case of digital trace data, which we argue behavior-based information is an instantiation of,
researchers have generally been warned not to jump to conclusions about how these subtle traces are interpreted by
users (Freelon, 2014).
In summary, extant literature suffers from not only a lack of common concept to capture the
phenomenon of interest, but the concepts employed also exhibit a somewhat simplified view of the use of behaviorbased information. As such, we argue the need for further theorization of this emerging phenomenon. In line with
Gregor's (2006) view of the role of theory, we firmly believe that it will help accumulate and advance knowledge in
this field as well as enlighten practitioners’ use of behavior-based information in products and services.
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Extant research on the impact of observable digital behaviors
Observable behaviors and their impact on others is by far a new research topic. It has been extensively studied in
offline contexts from both theoretical and empirical perspectives and in various academic disciplines. For example,
economists have argued that individuals tend to disregard their own private signals (prior knowledge and intuition)
when exposed to the (opposing) choices made by as little as two other people (Bikhchandani et al., 1998). Elaborate
experiments have been performed by psychologists, such as the “sky-watching experiment” by Milgram, Bickman,
& Berkowitz (1969), showing that people are greatly influenced by observing the mere behaviors of others.
However, behaviors have been transformed by the widespread digitization of our lives. A wide range of behaviors
with little observability in the offline world are now – or at least can easily be made– digitally observable to others.
Additionally, much more granular information about individuals’ behaviors can be disclosed because of digitization
which altogether give rise to new, interesting research questions about the impact of digitally observable behaviors
and how firms can work strategically with them. Accordingly, a stream of literature across academic disciplines
(but mainly from Information Systems and Marketing) has begun investigating the impact of such digitally
observable consumer behaviors which we shall briefly review in the following.
As stated in the introduction, the digital disclosure of behavior-based information has generally been
found, across different product categories, to have a significant impact on the subsequent choices of those exposed
to it. Further, this impact has also been seen to extend to subsequent offline behaviors (Bond et al., 2012).
Considering the more nuanced dynamics of impact we find that the impact, not surprisingly, varies across different
empirical contexts and design configurations as can be seen in Table 2 and discussed in the following.
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Table 2. Overview of extant literature on the impact of observable digital behaviors and three design
dimensions of behavior-based information, derived from extant literature
DESIGN CONFIGURATION
PAPER

EMPIRICAL
CONTEXT

TYPE OF BEHAVIOR

IMPACT FINDINGS
Place of
disclosure

Level of
aggregation

Familiarity

No. of previous
downloads for a
song - disclosed on
the website

Significant positive impact of
behaviors on music downloads; even
Internal
for songs whose download count had
been manipulated high.

Aggregated

Unknown
(anonymous
users)

Duan, Gu &
Whinston
CNET (software)
(2009)

No. of prior
downloads for a
piece of software disclosed on CNET.

Significant positive impact of
behaviors on software downloads,
whereas ratings (opinions) only has
impact on less popular products.

Internal

Aggregated

Unknown
(anonymous
users)

Aral &
Walker
(2011)

Facebook friends’
achievements in
online game
automatically
posted to
Facebook.

Modest, but significant, positive
impact of behavior disclosure on
game adoption. Behaviors are
overall more impactful than WOMstyle messages because of the high
volume and minimal manual effort
required

External
(Facebook)

Individualspecific
(Facebook
friends)

Known
(Facebook
friends)

Sales rank (based
on no. of previous
purchases –
disclosed on
Amazon

Significant positive impact of
behaviors on sales. However, if the
number of prior purchases is low, the Internal
disclosure hereof has neither positive
nor negative impact.

Aggregated

Unknown
(anonymous
users)

Significant positive impact of
behavior disclosure on website
traffic. Narrow-appeal vendors gain
more website traffic from disclosure
of behaviors than do broad-appeal.

Internal

Aggregated

Unknown
(anonymous
users)

Voting

(Self-reported)
voting-behavior in
US election posted
to voters’ Facebook
pages

Modest but significant positive
impact of behaviors on friends’ and
friends of friends’ actual voting
behavior and information seeking.
Impact largest among close ties.

External
(Facebook)

Individualspecific &
aggregated

Known
(friends) &
unknown

Asian beauty
forum

Prior purchases of
beauty products disclosed on users’
profile pages.

Significant positive impact of
behaviors in terms of influencing
purchase decisions. Behaviors are
found more impactful than eWOM
(opinions)

Internal

Individualspecific

Semi-known
(community
members)

Last.fm (music
streaming)

Users’ status as
premium
subscriber is
disclosed on users’
profile pages

Significant positive impact of
behaviors on purchases of premium
subscriptions. Impact largest on
users with small number of friends.

Internal

Individualspecific

Most likely
both known &
unknown
(friends &
community
members)

Indiegogo
(crowdfunding)

No. of previous
backers for a
campaign –
disclosed on
Indigogo

Significant positive impact of
behaviors on funding decisions.
However, the impact decays faster
than that of eWOM.

Internal

Aggregated

Unknown
(anonymous
users)

Salganik &
Watts
(2008)

Experiment
music website

Online gaming

Chen,
Wang & Xie Digital cameras
on Amazon
(2011)

Tucker &
Zhang
(2011)

Bond et al.
(2012)

Cheung,
Xiao & Lui
(2014)

Bapna &
Umyarov
(2015)

Thies,
Wessel &
Benlian
(2016)

No. of link clicks
Yellow Pagesper vendor –
style website for
disclosed on the
wedding services
website.
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Chen et al. (2011) investigated how the volume of prior purchases impacted sales. Drawing on the theme of
‘valence’ in the eWOM literature they refer to “positive” vs. “negative” “observational learning (OL) information”
(operationalized as a high vs. low purchase percentage respectively of a given digital camera). Somewhat in
contrast to the typical empirical pattern found in research on eWOM valence, they found that that the existence of
“positive OL information” significantly impacts sales positively while “negative OL information” does not have a
significant negative impact. This finding indicates that vendors can favorably disclose prior purchases for both
broad-appeal products and niche products without hurting the latter. On a related note, Tucker & Zhang (2011)
found that narrow-appeal vendors actually seem to benefit more from what they term “popularity information”
operationalized as number of clicks a website had received. They conducted a natural experiment on a yellow
pages-style website with links to providers of wedding services and found that vendors with a narrow target market
(referred to as “narrow appeal” and defined by population size in vendor’s town) saw a larger impact of disclosing
behavior-based information than did the broad-appeal vendors.
Moreover, the number of connections a user has also seems to matter for the impact. Bapna & Umyarov
(2015) applied a network perspective in their investigation of peer-to-peer influence in the case of premium
subscriptions to the music streaming Last.fm. They found that those users with a low number of connections on
Last.fm were more likely to be influenced by information about whom of their Last.fm connections had purchased a
premium subscription than were users with a high number of connections. The logic here is that if a user only has
10 connections, he/she will more easily notice information about each of his/her connections than will a user with
1000 connections (Bapna & Umyarov, 2015). Further, it might also look more convincing when 5 out of 10 of
one’s connections has signed up for a premium subscription than if 5 out of one’s 1000 connections have done so.
Additionally, impact of observable behaviors varies over time. Thies et al. (2016) compared the impact of
eWOM and “popularity information” in crowdfunding (operationalized as number of previous backers of a given
project). They found that although “popularity information” had an overall larger impact than did eWOM, the effect
diminishes relatively quickly compared to that of eWOM. Relatedly, Salganik & Watts (2008) performed an
experiment in an online music context where less popular songs (i.e. with a low number of actual downloads) were
manipulated to look like popular songs (i.e. with a high number of disclosed downloads). This manipulation had a
significant immediate impact resulting in an increase in downloads of the falsely popular songs. However, over
time the effect wore off and the “true” popular songs regained their popularity, indicating that although clear
bandwagon-type of mechanisms exist, consumers do not under all circumstances blindly follow the lead of others.
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Further, some researchers have taken their point of departure in the eWOM literature and have made direct
comparisons between the impact of eWOM (opinions) and behavior-based information. Accordingly, Cheung et al.
(2014) directly compared the effect on consumer decision making of “opinion-based social information”
(operationalized as peer consumer reviews, i.e. a common type of eWOM) to that of “action-based social
information” described as “publicly observable online social information about other consumers' actions” (p. 51)
and operationalized as users’ self-reported past purchases. Based on an analysis of a large dataset from an online
beauty community, they find that the behavior-based information is more influential than the opinion-based. The
same main effect was found by Thies, Wessel, & Benlian (2016) in the context of crowdfunding. Opposingly, Aral
& Walker (2011) investigated how users’ achievements (i.e. behaviors) in an online game which were
automatically shared to Facebook (i.e. outside of the platform where the behavior actually took place) impacted
product adoption relative to personalized invitations from existing users to peers (comparable to eWOM).
Interestingly, they found that although the personalized invitations had a larger impact per impression the
automatically disclosed behavior-based information was overall more impactful because of the sheer volume. This
highlights what seems to be one of the crucial differences between opinion-based information (eWOM) and
behavior-based information: That consumers’ behaviors are plentiful and if properly enabled by technology, they
can be disclosed in ways that require far less effort from the consumer than the task of forming and expressing an
opinion.
Summarizing on the above, it is evident that the disclosure past of user behavior has been found to
significantly affect other users’ choices and behaviors and in some cases even more so than the disclosure of users’
opinions (Cheung et al., 2014; Wenjing Duan et al., 2009; Thies et al., 2016). Further, the impact is moderated by
factors such as tie strength (Bond et al., 2012), total amount of ties of a user (Bapna & Umyarov, 2015), impact
over time (Thies et al., 2016), size of potential market for the product (narrow vs. broad appeal) (Tucker & Zhang,
2011), and user expertise (Cheung et al., 2014). However, what is also evident from the many empirical cases
studied is that behavior-based information can be displayed in digital interfaces in many different ways. Simply put,
different designs can be (and are being) used which makes it hard to directly compare the findings of the current
literature.
This leads us to an important last point about behavior-based information, namely that there is a substantial
element of design involved in the use of behavior-based information. Unlike its sister concept of eWOM, digital
behaviors are not made observable to a broad public by the individual user. Rather, it is dependent on the platform
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where the behavioral trace was recorded. A deliberate design decision must be made to use the digital trace of
behavior and transform it into some meaningful piece of information for the observing users. Without design it
simply does not come into existence and an opportunity is lost for using behavior-based information strategically to
influence customer choices (Wenjing Duan et al., 2009). Accordingly, and building on Godes et al.'s (2005)
assertion that “at least some of the social interaction effects are partially within the firm’s control” (p. 415), a
particular focus on how to design ‘viral’ or ‘social’ products has emerged (Aral et al., 2013; Aral & Walker, 2011;
Bapna & Umyarov, 2015; Dou et al., 2013). Here, researchers focus on how social elements (including, but not
restricted to, behavior-based information) can be incorporated into the product design to stimulate product adoption,
customer engagement, and retaining customers (Bapna & Umyarov, 2015). In line with this design-driven way of
thinking strategically about the use of behavior-based information, we argue that the empirical cases investigated in
current literature represent at least three overall dimensions of how behavior-based information can be integrated
into product design: Place of disclosure, Level of aggregation and Familiarity, as depicted in Table 2.
First, we notice how behaviors are disclosed either within the platform where it was generated, e.g. a user’s
purchase of a premium subscription to Last.fm is displayed on the user profile within Last.fm (Bapna & Umyarov,
2015) which we shall denote Internal disclosure. On the other hand, behaviors can be disclosed to another platform,
e.g. Facebook in the case of Aral & Walker (2011) which we refer to as External disclosure. By far the most
common place of disclosure in extant research is the internal which underlines the tendency for marketing
mechanics to be integrated into the product. Second, the element of aggregation denotes the use of either
aggregated data about behaviors (“100 people have backed this project” in the case of Thies et al. (2016)) vs.
behaviors of specific individuals (e.g. subscription purchases made by specific users, cf. Bapna & Umyarov
(2015)). These individuals need not be known to the sender though, which brings us to the third dimension,
familiarity. Individuals can be strangers (cf. Chen et al. (2011)), fellow community members one has met online (cf.
Cheung et al. (2014)), or they can be close ties, also known from the offline world (cf. Aral & Walker, 2011; Bond
et al., 2012).
Table 2 does not constitute an exhaustive design framework of the use of behavior-based information in
product design as the examples are drawn from the emerging literature on the phenomena. Rather, we seek to offer
a high-level overview of the various possible design paths that designers of information systems can take when
taking advantage of behavior-based digital traces. As such, the design dimensions laid out aim to not only provide
strategic guidance for practitioners but also to function as a framework for researchers to better articulate the
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differences in the strategic use of behavior-based information and to determine where comparisons across studies
can or cannot reasonably be made, and finally identify avenues for future research including optimal design
configurations.

Deriving the concept of eWOB
The previous section laid out the theoretical foundations for the concept of eWOB. In the following section, we will
use this foundation to derive the concept of eWOB which allows us to arrive at the definition of eWOB as being
“published accounts of behavior, based on the unobservable digital traces of consumers’ behaviors”.

Behaviors in a Social Interactions context
In the previous section we saw how interpersonal influence stemming from observing the behaviors of others can
be viewed as one of the two overall types of Social Interactions (SI). Although there has been an increasing interest
among researchers to investigate the impact of observable behavior-based information extant literature on this topic
lacks a shared terminology from which to consolidate knowledge and a stronger conceptualization to understand the
unique characteristics of observable behavior-based information and how it differs from the related concept of
eWOM. In the following section we will draw on the three facets of SI presented by Godes et al. (2005) to illustrate
(a) key elements of behavior-based information, (b) when it actually becomes eWOB, and (c) how eWOB differs
from eWOM.
SI possess three essential facets (Godes et al., 2005): Channel, Content, and Impact as illustrated in
Figure 1. In the case of eWOM (i.e. opinions) the channel is the medium in which an opinion is communicated
through, for example a review platform such as Tripadvisor. The content is then the (opinion-based) information
passed on, i.e. the actual instantiation of eWOM. In the case of Tripadvisor this could be a review of a hotel.
Finally, the impact is the ultimate effect on those exposed to the eWOM, e.g. a change in attitude among
prospective customers, the forming of a purchase intention (or the opposite) or even an actual purchase.

Figure 1. Godes et al.’s (2005) three facets of Social Interactions
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This three-tier model is useful for describing the main components of the opinion-based kind of SI. However, to
fully demonstrate how what we refer to as eWOB fits into the context of SI and how it differs from eWOM we need
to adapt the model with a number of additional facets (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Social Interactions expanded
First, the three-tier model disregards what comes before the instantiation of the actual content. At the most
fundamental level, an opinion is really just a subjective assessment inside one’s head. It leaves no trace until it is
communicated through a channel and then the opinion becomes a piece of communication. The same cannot be said
about digital behaviors. Most, if not all, digital behaviors leave a trace inside an information system (Howison et
al., 2011). These traces are unobservable to the users of the information system. Accordingly, to discern between
the opinion/behavior itself and its instantiation as content we add the element of Trigger, being either an opinion or
a behavior. Second, we add the element of Trace to capture the traces left before the opinion/behavior takes the
form of actual content.
Third, we add the element of Agent, describing the primary agent involved in turning mere opinions and
behaviors into actual communicative content. In eWOM, the content is created by the consumer (cf. for example
Cheung & Thadani (2012); King et al. (2014)). The channel might help creating an overall format for how the
opinion is being transformed into actual content, for example the possibility to add stars to a review. But the
consumer is the primary agent responsible for turning opinions into eWOM content. On the contrary, with
behaviors the primary agent is the platform where the behavior took place which in most, but not all, cases will also
be the channel that communicates the eWOB. Let us elaborate. For a digital trace to become actual content (i.e.
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eWOB), the platform that captured the digital trace acts as the agent that turns the trace into content with
communicative value that is observable to other users. It is not the individual user who does so. The user might at
some point give his/her one-time permission for the platform to disclose his/her usage behaviors to his/her
connections (as the Facebook-integration used in Aral & Walker (2011) requires), but it is not a decision that needs
to be taken for each piece of content. Further, in cases where the individual’s behavior is aggregated with other
users’ (as in the case of e.g. Chen et al. (2011); Thies et al. (2016); Tucker & Zhang (2011)), the individual user
will not at all be actively involved in the disclosure.
Fourth, we add the element of Potential Explanatory Mechanism of Impact. This element is useful for
understanding one of the key confusions in extant literature about behavior-based information. Referring back to
Godes et al.'s (2005) original three facets of SI, we find the impact to be the “ultimate effect” on those exposed to
SI, e.g. sales. Given the human-to-human nature of SI it is reasonable to assume that the final impact is a result of
social influence (acknowledging that social influence also has many facets) which represents what we term the
potential explanatory mechanism of impact. In the case of behavior-based information we would expect the impact
to be a result of the particular type of social influence, namely Observational Learning (Bandura, 1986;
Bikhchandani et al., 1998), given the widespread use of Observational Learning as a theoretical lens for the impact
of observable behaviors (e.g. Chen, Wang, & Xie, 2011; Libai et al., 2010). However, turning to the extant
literature that seeks to directly compare the impact of opinion-based and behavior-based information, we notice
how ”observational learning” is used to describe the behavior-based content, whereas the opinion-based content is
referred to as ‘eWOM’. Clearly, there is a conceptual misalignment where the term used to describe the content is
also the potential explanatory mechanism of impact. Further, as seen in Table 1 “action-based information” has also
been used as a term to denote the content level (e.g. Cheung et al., 2014). However, this effectively is comparable
to the Trigger level in this framework.
In conclusion, we argue that Godes et al.'s (2005) three facets of SI provide a good foundation for
conceptual alignment of eWOM and eWOB but that several new facets have to be introduced to encompass the
particular characteristics of eWOB. Further, we identified two central aspects that differentiate eWOB from
eWOM: (a) the ability to leave unobservable traces, and (b) the agent driving the transformation of the initial
trigger into actual (observable) content.
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Behavior-based information in an eWOM context
In this section we will draw on the integrative framework of the impact of eWOM communication developed by
Cheung & Thadani (2012) to further illustrate how eWOB differs from the related concept of eWOM. The Cheung
& Thadani (2012) framework was chosen as it provides a comprehensive overview of the main components of
eWOM from both a supply- and demand-side perspective and in greater detail than the SI framework used in the
previous section. To better highlight the dynamics of eWOM communication we have slightly modified the original
framework to highlight the process of eWOM communication, and additionally also simplified the Response
category. Figure 3 illustrates this slightly simplified version of the framework.

Figure 3. Integrative framework for the impact of eWOM communication, adapted from Cheung & Thadani (2012)

The basic logic of the framework is that an individual (Communicator) creates a piece of eWOM Stimuli
(equivalent to content in the SI framework), e.g. a review on Amazon. This is now made available to other
individuals by a Channel13. The Stimuli is now seen by a Receiver or a multitude of hereof. Finally, this might lead
to a Response (equivalent to impact in the SI framework), which can range from a slight change in attitude to actual
purchase. Related to both the communicators, the content, the channel, and the receivers are a number of variables
that directly affect or moderate the impact, shown in the boxes with dotted lines in Figure 3. We will now present a
revised version of the above framework which outlines the basic elements and dynamics of eWOB. By taking our
point of departure in an established model of eWOM, we hope to be able to highlight differences and similarities
between the two interrelated concepts.

13

Cheung & Thadani’s original term for this element was ‘Contextual Factor’, however it basically describes the
channel/platform on which the eWOM was published, and thus we will refer to it as Channel which also aligns it
with the SI framework
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As can be seen from Figure 4, our framework of eWOB shares many of the same overall elements with
eWOM. In both cases, a piece of content is transferred from communicators to receivers through some channel,
which in the end might lead to an impact on the receiver. However, a closer look reveals several new elements
(marked with thick line in Figure 4) as well as the deletion of elements deemed irrelevant for eWOB.

Figure 4. Framework for eWOB
First, the communicators consist of two sub-elements: source (model) and platform (agent). Referring to digital
traces and social interactions, a special characteristic of digital behaviors is that they leave digital traces, often
unintentionally, by the user of the system. We call the person leaving this behavior-based digital trace the Source
and drawing on the terminology from Observational Learning, we say that the source’s behavior is being
“modeled” when made observable to others (Bandura, 1986). However, someone must decide to disclose that
behavior (an agent). Unlike eWOM where the agent is the consumer him/herself, in the case of eWOB the agent is
not the source but rather the platform on which the trace was generated (which often, but not always, is identical to
the channel that discloses the behavior). Here, a deliberate design decision must be made to make the digital trace
observable and in which way(s). Drawing on mechanisms known from Observational Learning (Bandura, 1986) we
should also in the case of behavior-based information expect a number of elements related to the communicators
influence the final impact: The expertise of the source within the given area, the trustworthiness of both the source
and the platform and the motives attributed to the platform for disclosing the behavior-based information as eWOB.
However, these are not empirically demonstrated yet and further empirical research is needed in this regard.
Finally, drawing on extant research about the impact of behavior-based information and the three design
dimensions derived from that we add the element of Familiarity to describe the strength of tie between the source
and the receiver (known vs. unknown, weak vs. strong tie). Here, prior empirical research suggests that behaviors
spread faster through strong ties (Bond et al., 2012) but this might very well vary by product category and thus is an
area for further empirical validation.
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Second, the behavior is turned into actual content. Here, we see in the original framework by Cheung &
Thadani (2012) that the argument quality, the valence, and sidedness (direction of valence) are all expected to
influence the impact. However, we argue that in the case of eWOB these elements are hardly assessable. The
simple reason is that the disclosure of behaviors – as opposed to opinions - is a subtler way of communicating (Y.
Chen et al., 2011) . It is by nature a rather neutral account of behaviors and in our view thus not possible to assess
neither argument quality, valence (positive/negative), nor sidedness. While some studies have used the volume of
behaviors as a proxy for its valence (Chen et al. (2011) reported a low number of prior purchases as "negative
observational learning information") we argue that the use of volume to assess valence should be employed with
caution, if at all, as it really depends on the characteristics of the receiver and his/her reference group. One might
very well imagine a scenario where more niche-orientated consumers actively try to steer away from the bestseller
products and thus towards products that seem less popular, measured by sales. In such a scenario, a high number or
prior purchases would actually be perceived as negative valence among this niche-segment. But if the same product
is (also) the most purchased/used within the niche-orientated customer’s own reference group (Shibutani, 1955) it
might be perceived as positive. This goes to show that the categorization of behavior-based information into
‘positive’ and ‘negative’ might not be as simple as it looks on the surface. For these reasons the three elements of
argument quality, valence, and sidedness were excluded from the eWOB framework. Further empirical
investigation is clearly needed in this area in order to shed light on these more detailed mechanics of eWOB.
Finally, drawing on the previously discussed three design dimensions that were derived from empirical cases in
extant literature, we add the element of aggregation to describe whether communicators are presented at an
aggregated level or as individuals or both.
Third, the content must be disclosed through some channel (referred to as ‘platform’ in Cheung &
Thadani’s framework), and the nature of that channel might influence the final impact. Amazon might be perceived
more credible than a relatively unknown review platform, and thus the impact of the reviews (content) will be
affected by the channel. Similarly, we see no reason not to believe that the impact of eWOB content also varies
across different channels, however needs to be empirically validated by future research. Further, in the case of
eWOB the channel can– but need not – be the same as the platform. If the platform where the behavior took place
is also the place where the content is published (e.g. a behavior on Indiegogo gets disclosed on Indiegogo as in the
case of Thies et al. (2016)), that is an example of internal disclosure. Conversely, if the behavior on Indiegogo is
published on Facebook, then we refer to that as external disclosure. Thus, we add this last of our three design
dimensions to the eWOB framework. Whether the external or internal type of disclosure is the more impactful is
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premature to conclude based on extant empirical research. However, we argue that – all things being equal - the
observer is reached in a more relevant context in the case of internal disclosure (an Indiegogo user is presented
with information about the behaviors of other users on Indiegogo while using Indiegogo herself), whereas observers
in the case of external disclosure might be preoccupied with tasks that has nothing to do with the behavior being
disclosed to them (a Facebook user is presented with a story about her friend’s backing of a project on Indiegogo –
in the midst of reading the news on Facebook and watching friends’ baby photos). Drawing again on Observational
Learning theory, we should thus expect the internal disclosure to have a greater impact, as behaviors that are
considered more personally relevant have greater impact on the observer(s) (Bandura, 1986).
Fourth, in the case of eWOM the involvement and prior knowledge of the receiver are important aspects
for the final impact. This makes sense as the use of eWOM is typically depicted in the literature as an active
information-seeking process (mainly a ‘pull’ type of information) from the side of the receiver (e.g. Bartikowski &
Walsh, 2014; Chang & Wu, 2014; Cheung & Thadani, 2012; Daugherty & Hoffman, 2014; Fu, Ju, & Hsu, 2015;
Goodrich & de Mooij, 2013; King et al., 2014). Therefore, the more involved the receiver is, the greater the
expected impact will be. However, in the case of eWOB we argue that the receiver is less likely to be actively
seeking this type of information (mainly a ‘push’ type of information) and consequently the contextual relevance
for the receiver of that information is more important than in the case of eWOM. Therefore, we add Relevance to
the framework.
Finally, we add a new type of impact to our eWOB framework, namely Continued usage & engagement.
Clearly, some types of eWOB are – just like eWOM – designed with the impact goal of persuading users to
complete a purchase. In other cases, though, we notice how the function of eWOB seems to be more a matter of
stimulating continued usage and engagement. For example, being able to observe on Spotify what friends are
listening to right now is clearly not designed to persuade one into a purchase, as the user has already signed up for
Spotify. Rather, it is most likely implemented to create a sense of community and/or provide inspiration for what to
listen to and/or simply confirming the user in his/her choice of Spotify through showing the presence of social
others, all of which stimulate continued usage and engagement. Accordingly, researchers assessing the impact of
eWOB should in future research also consider the impact beyond the purchase stage.
To sum up, our framework of eWOB illustrates that eWOB differs from eWOM in a number of central
aspects. Arguably, the most important difference is the duality of the communicators consisting of both a source
and a platform. But also, the more neutral nature of eWOB (being purely behavior-based) is a clear difference from
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eWOM, where valence, sidedness, and argument quality are traditionally central themes of analysis but difficult, if
not impossible, to assess in the case of eWOB. Finally, with eWOB the desired impact might very well be not only
on sales but also on continued usage and engagement due to the subtler nature of eWOB.

Discussion
This paper is motivated by the increased observability of consumer behaviors enabled by the widespread
digitization of individuals’ daily lives. Building on the foundations of Digital Trace Data, Social Interactions, and
eWOM, we have derived the concept of eWOB defined as published accounts of behavior, based on the
unobservable digital traces of consumers’ behaviors to fill in a conceptual gap in extant literature about Social
Interactions and eWOM. Our definition highlights that eWOB is content based on unobservable digital traces that
are generated solely by user behavior. As a consequence, eWOB is truly design-driven and the platform (i.e. digital
product/service) is the primary agent responsible for turning unobservable digital traces into actual communication
that is observable to others. From the perspective of the receiver this also entails a duality in terms of who the
communicator is. The central aspect of digital trace data and the active role of the platform further means that it is
not to be considered eWOB when a consumer actively creates a Facebook post with a photo of him/her unboxing a
new iPhone. This is in its core an expression of product-related behavior (signaling a recent purchase of the
iPhone), however we consider it to be eWOM as it is actively created by the user and not as a result of prior logged
behavior. Finally, eWOB, the term itself deserves elaboration. At first glance, the use of ‘Word’ might seem to limit
the concept to written communication. However, the ‘Word’ should be interpreted in a broader context that denotes
the communication of behaviors. This is no different from the term eWOM, where it is widely recognized that
eWOM can take other forms than verbal/written communication, e.g. the existence of ‘visual eWOM’ (King et al.,
2014).

Contributions
This research aims to contribute to theory by offering conceptual clarification and a detailed account of the
dynamics and characteristics of an emerging phenomenon in the interrelated literatures of Social Interactions and
eWOM, spanning across the Information Systems and Marketing disciplines. Specifically, our research seeks to
address several important conceptual gaps in extant literature. First, although several empirical studies exist on the
topic of behavior-based information, this literature has so far treated behavior-based information as relatively
homogenous. However, as we have shown, it can take many different forms which to a large degree is dependent
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on design. Second, although extant literature has indeed made direct comparisons of the impact of behavior-based
information and opinion-based information (eWOM), we have addressed a conceptual gap in terms of how the two
distinguish themselves from each other and what the unique characteristics and processes of eWOB are.
Accordingly, we encourage researchers to use our proposed conceptual framework as a tool to point out
opportunities for future research and the structuring hereof; for example by investigating the impact of different
design configurations or the role of moderating factors such as trustworthiness, engagement etc. Given that extant
literature is still conceptually at an early stage, many opportunities exist for such comparative empirical studies.
Moreover, our research adds to the current understanding of ‘social/viral product design’ (Aral & Walker, 2011;
Bapna & Umyarov, 2015), by expanding our conceptual and design-specific knowledge of a specific subcomponent of social design, namely the use of behavior-based information in the form of eWOB.
Finally, our research highlights the design-aspect of eWOB and thus the active role of the platform
in the creation of eWOB. As current empirical research has demonstrated significant positive impacts of eWOB, we
urge practitioners to consider this exciting opportunity to actively use behavior-based information in product design
to persuade, inspire, engage, and retain users. With the proposed conceptual framework, we seek to provide system
designers not only with an overview of both the design opportunities but also the central mechanisms of eWOB.
Much akin to how a manager will benefit from knowing different kinds of organizational structures (for example a
matrix, functional, or divisional structure), we hope that the conceptual framework can act as a roadmap for system
designers and facilitate a strategic use of behavior-based information in the form of eWOB. Only by being aware of
the conceptual underpinnings of a phenomenon and its core components can one instrumentally work with it
beyond trial and error.

Open research questions & future research directions
Hopefully, our introduction of eWOB has brought about conceptual clarity around the digitally observable
behaviors of consumers and how it fits into the larger context of Social Interactions and complements the wellestablished concept of eWOM. However, the introduction of a new concept also gives rise to new intriguing
research questions that are ripe for further research. First, the issue of product category is critical in a number of
ways. While we argue a broad possible use of eWOB, obviously there are types of products simply not suitable for
eWOB activities. On the one hand, it is not difficult to imagine products where users will prefer to leave no
observable traces about their behaviors and where it would also be considered awkward to be receiver of that
information, an obvious example – especially at the individual-specific level - is adult movies. In other cases, the
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behaviors may simply be too mundane to disclose at least at the individual-specific level. Does one want to know
the specific brand of detergent that one’s friend has purchased in an online supermarket? The answer will depend
on the context and the way the eWOB is presented. Finally, in some product categories consumers will actually try
to diverge from the choices made by their immediate surroundings. Fashion is one such example. Here, consumers
might actively try to steer away from products purchased by close friends to avoid looking too similar. Thus,
eWOB can actually have an inverse impact guiding consumers to what not to buy. Further, although the eWOB in
such instances might not stimulate product diffusion it could actually be imagined having a relational effect, i.e.
being able to the see fashion purchases of significant others might stimulate conversation between peers.
Accordingly, we argue that eWOB could potentially also stimulate the basic human need for relatedness (Ryan &
Deci, 2017). This relational role of eWOB is to the best of our knowledge completely absent from extant literature
and represents an exciting new research topic. Additionally, the nature of the product (complexity and ability to
assess its fit and usefulness before purchase) is relevant for the role of eWOB. Consider the category of digital
cameras. Here, most users do extensive research before making an actual purchase and thus an observable purchase
might signal more than a purchase behavior but rather the culmination of a thorough information-seeking process.
In such cases, we should expect eWOB to signal to observers something close to an opinion. In other cases, e.g.
movie watching, being able to observe that a friend has watched a specific movie will probably carry much less
information to the observer as a movie can only truly be assessed after having watched it. If we can observe that the
friend has watched it several times, we might be able to infer some more informational value from that but such
comparisons are relevant to explore in future research.
Next, our conceptualization of eWOB and the review of extant empirical research in this domain give rise
to several design-related questions. For instance, how does the impact of eWOB vary with the degree of
customization? Cheung et al. (2014) suggested that customization of eWOB can be necessary to avoid information
overload, but are certain product categories more suitable for customization? Further, research should explore and
compare how various ways of presenting eWOB affects impact e.g. eWOB presented at the individual-specific
level vs. at an aggregated level; eWOB from strangers vs. known people; from strong vs. weak ties etc. as well as
the impact of internal vs. external disclosure of eWOB. Building on that, we should notice that the design
dimensions presented in this paper are not exhaustive as they are primarily built on the cases used in extant
empirical research. Moreover, while the focus of this paper as well as prior research in this domain has been on the
disclosure of behaviors to others, it is not far-fetched to believe that a Source-to-Source information flow of eWOB
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can actually present valuable information for users similar to the design mechanisms of the ‘quantified self’
movement such self-monitoring (Snyder, 1987) and as known from Observational Learning (Bandura, 1986). A
concrete example is when Spotify at the end of each year presents users with their own most listened to songs for
that year.
Finally, two pressing issues related to the user perspective need to be explored. First, researchers are urged
to follow the call by Freelon (2014) and apply a user-perspective to the interpretation of eWOB. Researchers cannot
simply assume that eWOB is solely interpreted by users as an expression of popularity. It might also have other
important interpretations and functions such as the relation-supporting role suggested in the above. Last, but
absolutely not least, the element of ethics and trust requires further research. At the time of writing, eWOB seems to
be completely unregulated with little opportunity for consumers to assess whether the information presented to
them is real, distorted, or simply fake. Especially relevant here is eWOB presented at an aggregated level or eWOB
from strangers. As Salganik & Watts (2008) has shown, human beings can easily be manipulated by such
information. Consequently, just as the eWOM literature has dealt with fake reviews and trust (e.g. Chiou, Chang,
Mezzour, Perrig, & Sun, 2009; Furner, Zinko, & Robert A., 2016; Zhang, Zhou, Kehoe, & Kilic, 2016), so should
future research about eWOB.
In closure, the phenomenon of eWOB is an exciting new area where marketing seems to merge with the
design of digital products and services. Several empirical studies have shown the significant impact of eWOB but
many areas are still underexplored. We thus encourage scholars and practitioners alike to engage in eWOB research
and activities to further advance knowledge in this field.
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Exploring Social Product Design: A Field Experiment on the Effect of
Infusing Social Information into a Movie Streaming Service

This paper investigates how the integration of information about existing users’ productrelated behaviours and opinions into a movie streaming service affects potential users.
Drawing on theories of Social Influence, Social Impact, and Observational Learning we
conducted a controlled field experiment with 398 potential users of a movie streaming
service. For this purpose, we developed a Social Information Integrator Tool that allowed
us to inject Facebook information simulating existing users’ product-related opinions and
behaviours – referred to as ‘social information’ - into the movie streaming service. We
demonstrate that the integration of social information from friends has a significant
positive effect on potential users’ attitude towards the service. Further, we explore
different design configurations of social information. Contrary to findings in extant
literature, we do not find significant differences between the display of user opinions
versus user behaviours. This suggests that product-related user behaviours can be
designed to look like user endorsements of the product in question, providing marketing
value. The paper contributes to the extant body of knowledge on ‘social product design’ by
offering empirical insights and design recommendations for friend-specific social
information when incorporated into a product. The findings have important managerial
implications, urging product designers to leverage the positive effects of including social
information into digital product experiences.
Keywords: Electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM), Electronic Word of Behaviour (eWOB),
social product design, social influence, observational learning

1. Introduction
It is well-established that Word of Mouth (WOM) and its digital counterpart, Electronic Word of
Mouth (eWOM) is extremely influential in many consumer decisions (Cheung & Thadani, 2012;
De Bruyn & Lilien, 2008; Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner, Walsh, & Gremler, 2004), largely driven
by the power of social influence (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004). Accordingly, information from
friends and family continue to be rated the most important trusted source of product-related
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information. For example, Nielsen reports14 that 83% of consumers across 60 countries say they
trust the recommendations from friends and family. At the same time, products and services are
increasingly becoming digitalized (e.g. books, music, travel booking, grocery shopping etc.),
resulting in an ongoing stream of digital traces of user behaviour. Digitalization of products not
only creates conveniences of consumption for the user (Lehdonvirta, 2012) but it also empowers
companies with technological affordances for incorporating and displaying users’ productrelated opinions and behaviours within products and services, and essentially draw upon the
aforementioned strengths of information stemming from peers (Kunst & Vatrapu, 2014). This
development is interesting as it integrates what used to mainly be considered a marketing
activity, eWOM, into the product design process. However, product developers keen on
pursuing this, are left with little direction for the design process, and even large commercial
players like Netflix have failed to create solutions that satisfy user needs while at the same time
addressing user concerns over e.g. privacy issues, c.f. Netflix’ recent withdrawal from providing
information about Facebook friends’ movie consumption and preferences within the streaming
service15.
Against this backdrop and addressing the call by Aral, Dellarocas, & Godes (2013) for
more research into the design of products and services with social elements, this paper seeks to
contribute to extant knowledge in two ways: First, we take an Action Design Research (ADR)
approach (Sein, Henfridsson, Purao, & Rossi, 2011) to design and develop a tool that can be
used by academics and practitioners alike to test and evaluate various social product designs
among users and potential users. Second, we conduct an online experiment with this tool among
398 potential users of a Scandinavian movie streaming service. Our findings show that the
inclusion of friend-specific social information incorporated into an online service positively
14

http://www.nielsen.com/eu/en/press-room/2015/recommendations-from-friends-remain-most-credible-form-ofadvertising.html
15
http://www.businessinsider.com/netflix-users-dont-want-social-features-2016-2?r=US&IR=T&IR=T
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affects potential users’ attitude towards the service. Based on the empirical findings and the tool
development process, we outline a set of implications for social product design.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review extant research
relevant for our study on social product design. In section 3, we outline the theoretical
foundations and generate a set of hypotheses to be tested in our experiment. In section 4, we
discuss methodological details regarding i) developing a Social Information Integrator Tool and
ii) conducting the online experiment to test and evaluate different kinds of social product design
using the tool. In section 5, we report the results of the online experiment. In section 6 we
discuss the results and derive a set of implications for design. Finally, in section 7 we conclude
and assess the limitations of the study, and as well as outline future research agenda for social
product design.
2. Related Work
2.1 Social Product Design
This paper is situated in the intersection between literature on the use of interpersonal
communication in marketing, often known as (Electronic) Word of Mouth (Berger, 2014; Tan,
2017), Persuasive Systems Design in human-computer interaction (Oinas-Kukkonen &
Harjumaa, 2009), and Social Design (Aral & Walker, 2011; Bapna & Umyarov, 2015).
Facilitated by digitalization, companies now have an array of opportunities to stimulate
consumers’ disclosure of opinions and behaviours. Accordingly, a stream of literature on the
topic of how to engineer and evaluate products that facilitate and encourage such social
information disclosure has begun to emerge (Dou, Niculescu, & Wu, 2013). This has been
referred to ‘viral product design’ by Aral & Walker (2011) to describe “the process of explicitly
engineering products so they are more likely to be shared among peers” (p. 1623). Here, the
focus in on sharing information about the product to non-users, by either actively inviting them
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to use the service, or auto-sharing product-usage information from the service to Facebook. A
related but somewhat broader perspective is proposed by Bapna & Umyarov (2015) who view
‘social design’ as “products and services (…) designed with social features that help with initial
adoption, sustained engagement, and user retention” (p. 1903). Here, the focus is not only to
share product-related information to non-users (e.g. on Facebook), but also using social features
and information to stimulate continued usage, within the product/service. Finally, Dou et al.,
(2013) describe the phenomena as “firms’ strategies and opportunities to engineer WOM
effects” (p. 165). Although the terms ‘social design’ and ‘viral product design’ are not widely
used (a database search reveals only very few relevant papers), research into what could be
termed ‘product-facilitated peer-to-peer effects’ is accumulating, providing empirical insights
from diverse product categories such as digital cameras (Y. Chen, Wang, & Xie, 2011), online
gaming (Aral & Walker, 2011), premium subscriptions in freemium-based online services
(Bapna & Umyarov, 2015), and social ads (Tucker & Zhang, 2011) to name a few. However,
current research within this phenomenon is predominantly concerned with making
methodological contributions in terms of demonstrating causal evidence of peer-to-peer effects.
Less attention is given to generating and evaluating design guidelines on how to implement
social features and information into products and services. Following the call for more research
into the design of products and services with social features (Aral et al., 2013) we address this
gap. Building on Bapna & Umyarov (2015), we use the term ‘social product design’ to
describe: “The process of infusing social information and social features into products and
services in a way that stimulates adoption, sustained engagement, and/or user retention”16. In
this definition, we differentiate between ‘social features’ and ‘social information’. We
conceptualise social features as items that allow for some kind of interaction (e.g. user feedback

16

For simplicity reasons the term ‘social product design’ does not include the word ‘service’, although it does in
deed cover design of services.
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on self-designed products as seen in Hildebrand, Häubl, Herrmann, & Landwehr (2013), while
social information is the disclosure of information about other users’ behaviours and/or
opinions, e.g. the public display of a user’s product purchase history as seen in Cheung, Xiao, &
Liu (2014). Both social features and social information can be viewed as persuasive elements
(Fogg, 2003; Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 2009) in product design. In this paper, we will
focus on product design involving social information.
2.2 Social Information in Products & Services
Social information comes in different forms and shapes. This section draws on extant literature
to exemplify three overall ways in which social information can be presented. 1) Social
information as opinions or behaviours, 2) the level of aggregation of the information, and 3)
where the social information is disclosed. Before we embark on this, it is worthwhile to ask the
question: what does the ‘social’ in ‘social information’ actually mean? In this research, drawing
upon the enactive approach to the philosophy of mind (Gibson, 1979; Noë, 2004) and the
phenomenological approach to sociology (Garfinkel, 1967), we adopt a micro-sociological view
of ‘social’ that can be described as “other-orientation”. In this phenomenological view of the
social world, being ‘social’ implies being oriented towards other human beings in terms of
apperceptions, perceptions and actions (Vatrapu, 2010) and ‘social information’ is the kind of
information that affords and/or constraints such an orientation towards social others. This is not
to say that users intentionally disclose information about their opinions or behaviours in order to
socially interact with other users. Rather, in our product design context, the ‘social’ merely
connotates the peer to peer nature of the information being made available by the system. An
illustrative example is when a Spotify user is looking at an artist page, and Spotify then informs
the user whom of his/her Facebook friends are also listening to that particular artist. Or when
Spotify informs the user how many monthly listeners that artist has each month on Spotify. Both
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are examples of what we consider social information: information that stems from one user and
which is made available, through the system, to other users. On the contrary, we do not consider
it ‘social’ information when Spotify provides recommendations such as “we think you would
like…” even though the underlying data foundation for these recommendations might be the
listening patterns of peers.
2.2.1 Opinions vs. Behaviours
One of the fundamental elements of social information is which type of information is being
disclosed: Opinions or behaviours. Information about what consumers think of a product/service
(i.e. opinion-based information) is typically referred to in the literature as eWOM, and often
takes the form of consumer reviews and ratings. eWOM is an interdisciplinary field of research
with contributions spanning the fields of Information Systems, Marketing and Human-Computer
Interaction (e.g. Cheung & Thadani, 2012; Thies, Wessel, & Benlian, 2016). On the other hand,
information about others’ behaviours with regard to a product may also be disclosed to users.
For example, the number of downloads of a piece of software (Duan, Gu, & Whinston, 2009),
and number of downloads of songs (Salganik & Watts, 2008), or the past purchases of beauty
items (Cheung et al., 2014). Recently, scholars have been interested in comparing the effects of
opinion-based information with that of behaviour-based (e.g. Y. Chen et al., 2011; Cheung et al.,
2014), and this type of behaviour-based information has even been conceptualized as ‘Electronic
Word of Behavior’ (Kunst, 2015).
2.2.2 Level of aggregation
Secondly, social information can be presented at an aggregated or individual-specific level, as
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Funnel of aggregation
On the aggregated level, companies can disclose information about the popularity of specific
products and which products are frequently bought together with other specific products; an
approach pioneered by online dealers such as Amazon. Here, the opinions or purchase/usebehaviours of many individual consumers are aggregated when presented to other consumers,
and studies have reported a positive effect of this kind of aggregated social information on sales
of digital cameras (Chen, Wang, & Xie, 2011) and voting behaviour (Bond et al., 2012).
At the other end of this spectrum, we find services where information about specific
individuals is disclosed. This level can be further divided into social information about specific
individuals but who are unknown to the observing user (e.g. when the crowdfunding platform
gofundme.com shows the names of recent backers of a cause, or specific individuals who are
known to the observing user (e.g. when Spotify offers information about which songs and artists
a user’s connections on Twitter and/or Facebook have listened to). Examples of research at the
individual-specific level include Aral & Walker (2011) who found a positive effect in terms of
adoption when exposed to a Facebook friend’s online gaming behaviours (achieving a new level
etc.) on Facebook. Likewise, Cheung et al. (2014) studied a beauty community and found a
similar positive effect when exposed to other (connected, but otherwise unknown) members’
purchase history.
2.2.3 Location of Disclosure
Last but not least, it is relevant to look at where the social information is disclosed, as illustrated
in Figure 2. External disclosure is represented by e.g. Aral & Walker (2011) who studied the
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effect of sharing social information from a gaming platform to Facebook, and reported
significant positive effects of this type of disclosure. However, Facebook has gradually
decreased the algorithmic importance of this kind of auto-shared behaviour-based content shared
to Facebook from third party apps because of accusations of “newsfeed spam”17. Consequently,
in this research, and for the specific case company investigated, we find it more relevant to look
into instances of internal disclosure, i.e. where the social information is disclosed within a
service. In doing so, we follow the lead of e.g. Bapna & Umyarov (2015); Duan, Gu, &
Whinston (2009); Salganik & Watts (2008) who all studied the effect of disclosing social
information within a product or service.

Figure 2. Location of disclosure.
Summarizing the above, current research on social information product & services has
predominantly been occupied with either friend-specific social information being externally
shared to platforms such as Facebook (e.g. Aral & Walker, 2011; Bond et al., 2012), or with
social information being disclosed internally, but on an aggregated level (e.g. Y. Chen et al.,
2011) or from specific users but whose real identity might not be known (Cheung et al., 2014).
As such, this research seeks to extend current literature by investigating the impact on potential
users when infusing individual-specific social information from friends into an online service.
3. Theoretical Foundations and Hypotheses

17

http://www.adweek.com/digital/latest-news-feed-algorithm-change-third-party-implicit-posts-punished/?red=if
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This section uses social influence theory to derive a set of hypotheses which we shall later test in
our online experiment.
Social influence theory is essentially concerned with how humans influence each other’s
thoughts, attitudes, and/or behaviours. Social influence can be exerted in explicit as well of more
implicit manners (Fulk, Schmitz, & Steinfield, 1990). Overt statements (opinions) about a
product, service, or technology, is an explicit form of social influence. On the contrary, social
influence can also be exercised in less direct ways, e.g. by performing an action (behaviour)
visible to others, and thereby potentially influencing others to do the same (Fulk et al., 1990),
often referred to as Observational Learning (Bandura, 1986). Thus, we expect that incorporating
social information (either consumers’ opinions or behaviours) into a service will positively
affect potential users:

H1a: The inclusion of social information into a service will positively enhance potential users’
attitude towards the service
H1b: The inclusion of social information into a service will positively enhance potential users’
intention to use it
However, a number of factors can determine how impactful the social influence is, as posited by
both Latané (1981) and in the original works on Observational Learning (Bandura, 1986).
These are described in the following.
While observing the actions of others can influence an individual, Bandura (1986) argues
that the effect is generally amplified when the observant can observe the consequence(s) of that
action. I.e. an action where “the model” (the person performing an action) is being rewarded for
that action will have more impact on observer(s) than simply observing the action but not the
outcome. Turning to the online sphere, we find that people – just as in the offline world –
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perform a vast number of actions every single day (e.g. booking a hotel, ordering groceries
online, streaming music etc.), many of which can be made observable online to others (e.g.
which music one has listened to recently on Spotify). In addition, some of these people will take
the time and effort to also communicate their opinions about these product-related experiences
to others e.g. giving a “like” to a newspaper article, writing a review of a hotel on TripAdvisor,
or giving a song on Spotify a “star” mark. We regard the mere mention of a behaviour as
observable behaviour but without observable outcome as we cannot tell from a long list of songs
listened to by a friend, which songs (s)he actually might have liked or disliked (i.e. the
outcome). On the contrary, if the user provides some kind of evaluation (e.g. a review, a like, a
rating, or some other indication of how the user experiences that event) we must assume that this
opinion was formed on the basis of an experience with the product/service (e.g. listening to a
specific song). Accordingly, the evaluation implicitly tells us about a person’s behaviour with
that product/service, and we thus regard this as observable behaviour with observable outcome.
Thus, contrary to the popular saying that “actions are stronger than words” our second
hypothesis is that opinions will have stronger impact than behaviours:

H2a: Disclosing opinion-based social information in a service will have a stronger impact on
potential users’ attitude towards the service than disclosing merely behaviour-based social
information.
H2b: Disclosing opinion-based social information in a service will have a stronger impact on
potential users’ intention to use the service than disclosing merely behaviour-based social
information.
This is not to dismiss the potential of including behaviour-based social information in products
and services. On the contrary, while the above may be proven true, the sheer amount of actions
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performed every single day might altogether be more effective in influencing observers than the
much smaller amount of actual reviews (observable outcome) as suggested by Aral & Walker
(2011).
Next, observing the actions of or receiving recommendations from people who are
knowledgeable about a specific topic or in some way opinion leaders, generally has a stronger
impact than observing random/unknown people’s behaviour (Bandura, 1986; Bikhchandani et
al., 1998, Latané, 1981). Consequently, our third hypothesis is that the product-category
relevance of the “modelling” person matters:

H3a: The inclusion of social information from category-specific influential friends into a service
has a stronger positive impact on potential users’ attitude towards the product than has the
inclusion of social information from random friends.
H3b: The inclusion of social information from category-specific influential friends into a service
has a stronger positive impact on potential users’ intention to use the product than has the
inclusion of social information from random friends.
Finally, Social Impact Theory posits that a greater number of influencers increases the
likelihood that an individual will be influenced (Latané, 1981). However, from the field of
economics we find theoretical arguments for observing the actions of as few as two other people
can be the turning point where one starts disregarding one’s own intuitions and starts following
the behaviours of others (Bikhchandani et al., 1998). Consequently, our final hypothesis is that
the number of people matters:
H4a: The inclusion of social information from many friends has a larger impact on potential
users’ attitude towards a service than has the inclusion of social information from a few friends.
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H4b: The inclusion of social information from many friends has a larger impact on potential
users’ intention to use a service than has the inclusion of social information from a few friends.
Having outlined four hypotheses (including sub-hypotheses), we now discuss the methodology.

4. Methodology
This section is divided into three main parts. We first introduce the empirical context of our
studies. We then provide a detailed account of the development of the Social Information
Integrator Tool informed by the method of Action Design Research. Finally, we discuss the
research design for our online experiment where the Social Information Integrator Tool was
used to test the effects of different kinds of social product design, i.e. the hypotheses derived in
the previous section.

4.1 Empirical Context
The empirical context of this research is an online movie streaming service in the Danish
market, more specifically Blockbuster. After the bankruptcy of the American movie rental chain
Blockbuster, the rights to the Blockbuster brand in the Danish market were acquired by the
Danish telecom TDC Group in 2014, and Blockbuster was soon hereafter re-launched as an
online movie streaming service. Movie streaming, and Blockbuster in particular, was chosen for
several reasons. First, one of the authors was partly affiliated with the company which owns the
Blockbuster brand in Denmark, and thus had access to Blockbuster’s product development
teams for the use of social information. It was thus brought to our attention that Blockbuster had
already implemented Facebook login, but were not sure whether they should proceed in making
use of social information in their interface, and if so, how. The internal debate over whether to
proceed or not was dominated by managers’ personal preferences for/against social networking
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services, and Facebook in particular. For an Action Design Research project this confluence of
real-world industry need coupled with a bona fide research problem is essential, and the timing
of the study was appropriate. Secondly, movie streaming is a cultural good where inspiration
from friends and peers is likely to play a role. Finally, since Blockbuster is an online service, we
could establish a seamless integration with Facebook which would serve as the source of social
information. Taken together, movie streaming, and Blockbuster in particular, served as a good
test bed to investigate the phenomenon of social product design.
4.2 Development of the Social Information Integrator Tool
The overall goal of the research was to investigate the impact on potential users’ attitude and
purchase intention when infusing Blockbuster with social information. Furthermore, we wanted
to test different kinds and configurations of social information. In order to do so, we needed an
infrastructure that could 1) infuse specific social information from Facebook into Blockbuster
(or any other online service) 2) measure attitude and purchase intention in a survey module 3)
collect and store data in a database. To the best of our knowledge no such tool exits, nor do
guidelines for designing such a tool. Consequently, we set out to design and build a Social
Information Integrator Tool (SOCIALIIT).

4.2.1 Action Design Research
SOCIALIIT was built adopting guidelines from ADR methodology. ADR brings together the
individuals that have implications for the project (that includes the organizational stakeholders,
researchers, developers, and end users) and promotes co-building. ADR aims for building an
ensemble IT-artefact in cycles of feedback improving the final product and generating research
knowledge at same time. Due to the experimental nature of the SOCIALIIT it was important to
involve the organization (in this case Blockbuster Denmark) to inform and evaluate the key
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features of the SOCIALIIT. In total, we employed three iterative cycles of design, development
and evaluation to arrive at the final version of the SOCIALIIT.

4.2.2 Technical Features
SOCIALIIT is a web-based software solution that has multiple backend modules to handle
social media integration as well as storage and data export process. SOCIALIIT is built using
Microsoft.Net with the web component developed using ASP.Net and the backend developed
using C#. For handling the connection to Facebook Graph API JQuery Ajax API access and API
calls through C# API library are utilized. SQL Server Enterprise Database Management System
is utilized to store the collected social information and the experimental data. Figure 3 presents
a schematic of the SOCIALIIT.

Figure 3. Schematic of Social Information Integrator Tool
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As can be seen from Figure 3, SOCIALIIT has a modular architecture. The web interface
consists of three logical modules: 1) Web Survey consisting of multiple pages that present the
questionnaire to the end user, 2) Business context related web pages; in this case these are four
mocked Blockbuster pages; but it could be any real business website pages, 3) Social
Information consists of web interface components where social information related to end-user
is presented. In our case, it includes the friend information of the user on the mocked-up pages
as well as the survey related pages where social information is presented such as social login or
friend rating page in SOCIALIIT. SOCIALIIT presents a generic model that uses Facebook as
social information source. However, it can be extended for any other social media platform, for
example Twitter where ‘friends’ would be replaced with ‘followers’ and so on.
In order to store the information collected through survey as well as the extensive
logging (for analysis) collected during use of SOCIALIIT, a backend module is utilized which is
developed using C# and data is stored into Microsoft SQL Server DBMS. To store social
information of the end users a logical module named Social Media Information Processor is
developed that is responsible for social media login, fetching social media information, and
presenting social media related information wherever required on the web portal. An export
module is responsible for retrieving, transforming and exporting the collected data so it could be
made available to researchers of ADR team for analysis and reporting.
4.3 Online Experiment
In this section, we introduce the research design of an online experiment where we will be using
the SOCIALIIT with Blockbuster.
4.3.1 Experimental Design
We employed a 2x2x2 between-subjects independent groups factorial design consisting of one
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control group (no social information) and eight treatment groups corresponding to the different
social information types (Opinion vs. Behaviour, Random vs. Category-Specific Friends, Few
vs. Many Friends) as stated in the hypotheses in Section 3.
4.3.2 Participants
The target group for the experiment was potential new users (current non-users), of Blockbuster
as we wanted to uncover how the inclusion of social information affected potential new users’
attitude towards the service and their intention to start using it. Recruiting was done via adsupported posts from Blockbuster Denmark’s official Facebook page, which provided a
stratified random sampling frame for the study. More specifically, so-called ‘dark posts’ were
used to recruit participants. This method allowed us to place Facebook posts in the newsfeeds of
pre-defined targeted Facebook users who met our criteria and only visible to those users. We
combined this with Blockbuster’s own database to target only current non-users. A total of 473
people qualified as potential customers and completed the questionnaire, but 75 of those were
excluded for failing manipulation checks and time constraints which we will discuss later in this
paper. The final sample size was then 398.

4.3.3 Procedure & Materials
Figure 4 illustrates the process of the experiment. After clicking the Facebook post (1)
participants were taken to an online survey (2) and at the same time randomly assigned to one of
eight treatment groups or the control group.

Figure 4. Experimental protocol
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The survey included a visit to the mock-up website (3), which had been manipulated on three
parameters each with two levels: Number of friends (high (8) vs. low (2); type of friends
(category-specific influential vs. random), and type of information (opinion-based vs.
behaviour-based). When starting the survey, participants were informed that the survey was run
by Blockbuster and a group of researchers from “University ABC”18 and that the purpose was to
get participants’ opinion about a new version of Blockbuster’s website. Participants (except
control group) were also informed that the survey included a request to connect with Facebook.
It was explicitly stated that this was necessary to run the survey, that their social information
would only be used for this particular study, and that their permission would not allow us to post
to Facebook on participants’ behalf nor on the timelines of their friends. Once connected, half of
these groups were shown a list of their Facebook friends and were asked to mark at least 10
friends who they thought “have an interesting movie taste” (see Appendix 1). Selected friends
were then regarded as being ‘category-specific influentials’. It was explicitly stated that the
friends selected would not be notified about this selection. The other half of the treatment
groups were not taken through this step. Next, all groups visited a clickable mock-up version of
the Blockbuster streaming website consisting of a front page and three sub-pages. The website
was manipulated in 8 different combinations utilizing Facebook profile photos of participants’
friends to illustrate friends’ (fictional) use of Blockbuster. In the Behaviour-condition
participants were exposed to information that “these friends are already using Blockbuster”
(followed by profile pictures of specific Facebook friends) as well as a set of movies “Seen by
your friends” (followed by profile pictures of specific Facebook friends). In the Opinioncondition, participants were exposed to information that “These friends like Blockbuster”

18

A well-known local university, but anonymized for the purpose of peer review
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(followed by profile pictures of specific Facebook friends) and a set of movies “Liked by your
friends” (followed by profile pictures of specific Facebook friends). Participants were instructed
to browse the site and as a minimum look at three (specific) pages. This task was designed to be
authentic and similar to a potential Blockbuster customer visiting the website for the first time.
Upon that, participants returned to part 2 of the survey (4) which included questions about their
attitude towards the website and intention to start use Blockbuster, our dependent variables.
Finally, we implemented three manipulation checks: First, the survey included a question about
participants’ recall of having seen the social information on the website. Secondly, we used
tracking software to track participants’ mouse movements throughout their visit on the mock-up
website19, as mouse movement can be used as a proxy for eye movement (M. C. Chen,
Anderson, & Sohn, 2001). And third, we tracked how much time participants spent on the
Blockbuster website, so we would be able to exclude those who spent very little time.

4.3.4 Measures
We measured attitude towards the movie streaming service using an adapted three-item
construct based on existing measures of attitude towards a website (Lynch, Kent, & Srinivasan,
2001; Stevenson, Bruner, & Kumar, 2000). All items were measured on a 7-point Likert-type
scale. As Blockbuster is a pay-per-view service, intention to start using the service (our second
dependent variable) can be viewed as a purchase intention (PI). The PI was measured using four
items, all on a 7-point scale, and adapted from existing literature (Bickart & Schindler, 2001;
Putrevu & Lord, 1994). The items used to measure Attitude and PI are included in Appendix 2.

19

We explicitly informed about this at the beginning of the survey
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5. Results
5.1 Data Pre-Processing
A total of 473 participants completed the survey (35,4% completion rate). We then coded the
screen recordings in terms of whether each participant’s mouse was placed in the area with the
social information or not. Of the 378 non-control group, 300 (79%) were coded as having the
mouse in the area of interest (at some point during their session), while 37 (10%) were coded as
not having the mouse in the area of interest. The rest – 41 (11%) were not coded either because
they entered on a mobile device, or they could not be found in the system. We then looked at the
percentage of all self-reported recalls (as part of our manipulation check, participants selfreported having seen profile photos of some of their Facebook friends on the movie streaming
service), and compared these to how these cases had been coded in terms of mouse movement.
85% of self-reported recalls were also coded as having had their mouse in the area of interest
(i.e. have “seen” the social information). This indicates that the placement of the mouse is a
pretty good indicator of having noticed the social information. We further used the screen
logging data to filter out a total of 41 invalid responses for the following reasons: i) Some
participants had entered the website from a mobile device (12 in total), and since the website
was not optimized towards mobile, these participants’ answers would most likely be negatively
skewed ii) some sessions could not be found in the session recording system (19); and iii) a few
session recordings could not be displayed in the system (10). Finally, based on the KeystrokeLevel Model (KLM) (Mackenzie, 2003), we set a threshold for minimum time spent on
Blockbuster website. We did this to ensure that participants spent sufficient time on the website
to form an opinion about it and to be able to notice the social information. The threshold for
minimum time required was set to 10 seconds, which excluded 34 participants. The final sample
size was then 398, with 89 (22%) participants in the control group.
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5.2 Descriptive Statistics
Table 1 provides an overview of the number of participants in the control group and the eight
treatment groups.

Table 1. Overview of groups
Group no.

Treatment overview

N

% of Total

1

Control

89

22%

2

Random / Low / Behaviour

39

10%

3

Influential / Low / Behaviour

27

7%

4

Random / High / Behaviour

47

12%

5

Influential / High / Behaviour

33

8%

6

Random / Low / Opinion

52

13%

7

Influential / Low / Opinion

27

7%

8

Random / High / Opinion

50

13%

9

Influential / High / Opinion

34

9%

Total 398

Table 2 shows the demographic characteristics of the sample. The sample was relatively evenly
split gender and age-wise. The majority were married or in a relationship (65%), while 36%
were single.
Table 2. Demographics of sample
Gender

N

Female

211

% of
Total
53%

Male

187

47%

N

In relationship, not married

42

% of
Total
11%

Married

214

54%

Single

142

0

234

36%
% of
Total
59%

35%

1

69

17%

125

31%

2

77

19%

129

32%

3

13

3%

1

0%

4+

5

1%

Age

N

Under 25

3

% of
Total
1%

25-30

140

31-40
41-50
Over 50

Marital status

No. of children

N

They were quite movie-savvy (46% reported watching six or more movies per month) which
was in line with the profile of a potential customer. The overall preferred source of inspiration
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for movies to watch was reviews (from newspapers, movie websites like IMDB, blogs etc.) used
by 53% of the participants, while the second most important source of movie inspiration was
friends’ recommendations (47%), which suggests that movie streaming might be a fit for social
information. Among those who reported using friends’ recommendations, 42% fell into the
young age group (25-30 years), indicating a tendency among younger people to look to friends
for inspiration rather than more authoritarian sources like formal reviews. In terms of gender,
males were somewhat more likely to seek out friends’ opinions (51% of males, compared to
43% females).
Table 3 displays the mean scores across the main treatments. It is noticeable how
mean scores are generally in accordance with our hypotheses. Only in the case of H2b is there
an inverse relationship compared to our hypothesis. This initial overview points to the positive
impact of including both opinions and behaviours into an online service such as Blockbuster,
and that the display of category-specific influential friends and/or a high number of friends will
lead to a greater impact.
Table 3. Mean scores across treatments
Attitude towards BB
CTRL vs. Social information (H1)

Intention to use BB

N

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Control
Social information

89
309

4.76
5.08

1.38
1.34

3.57
3.81

1.54
1.47

Type of information (H2)
Control
Behaviours
Opinions

89
146
163

4.76
5.06
5.10

1.38
1.37
1.32

3.57
3.86
3.76

1.54
1.48
1.46

Type of friends (H3)
Control
Random
Influential

89
188
121

4.76
5.01
5.20

1.38
1.39
1.26

3.57
3.70
3.96

1.54
1.48
1.43

No. Of friends (H4)
Control
Low
High

89
145
164

4.76
5.03
5.13

1.38
1.35
1.34

3.57
3.77
3.84

1.54
1.48
1.46
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5.3 Hypotheses Testing
First, an independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare attitude towards Blockbuster for
the treatment condition (subjects exposed to social information, i.e. behaviours and opinions
combined) and the control group (subjects exposed to no social information). In line with
hypothesis H1a there was a significant difference in the scores for the control condition
(M=4.76, SD=1.38 ) and the treatment condition (M=5.08, SD=1.34 ); t(396)=-2.01, p = 0.045
as can be seen from Table 4 and 5. This shows that the inclusion of social information has a
positive impact on potential users’ attitude towards the service. The same test was run for the
second dependent variable, intention to use Blockbuster. No significant difference was found in
the scores for the control condition (M=3.57, SD=1.54) and the treatment condition (M=3.81,
SD=1.47); t(396)=-1.34, p = 0.181. This indicates that the presence of social information does
not enhance potential users’ intention to use the service. Consequently, we do not find support
for H1b.

Table 4. Descriptive statistics for H1a and H1b
Group Statistics
Attitude
Intention to use

CTRL vs. Treatment N
Control
89
Treatment
309
Control
89
Treatment
309

Mean
4.7566
5.0831
3.5674
3.8066

Std. Deviation
1.3797
1.3411
1.5387
1.4658

Std. Error Mean
.1462
.0763
.1631
.0834

Table 5. t-test results for H1a and H1b
Independent Samples
Test

Levene's Test for
t-test for Equality of Means
Equality of Variances
F
Sig.
t
df
Sig. (2- Mean
Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval
tailed) Difference Difference of the Difference
Lower
Upper
Attitude Equal variances .548
.459
-2.011 396
.045
-.3265
.1624
-.6457
-.0073
assumed
Equal variances
-1.979 139.468 .050
-.3265
.1649
-.6526
-.0004
not assumed
Intention Equal variances .871
.351
-1.341 396
.181
-.2392
.1783
-.5898
.1114
to use assumed
Equal variances
-1.306 137.335 .194
-.2392
.1832
-.6014
.1230
not assumed
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Next, a factorial ANOVA was conducted to compare main effects of type of information (two
levels: behaviour vs. opinion), type of friends (two levels: random vs. influential), and number of
friends (two levels: low (2) vs. high (8)) as well as the interaction effects of the three factors on
the dependent variable attitude towards Blockbuster. Table 6 shows the descriptive statistics and
Table 7 the results of the ANOVA.

Table 6. Descriptive statistics for H2a, H3a, H4a (DV1)
Descriptive Statistics
Dependent Variable: DV 1_Attitude
Type of friends
Random

No. Of friends
Low

High

Total

Influential

Low

High

Total

Total

Low

High

Total

Type of information (Behaviour
vs. Opinion)
Behaviour
Opinion
Total
Behaviour
Opinion
Total
Behaviour
Opinion
Total
Behaviour
Opinion
Total
Behaviour
Opinion
Total
Behaviour
Opinion
Total
Behaviour
Opinion
Total
Behaviour
Opinion
Total
Behaviour
Opinion
Total

168

Mean
4.8120
4.9808
4.9084
5.2553
4.9667
5.1065
5.0543
4.9739
5.0106
5.2346
5.2222
5.2284
4.9495
5.3824
5.1692
5.0778
5.3115
5.1956
4.9848
5.0633
5.0276
5.1292
5.1349
5.1321
5.0639
5.1002
5.0831

Std. Deviation
1.4179
1.4118
1.4090
1.3905
1.3507
1.3706
1.4122
1.3753
1.3892
.9820
1.4559
1.2300
1.5414
.9714
1.2928
1.3168
1.2016
1.2603
1.2668
1.4223
1.3497
1.4530
1.2224
1.3357
1.3692
1.3194
1.3411

N
39
52
91
47
50
97
86
102
188
27
27
54
33
34
67
60
61
121
66
79
145
80
84
164
146
163
309

Table 7. Results of factorial ANOVA for DV1 (attitude)
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: DV 1_Attitude
Source

Type III Sum of
Squares
Corrected Model
10.259a
Intercept
7569.950
Typeoffriends
2.723
No.Offriends
.421
Typeofinformation
.411
Typeoffriends * No.Offriends 1.396
Typeoffriends *
1.328
Typeofinformation
No.Offriends *
.001
Typeofinformation
Typeoffriends * No.Offriends 3.705
* Typeofinformation
Error
543.720
Total
8537.778
Corrected Total
553.979

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

7
1
1
1
1
1
1

1.466
7569.950
2.723
.421
.411
1.396
1.328

.811
4190.678
1.508
.233
.228
.773
.735

.578
.000
.220
.630
.634
.380
.392

1

.001

.000

.985

1

3.705

2.051

.153

301
309
308

1.806

The main effect of type of information yielded an F ratio of F(1,301)=0.228, p = 0.634
indicating no significant difference between the conditions behaviour (M=5.06, SD=1.37) and
opinion (M=5.10, SD=1.32). The main effect of type of friends yielded an F ratio of
F(1,301)=1.508, p = 0.220 indicating no significant difference between the conditions random
(M=5.01, SD=1.39) and influential (M=5.20, SD=1.26). Finally, the main effect of number of
friends yielded an F ratio of F(1,301)=0.233, p = 0.630 indicating no significant difference
between the conditions low number of friends (M=5.03, SD= 1.35) and high number of friends
(M=5.13, SD=1.34). Further, no significant interaction effects were found. A check for
confounding variables was run (see Appendix 3a) using a number of demographic variables as
well as variables related to movie watching. A significant effect of gender, number of films
watched per month, and preferred genre of film was identified. However, controlling for these
measures did not change the overall conclusion that neither of the three factors were found to
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significantly influence attitude towards the service. Consequently, we do not find support for
H2a, H3a, and H4a.

The same procedure was run for the second dependent variable, intention to use Blockbuster.
Here too, no significant main effects nor interaction effects were found. Table 8 shows the
descriptive statistics and Table 9 the results of the ANOVA.

Table 8. Descriptive statistics for H2b, H3b, H4b (DV2)
Descriptive Statistics
Dependent Variable: DV 2: Intention to use
Type of information (Behaviour
Type of friends
No. Of friends
vs. Opinion)
Random
Low
Behaviour
Opinion
Total
High
Behaviour
Opinion
Total
Total
Behaviour
Opinion
Total
Influential
Low
Behaviour
Opinion
Total
High
Behaviour
Opinion
Total
Total
Behaviour
Opinion
Total
Total
Low
Behaviour
Opinion
Total
High
Behaviour
Opinion
Total
Total
Behaviour
Opinion
Total
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Mean
3.8077
3.7212
3.7582
3.6755
3.6350
3.6546
3.7355
3.6789
3.7048
4.0833
3.5093
3.7963
3.9924
4.2059
4.1007
4.0333
3.8975
3.9649
3.9205
3.6487
3.7724
3.8063
3.8661
3.8369
3.8579
3.7607
3.8066

Std. Deviation
1.50925
1.53525
1.51632
1.50625
1.43233
1.46106
1.50017
1.47897
1.48498
1.41421
1.42181
1.43415
1.47834
1.36996
1.41760
1.43833
1.42476
1.42716
1.46639
1.49171
1.48134
1.49364
1.42717
1.45579
1.47739
1.45836
1.46580

N
39
52
91
47
50
97
86
102
188
27
27
54
33
34
67
60
61
121
66
79
145
80
84
164
146
163
309

Table 9. Results of factorial ANOVA for DV2 (intention to use)
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: DV 2: Intention to use
Source
Type III Sum of
Squares
Corrected Model
13.674a
Intercept
4265.825
Typeoffriends
4.117
No.Offriends
.682
Typeofinformation
1.081
Typeoffriends * No.Offriends 3.087
Typeoffriends *
.248
Typeofinformation
No.Offriends *
3.159
Typeofinformation
Typeoffriends * No.Offriends 2.500
* Typeofinformation
Error
648.085
Total
5139.313
Corrected Total
661.759

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

7
1
1
1
1
1
1

1.953
4265.825
4.117
.682
1.081
3.087
.248

.907
1981.243
1.912
.317
.502
1.434
.115

.501
.000
.168
.574
.479
.232
.735

1

3.159

1.467

.227

1

2.500

1.161

.282

301
309
308

2.153

The main effect of type of information yielded an F ratio of F(1,301)=0.502, p = 0.479
indicating no significant difference between the conditions behaviour (M=3.86, SD=1.48) and
opinion (M=3.76, SD=1.46). The main effect of type of friends yielded an F ratio of
F(1,301)=1.912, p = 0.168 indicating no significant difference between the conditions random
(M=3.70, SD=1.48) and influential (M=3.96; SD=1.43). Finally, the main effect of number of
friends yielded an F ratio of F(1,301)=0.317, p = 0.574 indicating no significant difference
between the conditions low (M=3.77, SD=1.48) and high (M=3.84, SD=1.46). As in the case of
the first dependent variable, no significant interaction effects were found. The check for
confounding variables (Appendix 3b) yielded significant effects of age, gender, number of
children, and preferred genre of film. However, controlling for these measures did not change
the overall conclusion that neither of the three factors were found to significantly influence
attitude towards the service. Consequently, we do not find support for H2b, H3b, and H4b.
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5.4 Qualitative Insights
The questionnaire included an open-ended question where participants had the opportunity to
further reflect upon their experience with the website. Specifically, participants were encouraged
to “elaborate on your experience of the website. Were there, for example, any specific elements
or functions that especially spurred your attention, made you interested or annoyed?”. 100
participants provided comments (21% of the 473 who completed the questionnaire), and their
answers were analysed in terms of whether they commented on the social information or not.
Only 15 persons did so, which is an indication that the social information element was not a
controversial one. Furthermore, the 15 comments can be categorized in terms of whether they
focus on “receiving information” or on “giving away information”, where the former clearly
outnumbers the latter. This is somewhat surprising given the current widespread consumer focus
on privacy issues (i.e. concern over giving away personal data) in the digital sphere. The
comments about receiving information were roughly equally split between positive and negative
opinions, with some remarks being made about a need for specifying which friends to receive
social information from. Of those who valued receiving the social information, the utility of the
social information was often mentioned (using social information as a source of inspiration).
Taken together, although not a fully-fledged analysis of how users perceive the social
information, our data gives us some initial insights that point to the direction that users want to
be able to customize their “friends list”, and when doing so, social information can add utility to
a product/service. This is however, a topic to be further explored in future research.

6. Discussion
The results from the online experiment show that the inclusion of social information in
Blockbuster has a significant positive effect on potential users’ attitude towards Blockbuster.
Moreover, despite the general empirical trend in the data, the experiment did not yield
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statistically significant support for the remaining hypotheses. These findings will be discussed in
the following.
One possible explanation for the lack of statistically significant results may lie in the
nature of the stimuli for the different treatment conditions themselves. The difference between
the ‘behaviour’ and ‘opinion’ treatments were quite subtle (simply words stating that friends
“like” Blockbuster /a set of movies vs. friends “are using Blockbuster”/”have seen” a set of
movies), and thus may not be strong discriminants for the participants compared to the other
treatments. This experimental design decision regarding the treatment in the behaviour/opinion
groups respectively was made in order to keep other design elements invariant and thus
comparable. Given the “demand characteristics” of social experiments (Orne, 1962), we
prioritised ecological validity with the controlled field experiment by closely simulating the
current design practices with regard to behavioural and opinion social information. Further, in
reality, inclusion of behaviour-based information will typically generate more content (users
generally watch more movies than they review), while including opinion-based information will
typically generate more rich information (a rating, an elaborated review etc.). Thus, we cannot
on the basis of the current study conclude whether opinions or behaviour based information is
the more efficient one. On the contrary, another possible explanation for the absence of
significant difference between the two conditions might be that the two are equally actually
effective. This is quite interesting seen from a marketing and product design point of view. As
previously highlighted, the opinions from peers are highly influential in many product-related
decisions. However, since it still takes some manual effort to reflect upon a product experience,
form an opinion about it, and express that opinion (in the form of a full review of just the
assignment of stars or a “like”), the behaviour-based type of information represents a much
more automated type that largely builds on data which is already there and requires little, if any,
additional effort from the user. Accordingly, our empirical results indicate that it might possible
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to substitute opinions with the much less labour-intensive behaviour-based information. This
should be of high interest for especially e-commerce businesses and other digital platforms
looking to acquire and/or retain customers in the most cost-efficient and user-friendly way. In
doing so, subtle differences between these two types of information and their respective
dynamics need to be taken into account, such as e.g. temporal issues as researched by Thies et
al. (2016) and Tan (2017) and the impact of strong vs. weak ties as investigated by Jankowski,
Bródka, & Hamari (2016) and Tan (2017). In addition, behaviours and opinions might also vary
in strength, e.g. the simple assignment of stars vs. stars and a written review (opinions), and onetime usage info vs. continued usage info (behaviours), which are to be explored in future
research.
Similarly, in terms of the two other factors tested – number and type of friends displayed
- the issue of design might very well be a factor in explaining the lack of significant results. For
example, we only tested a fixed number of friends (2 and 8), not a continuum. The number 2
was chosen based on economic theory where observing the behaviours of as few as two other
persons is expected to be influential on an individual’s choices. The number 8 was chosen as it
represents a realistic number within a movie service such as Blockbuster given the service’s
market share and thus the number of possible other users in one’s social network. However, the
results indicate that the tested levels might not have been sufficiently apart to differentiate
between the “low” and “high” conditions. Accordingly, such further design variations should be
explored in future research. From a managerial perspective these indicative results pointing
towards the necessity of critical mass and displaying individuals that are deemed influentials,
pose a substantial challenge. Specifically, for many product categories it might be difficult to
achieve such critical mass. There might be many of one’s friends also using a specific digital
service, but then how many of these have also connected their Facebook account to that service?
Currently, Facebook is the dominant social login where users can bring along their social
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networks into a product, but we might see other solutions in the future. Further, having to
identify influentials within a specific category can pose a practical challenge. The current setup
in Facebook does not allow such segmentation, so practitioners will have to rely on more userdriven approaches as the one used in this experiment, although it comes with the risk of
increased cognitive load for the user and thus a possible neglect of this function.

6.1 Implications for Design
Collectively, the results from the online experiment and the experiences from developing
SOCIALIIT have a number of implications for the practice of social product design, which will
be outlined and discussed in the following. We posit that at least three overall elements need to
be addressed when embarking on a social product design process: 1) Product fit 2) Type of
social data 3) Customization.
First, designers and product developers must determine whether there is a product fit
with social information. Some product categories involve sensitive information that users might
not want to share with social others. Furthermore, social information might carry more potential
value to the individual user in some categories than in others. Our findings from the online
experiment, including the qualitative feedback, suggested that movie streaming (and thus,
probably also other content-based digital services with cultural goods) is a well-suited product
category. This might be explained by that it is a category with an abundance of content where
users need guidance to find the relevant content, and that movies are a cultural good that might
be used by individuals to express (social) identity (McCracken, 1990).
Second, designers and product owners must determine which type of social data should
be incorporated into product design, and in which configurations. Behaviour-based will most
likely generate the most data, and opinion-based more rich data. If designers are interested in
comparing the effects of the two kinds, e.g. through testing via SOCIALIIT or a similar tool, the
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difference between the two types of social information should be made very clear. A suggestion
could be to provide the user with features to graphically express his/her sentiment in regard to
the content in question, e.g. opportunity to rate with stars. Both of these designs would make the
opinion-based social information more distinct from the behaviour-based.
Third, the qualitative insights as well as the development process of SOCIALIIT clearly
indicated a user need for customization of social information. Users are different and have
different needs, concerns, and behavioural patterns (Hodis, Sriramachandramurthy, & Sashittal,
2017). Thus, being able to customize whom to receive information from and who should be able
to see one’s information is a crucial element designers need to consider. Based on the
development of SOCIALIIT, we found it valuable to users to have multiple ways of finding
relevant individuals to select, e.g. both a search bar to search for specific individuals, and a
listing of individuals to allow for serendipity effects. Furthermore, we found it very important to
users that clear instructions were given in regard to which consequences customization had.
Specifically, although users were interested in being able to customize their list of friends, they
worried that their friends would be notified if added to a list. Accordingly, designers must make
sure that users are well informed about which actions can/cannot be observed by others, e.g. that
friends will not be notified when a user adds them to his/her list.

7. Conclusion, Limitations & Future Research
This paper is motivated by the apparent lack of knowledge as to how companies can infuse
products and services with social information in ways that satisfy and address user needs and
concerns. In doing so, we first developed a Social Information Integrator Tool (SOCIALIIT) – a
generic tool that can be used by researchers and practitioners alike for testing the effectiveness
of different social designs and getting feedback on these among users or potential users of online
services. We then used the SOCIALIIT to test the overall impact of incorporating social
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information into an online movie streaming service as well as the effectiveness of eight different
social designs among 398 potential users of the service. Our results from this 2x2x2 factorial
design experiment show that the inclusion of social information leads to a significant positive
lift in potential users’ attitude towards the service, which supports our overall hypothesis.
However, we were not able to identify statistically significant effects regarding the relative
effectiveness of opinions vs. behaviours. Following this logic, the findings suggest that
behaviours can actually be designed to resemble endorsements. Nor were any significant
differences found regarding the type or number of friends displayed, which might be ascribed to
a lack of distinctiveness in the treatments. Finally, both the development process of the
SOCIALIIT as well as the quantitative and qualitative data obtained in the online experiment
provided insights from which we derived a number of implications for social product design
This paper contributes to the emerging body of research on social product design.
Current research in this field has predominantly been occupied with either friend-specific social
information being externally shared to platforms such as Facebook (e.g. Aral & Walker, 2011;
Bond et al., 2012), or with social information being disclosed internally, but on an aggregated
level (e.g. Y. Chen et al., 2011) or from specific users whose real, offline identity might not be
known (Cheung et al., 2014). As such, this research makes a contribution by extending current
knowledge and showing that the infusion of individual-specific social information from friends
into an online service can lead to a positive impact on attitude towards the service among
potential users. Additionally, we make a design contribution with the development of a tool that
can be used to test such social product design in other services
This research also has clear implications for practice. First, the overall finding that the
inclusion of social information in an online, content-based service can positively impact
potential users’ attitude towards the service is important as it can provide a new design-based
way to diffuse a product among potential users. While this study has focused on one particular
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case within a movie-streaming context, it is likely that related product categories, especially
digital cultural goods services such as books and music, can too benefit from infusing social
information into the user experience. Second, the study provides a number of hands-on
guidelines for designing social products, prompting designers to assess product fit with social
information, determine type of data to be used, and offer customization of the social
information. Finally, it can be argued that this paper in some sense also challenges established
organizational ways of working that marries Marketing with product design in the sense that it
provides product designers with guidelines for persuasive elements to increase adoption and/or
retention of customers. When doing so, designers will be utilizing own data, which all things
equal will be more cost-efficient than relying solely on expensive advertising to acquire new
customers.

7.1 Limitations & Directions for Future Research
As with all research, this study is a result of the weighing of pros and cons of various possible
avenues for research design and analysis, all of which carry a set of limitations. In the following,
we will address the limitations of the current study, along with suggestions for how to advance
the knowledge in this line of research.
First, the use of a mock-up website was chosen as it allowed us to control and
manipulate significantly more elements than would have been possible using the real website of
the company. It did, however, also contain some limitations, one being that the site was not a
fully functioning site. This might have negatively influenced users’ attitudes towards the service
and intention to use it, however, since we were mainly interested in the relative differences
between the groups (based on different stimuli), we deemed that the use of a mock-up was
sufficient.
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Second, the behaviour-based and opinion-based social information presented to
participants were quite similar, in the sense that only the wording varied. Future studies should
explore how a stronger expression of opinion (e.g. star ratings) compares to behaviour-based
information. The latter should in turn be integrated in a way that capitalizes on the quantity
factor, i.e. that user actions are more plentiful than opinions because it requires more of people
to form opinions and actively express these (Aral & Walker, 2011).
Third, future studies might benefit from a larger sample size. Our sampling was limited
by the fact that we recruited real potential users in a natural environment (using targeted posts
from Blockbuster’s Facebook page). This approach has its benefits in terms of validity but is
also costly and thus limited us from boosting our sample size. However, given the overall
empirical trend in the data towards support for most of our hypotheses, we are quite confident
that a larger sample size would enable stronger, more significant results.
Fourth, while in the current study we have provided insights that show that the
integration of social information into an online content-based service positively affects potential
users’ attitude towards the service, it is crucial also to take the user’s perspective and investigate
why this is the case. Building upon the findings in this study, future research should seek to
uncover how (potential and current) users perceive and make meaning of the social information
presented to them in products and services, and which courses of action it affords them. This is
an under-researched topic, but nevertheless crucial in understanding how products and services
can be successfully designed with social information and/or social features. In pursuing this
theme researchers might also explore complementary theoretical approaches to create insights
into which meaning users make out of social information in products. For example, the use of
Self Determination Theory (Ryan & Deci, 2000) could help discern between whether users
interpret social information as something that provides utilitarian value (stimulating the need for
competence) or relational value (stimulating the need for relatedness).
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Finally, our findings build on the study of one specific online, content-based company
(Blockbuster), integrating social information from one specific source (Facebook). Arguably,
certain product categories would seem more appropriate for social product design, while others
would seem less. There are countless of ways social information can be presented, and future
research should explore these, as well as investigate how far our findings extend into other
product categories.
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Appendix 1: Screen dumps from survey and mocked up Blockbuster website

Screen dump 1: Pre-selection of friends having “an interesting movie taste” in survey
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Screen dump 2: Blockbuster experiment website main page - example of treatment with low
number of friends (2), behaviour-based information (indicated by wording that friends are
“using” Blockbuster vs. friends “like” Blockbuster in Opinion-condition), and category-specific
influential friends (pre-selected by participant in survey vs. a random selection from entire
friend list).
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Screen dump 3: Blockbuster experiment website main page - example of treatment with high
number of friends (8)

Screen dump 4: Blockbuster experiment website - example of sub-page
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Appendix 2: Operationalisation of dependent variables
Attitude Towards the Blockbuster Website
How much do you agree with the following statements about the Blockbuster website you just
saw?
a) I like the website
[1 = I completely disagree; 7 = I completely agree]
b) The website makes it easy to find a movie that I would like to watch
[1 = I completely disagree; 7 = I completely agree]
c) I think it seems like a good movie streaming service
[1 = I completely disagree; 7 = I completely agree]
Purchase Intention
a) If I were to see a movie, which is not running in the cinema, I would consider using
Blockbuster
[1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree]
b) If I were to see a movie, which is not running in the cinema, I would prefer to use
Blockbuster
[1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree]
c) What is the probability that you will use Blockbuster within the next three months?
[1 = very unlikely; 7 = very likely]
d) What is the probability that you will use Blockbuster the next time you want to see a
movie, which is not running in the cinema?
[1 = very unlikely; 7 = very likely]
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Appendix 3: Check for confounding variables – ANOVA output
Appendix 3a
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: DV 1_Attitude
Source
Type III Sum of
Squares
Corrected Model
62.884a
Intercept
70.099
Age
2.859
Gender
19.454
MaritalStatus
.000
ChildrenCount
.691
FilmCountPerMonth
7.526
HowSeeFilm
2.637
FilmType
17.763
PaymentType
.009
UseFilmTvSerial
1.954
Inspiration_FriendsRecomme .881
ndation
Typeoffriends
1.525
No.Offriends
.157
Typeofinformation
.640
Typeoffriends * No.Offriends .765
Typeoffriends *
1.168
Typeofinformation
No.Offriends *
.081
Typeofinformation
Typeoffriends * No.Offriends .736
* Typeofinformation
Error
491.095
Total
8537.778
Corrected Total
553.979

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

17
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3.699
70.099
2.859
19.454
.000
.691
7.526
2.637
17.763
.009
1.954
.881

2.192
41.538
1.694
11.527
.000
.409
4.460
1.563
10.526
.005
1.158
.522

.005
.000
.194
.001
.990
.523
.036
.212
.001
.943
.283
.471

1
1
1
1
1

1.525
.157
.640
.765
1.168

.903
.093
.379
.453
.692

.343
.761
.538
.501
.406

1

.081

.048

.827

1

.736

.436

.510

291
309
308

1.688
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Appendix 3b

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: DV 2_Intention to use
Source
Type III Sum of
Squares
Corrected Model
109.353a
Intercept
50.762
Age
7.699
Gender
46.633
MaritalStatus
.116
ChildrenCount
8.660
FilmCountPerMonth
1.119
HowSeeFilm
.127
FilmType
10.474
PaymentType
5.547
UseFilmTvSerial
.265
Inspiration_FriendsRecommendatio .000
n
Typeoffriends
3.141
No.Offriends
.057
Typeofinformation
.279
Typeoffriends * No.Offriends
1.082
Typeoffriends * Typeofinformation .435
No.Offriends * Typeofinformation 4.283
Typeoffriends * No.Offriends *
.427
Typeofinformation
Error
552.406
Total
5139.313
Corrected Total
661.759

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

17
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

6.433
50.762
7.699
46.633
.116
8.660
1.119
.127
10.474
5.547
.265
.000

3.389
26.741
4.056
24.566
.061
4.562
.590
.067
5.518
2.922
.140
.000

.000
.000
.045
.000
.805
.034
.443
.796
.019
.088
.709
.987

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3.141
.057
.279
1.082
.435
4.283
.427

1.654
.030
.147
.570
.229
2.256
.225

.199
.862
.702
.451
.633
.134
.636

291
309
308

1.898
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On the Behaviors of Others

Katrine Kunst1, Torsten Ringberg1 & Ravi Vatrapu1,2
1) Copenhagen Business School, Denmark 2) Westerdals – Oslo School of Arts, Communication & Technology

ABSTRACT
This paper explores the deeper-lying interpretations and opportunities for action provided by behaviorbased information within the context of a digital, content-based service. Although users’ immediate
interpretations of behavior-based information are generally found to be in line with prior
conceptualizations of behavior-based information as ‘popularity information’ with an intended
inspirational/guiding value, we demonstrate through a qualitative enquiry that behavior-based
information is also acted upon by users in ways that satisfy the basic psychological needs for relatedness
and competence. This need satisfaction takes place through social interactions with peers as well as by
mere observation of other users’ behaviors. As such, we extend the current conceptualization of behaviorbased information and implications for design are derived.
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Introduction
Further developments in communication technology will enable people to observe on request almost any
desired activity at any time on computer-linked television consoles
(Bandura, 1986, p. 70)
The above was written by psychologist Albert Bandura in the mid-1980ies. It is truly
remarkable how this prediction foresaw the opportunities of the digital landscape of the 2010s.
Nowadays individuals can access (often real-time) digital information about other users’
behaviors, such as, what music their friends listen to (e.g., Spotify), how many other users
have purchased a specific product (e.g., Groupon), how many other users are looking at a
particular hotel/accommodation (e.g., Hotels.com/AirBnB), and which specific users have
backed a project on a crowdfunding platform (e.g., Gofundme.com). The underlying enabler of
this ability is the digitization of products and services. Digitization now enables a broad range
of consumer behaviors, whose natural observability was previously largely limited to one’s
physical surroundings, to be broadcasted to peers and other users in the digital sphere (Kane,
Alavi, Labianca, & Borgatti, 2014; Libai et al., 2010).
Seen from a marketing perspective this development is intriguing given the human propensity
to be influenced by merely observing the behaviors of others (Bandura, 1986; Bikhchandani et
al., 1998; Katrine Kunst & Vatrapu, 2018). In line with this theoretical proposition extant
empirical research has indeed identified a significant effect on consumer decision making from
observable behavior-based information across a number of product categories, such as digital
cameras (Y. Chen et al., 2011), cosmetics (Cheung et al., 2014), online games (Aral & Walker,
2011), wedding services (Tucker & Zhang, 2011), crowdfunding (Thies et al., 2016), software
downloads (Wenjing Duan et al., 2009), and music downloads (Salganik & Watts, 2008).
Further, unlike opinions, information about user-behavior is abundant and does not require
much, if any, effort from users to generate (Aral & Walker, 2011; Katrine Kunst & Vatrapu,
2018). Accordingly, whereas marketers have long had to encourage customers to spread
positive (electronic) word of mouth (eWOM), digitization of behavior enables a new type of
design-driven path to utilize social influence mechanisms in a manner where marketing seems
to merge with digital design (Katrine Kunst & Vatrapu, 2018).
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But what does it actually mean to an online user to be able to observe the behavior of another
(known) online user or perhaps of many other (unknown) users? And what actions does this
behavior-based information, consciously as well as unconsciously, afford the observing user?
Looking to extant research the presence of digital information about other users’ behaviors is
often referred to as ‘popularity information’ (e.g. Duan et al., 2009; Sasaki, Becker, Janssen, &
Neel, 2011; Thies et al., 2016; Tucker & Zhang, 2011) and mainly grounded in observational
learning and herding theory (Bandura, 1986; Bikhchandani et al., 1998; Wenjing Duan et al.,
2009). More specifically, extant literature has largely assumed that users actively use
behavioral information of others to guide their own decisions in the direction of that of other
users. However, these a priori assumptions of researchers about users’ digital traces might not
represent the reality of the user (Freelon, 2014). In fact, given the rich literature on the
multifaceted meanings and roles of consumption, i.e., consumers’ product-related behaviors,
(e.g. Belk, 1988; Lehdonvirta, 2009; McCracken, 1990) we argue that there is reason to believe
that information about other users’ behaviors can convey meaning and facilitate usage beyond
the informational level of providing guidance to popular content/products. Accordingly, and
also following a recent call for more research into the user-interpretation of consumers’ digital
traces (see Freelon, 2014), this paper seeks to extend the current knowledge about the
integration of behavior-based information in digital services. It does so by adopting a user
perspective and the theoretical lens of self-determination theory (Ryan & Deci, 2017) and
empirically explores the following research question: How is behavior-based information
interpreted and acted upon by users of an online content-based service, and how does it satisfy basic
psychological needs?
Acquiring such broader understanding of how behavior-based information is interpreted and
acted upon by users is critical for how we as scholars approach the phenomenon. The
preconceptions we have of a phenomenon largely determine the topics we choose to
investigate in our research. A narrow focus will thus lead to in-depth insights, but also
potentially neglect other relevant aspects. For practitioners, a well-rounded understanding of
behavior-based information is crucial because behavior-based information is entirely
dependent on design decisions. It simply only comes into existence if deliberate design
decisions are made to include it in the digital interface. Therefore, knowing the full spectrum of
how behavior-based information can fulfill user needs will allow product designers to better
support these user goals, and thus reap the associated benefits hereof.
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To answer the research question, we conduct a qualitative study of 21 Spotify users. Spotify is
one of the most successful online music providers that enable its users to observe what other
users do. Through semi-structured interviews we analyze how Spotify users interpret
information about other users’ behaviors within Spotify, and how this information is acted
upon. To go beyond the commonly taken perspective of behavior-based information (i.e., that it
serves as ‘popularity information’) we apply the means-end chain (MEC) approach (see
Gutman, 1982; Walker & Olson, 1991) and the theoretical perspective of self-determination
theory (SDT) (Ryan & Deci, 2000). From this case, we draw design implications that aim to
support the design of content-based digital services to leverage behavior-based information but
also point out missed opportunities that Spotify and other digital, content-based services can
benefit from.

The Use of Behavior-Based Information in Product Design
The following section seeks to provide a brief introduction to behavior-based data and its use
in product design and an overview of extant literature on this topic.
Given that we posit that the phenomenon of our interest is design-driven, we first find it
important to clarify what we mean by ‘design’. We adopt the view of design provided by the
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) literature. Within the HCI literature, design has long had a
prominent role, manifested in sub areas of HCI such as Participatory Design, User Experience
(Clemmensen, Kaptelinin, & Nardi, 2016), and Persuasive Systems Design (Oinas-Kukkonen &
Harjumaa, 2009). Here, as put by Dourish (2006), design “goes beyond giving form to
technologies to encompass appropriation – the active process of incorporation and co-evolution
of technologies, practices, and settings” (Dourish, 2006, p. 546). Accordingly, we view the
inclusion of behavior-based information as one element, out of many, in the overall design of
digital services. Our interest lies in the study of how users appropriate the element of behaviorbased information when incorporated in a given manner, and from that to generate user
insights that feed back into the use of behavior-based information in the design of digital
services.
The relevance of behavior-based information has been stressed by scholars due to, amongst
others, the ever-increasing amount of content and product options available on the internet.
This creates information overload among consumers making it increasingly difficult for
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consumers to achieve overview of and compare every option available (Wenjing Duan et al.,
2009). In such instances, information about the behaviors of others can provide helpful cues to
online users in their decision making process (Cheung et al., 2014; Duan et al., 2009) in the
sense that it presumably reflects what is popular among other users, hence the commonly used
term ‘popularity information’ (Y. Chen et al., 2011; Tucker & Zhang, 2011).
Godes et al.'s (2005) posit that displaying the behaviors of users represent one type of ‘social
interaction’ information that firms can strategically use to influence other users. As such, the
use of behavior-based information is tightly knit with product design in the sense that the
digital behaviors of other users can only become observable to the user if a deliberate decision
design is taken to include it. Such deliberate use of behavior-based information in digital
products and services has recently been referred to as the creation of ‘Electronic Word of
Behavior’ (eWOB) (Katrine Kunst & Vatrapu, 2018). In line with this, a number of studies have
investigated how behavior-based information can be used in product design to create more
‘social’ or ‘viral’ products (Aral et al., 2013; Aral & Walker, 2011; Bapna & Umyarov, 2015; Dou
et al., 2013).
From a theoretical perspective, the use of behavior-based information in product design is
interesting because of the basic human capability to learn from and be influenced by the
behaviors of others, known as observational learning (Bandura, 1986). The observational
learning perspective – and a number of related perspectives such as social contagion, peer
influence, informational cascades, and information signaling theory - has been applied to the
topic of behavior-based information (Aral & Walker, 2011; Bapna & Umyarov, 2015; Y. Chen et
al., 2011; Cheung et al., 2014; Wenjing Duan et al., 2009; Thies et al., 2016).
Empirically, extant literature has generally found that the disclosure of information about other
users’ behaviors (e.g. link clicks, purchase decisions, actions taken within an online game,
listening behaviors in a music streaming service etc.) within a digital product or service to have
a significant impact on an individual user’s choices, leading users to follow the choices of
others (see Aral & Walker, 2011; Cheung et al., 2014; Salganik & Watts, 2008; Tucker & Zhang,
2011). A characteristic of the extant literature on the use of behavior-based information is that it
has primarily focused on quantitative identification of the impact of behavior-based
information on consumer decision-making and behavior. Only few studies take a user
perspective, e.g. Luarn, Yang, & Chiu (2015) where users’ motivations to share their behavioral
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information on location-based services are identified. Moreover, the current knowledge-base
has primarily taken an informational perspective on behavior-based information (Katrine
Kunst & Vatrapu, 2018). That is, it is assumed that the user interprets and uses the behaviorbased information as cues to make either better and/or easier decisions in line with
observational learning theory. Building on with Freelon's (2014) call for more research into the
user-perspective of digital traces of behavior, we posit that there is a need to go beyond this
purely informational view and seek insights from the users themselves. That is, how users
interpret this rather sterilized information, and how it is used in practice and finally how these
insights can better inform the design of digital services with behavior-based information.

Theoretical Framework
Self-Determination Theory
This section briefly introduces the self-determination theory (SDT) and how it is applied in this
study. Specifically, we focus on a central sub-theory of SDT, namely the theory of basic
psychological needs. It posits that all individuals possess three basic psychological needs;
autonomy, competence, and relatedness (Ryan & Deci, 2017). Each of these must be nurtured
and satisfied for individuals to thrive. If deprived of satisfaction of these needs, the well-being
of an individual will decrease, just as will any human being deprived of basic physiological
needs such as sleep, food, and water.
The three needs are:
1) Autonomy refers to circumstances where “one’s behaviors are self-endorsed, or congruent
with one’s authentic interests and values” (Ryan & Deci, 2017, p. 10). It has to do with freedom
of decision and the personal meaningfulness of the task at hand (Sailer et al., 2017).
2) Competence refers to a basic need for being able to master something, be it sports, cooking,
math, and generally operate efficiently within important life contexts (Ryan & Deci, 2017). It is
what drives the golf player to practice small details again and again and the toddler to insist on
doing things him/herself instead having the parents help.
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3) Finally, the need for relatedness describes the human being’s need for feeling cared for by
others and to belong to social groups. An important component of relatedness is to give and
contribute to significant others, be it close ties or larger social groups. This may explain for
example the joy of giving a very personal gift for a family member for Christmas. The gift here
becomes the signifier of the close relationship. Or why the voluntary soccer coach invests
countless of hours in training kids and setting up tournaments. This hard work is gratified by a
sense of belonging to some larger community.
SDT is especially well-suited for design topics as it emphasizes the active role of the
environment in satisfying basic psychological needs (Ryan & Deci, 2017; Sheldon et al., 2011).
Accordingly, we argue that by shedding light over how behavior-based information within a
digital service satisfies basic psychological needs, designers will be able to develop services
that better engage and retain users.
To the best of our knowledge, SDT has not previously been applied to behavior-based
information in digital products and services. However, it has been successfully applied to
related areas such as online gaming (Ryan et al., 2006), Facebook use (Sheldon et al., 2011) and
the use of gamification design elements (Sailer et al., 2017) and in Q&A communities (Li et al.,
2012). Further, while most often applied in experimental research, it has also proved to be a
well-suited theoretical lens for qualitative research that explores the supportive role of the
surrounding environment in satisfying basic human needs (Garn et al., 2010; Ryan & Niemiec,
2009).
Accordingly, we use SDT in this paper to discuss our findings and go beyond merely looking at
behavior as a functional affordance that guides users towards popular music as prescribed in
existing research. We hypothesize that being exposed to the behavior – in this case, the musicrelated behaviors – of friends as well as strangers affords higher, and more fundamental goals
to be satisfied than merely guiding the choices of observing users.

Methodology
Semi-structured in-depth interviews using laddering techniques were conducted with users of
Spotify. The semi-structured in-depth interview approach is well-suited for uncovering deep
seated themes (Marshall & Rossman, 2006; Zaltman & Coulter, 1995) as it allows the researcher
to explore a set of pre-determined topics while at the same time follow up on informants’
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reasoning and emphasize certain topics depending on the individual relevance (Corbin &
Strauss, 2015).
Empirical Context: Spotify Use
Spotify is an international music streaming service with over 170 million active users across 61
markets by March 31 201820. Spotify was chosen as the focal topic for our interviews because of
Spotify’s extensive integration of behavior-based information in their service. As shown in
Figure 1 Spotify displays, amongst others, aggregated information about the number of
“listens” per song, number of monthly listeners per artist and the geographical location of these
listeners plus – if connected with Facebook - information about what a user’s (specific) friends
are listening to right now or have been recently.

Figure 1. Examples of behavior-based information in Spotify (user names have been blurred)
20

https://newsroom.spotify.com/companyinfo/
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Sampling
Subjects were all employees of a large Scandinavian telecom company and represented a broad
range of divisions and departments. We settled on this sampling approach because of one of
the author’s status as a part-time internal researcher in that company which allowed us to
recruit a relatively homogeneous pool of informants, all of which could be interviewed in a
neutral setting, familiar to both the interviewer and the informant. Further, although the
sampling procedure made sure to include only informants with whom the interviewer was not
acquainted, an initial bond of trust was established because of the researcher’s semi-internal
status. Trust and openness are especially important when conducting interviews using the
laddering technique (T. J. Reynolds & Gutman, 1988). Despite the fact that all informants were
employed by the same company, this affiliation was not at any point a topic in the interviews.
In fact, the interviewer explicitly made it clear in the beginning of each interview that we were
solely interested in their private use of Spotify.
The sampling was initiated by a post published on the company’s intranet, seeking subjects
“for interviews about music streaming”. Several selection criteria were applied to ensure a
balanced sample in terms of gender, whether the informant had enabled Spotify to connect
with her/his Facebook account, and informant’s general interest in music. Finally, informants
had to be active users of Spotify Premium (paid version). Informants were rewarded with
vouchers for a movie streaming service.
The Means-End Chain Approach
To fulfill our aim of uncovering deeper-lying interpretations and possibilities for action, it is
pivotal to go beyond the immediate meaning-making of users, which might only uncover the
more rational and conscious reasoning of subjects. Accordingly, the means-end chain (MEC)
approach was chosen. The MEC approach is a widely used technique across disciplines (Y.
Jung & Kang, 2010), especially within the consumer research and advertising fields, where it is
recognized as an important tool for identifying meaningful end values. These insights have
helped to create more effective marketing communications (Reynolds & Whitlark, 1995).
The MEC approach identifies links between concrete products and their attributes and higherorder benefits and end values satisfied by a particular product (Reynolds & Gutman, 1988;
Walker & Olson, 1991). The “means” are the product/product attributes whereas the “ends”
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are “valued states of being (Gutman, 1982, p. 60). From the most concrete to the most abstract
level, a chain consists of four overall elements: attributes, functional consequence(s), psychosocial
consequences, and values (Reynolds & Whitlark, 1995), as illustrated in Figure 2.
PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE

Attribute

SELF KNOWLEDGE

Functional
consequence(s)

Psychosocial
consequence(s)

End value(s)

Figure 2. The means-end chain, adapted from Walker & Olson, 1991

The attribute is a concrete element of a product. It could be the red color of a Coca-Cola can or it
could be the bubbling sensation when having the first sip. In this particular case, the attribute is
the behavior-based information in Spotify. A functional consequence is the immediate, sometimes
tangible, consequence of the attribute of interest. Moving one level of abstraction further one
finds the psychosocial consequences representing how the particular aspect affects the individual
emotionally and in relation to his/her social world. Finally, at the most abstract level we find
end values which are characterized as desired end states of existence (Gutman, 1982) relating to
the core of the self, such as happiness, relatedness, freedom (Walker & Olson, 1991). As such,
MEC is particularly suitable in relation to the identification of the SDT values which are
fulfilled through the deeper (and often subconscious) meanings that consumers ascribe to the
use of products and services (Jung & Kang, 2010; Reynolds & Gutman, 1988), and in this
particular case – the deeper lying interpretations and uses of behavior-based information
within Spotify.
When planning to use MEC for the analysis of interview data it is pivotal that the interviews
are conducted using laddering technique to ensure that the data is rich enough to construct
“chains” (Reynolds & Gutman, 1988). Accordingly, a repertoire of probing questions is
applied, which aids the interviewer in not biasing the interview as well as exploring deeper
layers of informants’ experiences. The questioning process moves up and down the ladder
having the informants establish the links between the rungs until a point of saturation (Y. Jung
& Kang, 2010; Kjaergaard & Jensen, 2014). Questions such as “what do you mean by… ?” and
“tell me about a specific episode where this took place” serve to elaborate on the concept at
hand. Questions such as “why is that important to you?” serve to ladder upwards toward the
next rungs on the ladder, whereas questions such as “what circumstances normally lead to….?”
serve to ladder downwards to uncover the antecedents. Finally, if negative issues were
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mentioned, informants were probed with questions such as “why is that something you want
to avoid?”
An initial interview guide was developed to explore the different perspectives of behaviorbased information applied by Spotify users. This was tested in two pilot interviews, which lead
to a few adjustments. Specifically, the pilot interviews revealed that the awareness of how one
uses behavior-based information in Spotify is quite subtle, so it was important to spend
additional time for informants to elaborate on concrete stories that illustrated their use of
other’s behavior. Additionally, more laddering questions were added to create richer
descriptions of each rung as well as the links between the rungs on the ladder.
Interview Procedure
21 interviews were conducted (see overview in Table 1) during the course of 1 ½ months in
2017.
Table 1. Informants
Interview No.

Informant

Gender

Age

1

KJ

M

29

2

CJE

M

26

3

CES

M

43

4

MGJ

M

26

5

LDO

F

25

6

RJ

M

29

7

HS

M

26

8

MJ

M

27

9

JC

M

38

10

MS

M

34

11

AA

F

28

12

GS

M

29

13

COHP

F

27

14

LTF

F

24

15

IR

F

27

16

CEA

F

44

17

AKP

F

56

18

CM

M

24

19

CH

F

34

20

MT

F

32

21

RH

F

30
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The interviews were between 27 and 56 minutes long. Reflective notes were made (on the same
day) following each interview. All interviews were conducted at the workplace of the
informant in a meeting room. The interviews were audio recorded and later transcribed
verbatim for analysis. The informants were instructed to bring along their device(s) used for
Spotify, and the point of departure was the informants’ own Spotify interface and their records
of actual listening history on the Spotify platform. This approach was chosen to elicit concrete
narratives about actual use behavior and to be able to better discuss the specific elements of
interest. In line with Reynolds & Gutman's (1988) advice informants were told by the
interviewer at the start of each interview that (s)he would probably ask a lot of questions for
each topic, some of which might seem obvious and banal, but that this was important for the
interview.
The documentation of user behavior is not emphasized in the Spotify interface; thus,
informants were asked for concrete user stories. From these inferences could be made about the
consequences behavior-based information (provided by Spotify) had in informants’ lives. In
some instances, informants would directly state such roles, for example in such phrases like “I
(don’t) use this to…” while in other cases they would recall a specific episode involving
behavior-based information, and from that we were able to infer what consequences and/or
values the behavior-based information had for the informant.
Data Analysis
Inspired by the grounded theory approach (Corbin & Strauss, 2015), the first step of the
analysis was to read through all the post-interview memos as well as all the interviews to
enable a rich understanding of the contents of the data. Next, the data was imported into the
data analysis program MAXQDA and broken into smaller text segments. Specifically, data was
coded with descriptive codes in terms of whether it contained the general topic of role of music
in informants’ lives or it contained talk about the behavior-based information elements in
Spotify. Further, and in line with previous studies that have highlighted the differences in
impact between observing the past actions of friends vs. strangers (J. Zhang, Liu, & Chen,
2015), we also coded the granularity of the behavior-based information: some instances were
presented at the individual-specific level (i.e. information about specific Facebook friends’
behaviors) whereas other information was presented in an anonymous and aggregated manner
(e.g. that a song has been played 1 million times the past month).
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This first round of descriptive coding enabled an identification of relevant segments from
MAXQDA to be coded using the MEC approach. Excel was used for performing the MEC
analysis as it proved to be the most flexible way of constructing chains. The following criteria
assisted the coding process:
•

Attribute: The type of behavior-based information present and how it is manifested
(e.g. the number of monthly listeners for an artist).

•

Functional consequence: The tangible, stated use (or non-use) of behavior-based
information and/or the imagined use by oneself or others. Also, the non-use was coded
as it typically included an explanation of what informants would not use it for, i.e.
effectively stating their immediate interpretation of behavior-based information.

•

Psychosocial consequence: More abstract uses, experiences, and emotions connected to
the specific behavior-based information.

•

Values: Overarching desired end states that can be said to be universally attractive to
humans.

The coding process was an iterative process akin to the constant comparison method (Corbin &
Strauss, 2015) where specific instances were reviewed against existing data. From that, new
codes emerged and others were collapsed. Finally, once the links and chains were identified in
Excel, the consequences and values identified were visualized in MAXQDA to highlight the
chain structure and to identify common clusters of concepts. The result was a map visualizing
the means-end chains for behavior-based information as perceived and acted upon by users.

Findings
We now present our findings from the MEC analysis and discuss them in relation to SDT and
the three basic psychological needs. It should be noted that it was not possible in all cases to
construct links all the way to the end value level. However, as the purpose of this research is to
reach beyond the functional level the psychosocial level satisfies this goal. Many companies
choose to position their brands toward the psycho-social level as it is here they can create a
meaningful interaction with their customers. Figure 3 shows the map extracted from the MEC
analysis. The number by each consequence or value represents the number of informants that
fell into that particular thematic category.
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At the functional consequence level, we notice from Figure 3 how ‘guidance’ seems to be the
dominant interpretation of behavior-based information. This is in line with the extant literature
in which the dominant way of referring to this type of information is ‘popularity information’
(e.g. Thies, Wessel, & Benlian, 2016; Tucker & Zhang, 2011; Zhang, Liu, & Chen, 2015). Here,
‘popularity information’ (i.e. observable information about other users’ behaviors) is – by
drawing on the theoretical concepts of observational learning and herding - assumed to
provide functional utility to the observing party guiding the user through an ongoing stream of
consumer choices (Y. Chen et al., 2011; Cheung et al., 2014; Wenjing Duan et al., 2009).

End value

Psychosocial
consequence

Feeling special (1)

Peace of mind (1)

Feeling competent (1)

Standing out (1)

Social validation (2)

Social recognition (2)

Functional
consequence

No particular
functional cons. (2)

Social acceptance (1)

Relations (6)

Guidance (17)

Attribute

Sense of community (1)

Following the crowd (2) Insecurity (1)

Useless tracking (2)

Behavior-based
information

Figure 3. Means-end chain map

However, it is also evident that slight variations of this functional consequence exist.
Inspiration for new music is especially prevalent when it comes from friends. One informant
explains when talking about a friend:
But yeah I can check and see what playlists he has, and even what he listened to last […] And then I can
listen to it to find out if it’s something I’m also into. (MGJ, m, 26)
Similarly, JC mentions:
Spotify has this social feed so you can see what your friends are listening to. Sometimes it’s like ’Ah
right, that song - I haven’t heard that in a super long time!’ other times it’s completely new music. (JC,
m, 38).
Moreover, LTF elaborates:
I know that [name of a friend] for example has a completely different taste in music than me. So
sometimes I check what he’s been listening to lately, because he listens to a lot of heavy music I wouldn’t
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normally hear. Sometimes I find stuff that is really good (…) sometimes it’s just good for inspiration.
(LTF, f, 24).
Behavior-based information presented in anonymous format is typically interpreted as an
indication of popularity and/or quality. This view is expressed, amongst others, by RJ who
views the number of listens for a particular track as “a quality indicator” and IR (f, 27) who
uses the number of listens to steer her away from niche music and towards popular music. In
the following excerpt, she is looking at a song that has been played 10,000 times, which she
regards as a low number of listens.
INT: What does it tell you when you see how many times a song has been played? Like 10,000 times.
IR: I think that it must be something pretty niche and that it must be something special and I don’t really
analyze it too much because it’s so special for me [glances at the screen] See this is where I think okay
there are some really cool songs here, which I’ll definitely like.
INT: Because it has a lot of plays?
IR: Yeah but it sounds a bit superficial when you say it like that.
Similarly, KJ explains his use of aggregated behavior-based information as a way to find new
music:
You can see, among other things, what’s popular with other people right now. So you could say there’s a
pretty good chance of finding some good songs. (KJ, m, 29)
Taken together, our findings regarding informants’ immediate interpretation of behavior-based
is in line with the current literature that maily describes behavior-based information as
‘popularity information’. But what happens if we move beyond these immediate
interpretations at the functional level towards subtler and less conscious interpretations and
uses?
In the following we elaborate on which psychosocial consequences and desired end values
stem from behavior-based information in Spotify. We use SDT’s basic psychological needs as a
lens to analyze our findings at the psychosocial and value levels and demonstrate how these
are related to the basic psychological needs. Figure 4 provides an overview of our findings,
organized according to how they are related to these needs.
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COMPETENCE
End value

Psychosocial
consequence

Functional
consequence

Feeling special (1)

Peace of mind (1)

Feeling competent (1)

Standing out (1)

Social validation (2)

Social recognition (2)

No particular
functional cons. (2)

RELATEDNESS
Social acceptance (1)

Relations (6)

Guidance (17)

Attribute

Sense of community (1)

Following the crowd (2) Insecurity (1)

Useless tracking (2)

Behavior-based
information

Figure 4. Means-end chain map & satisfaction of basic psychological needs

Relatedness
Our starting point will be the basic psychological need for relatedness. It describes the
importance of feeling socially connected, cared for, and mutually respected, and involves the
forming of strong, stable interpersonal relationships and the maintaining hereof (Baumeister &
Leary, 1995; Luyckx, Vansteenkiste, Goossens, & Duriez, 2009; Ryan & Deci, 2017). Importantly,
relatedness not only involves receiving care from important others, but also the experience of
oneself as giving or contributing to others (Deci & Ryan, 2014).
As can be seen from Figure 4, many of the psychosocial consequences and values extracted
from the interviews can be tied to the basic psychological need for relatedness. First and
foremost, behavior-based information brings along various psychosocial consequences related
to relations. This is especially prevalent for behavior-based information at the friend-specific
level. Here, we notice how behavior-based information is being used by informants to maintain
and/or expand relationships with peers through use of Spotify. In some cases, users are
actively cultivating relationships for example by using the behavior-based information as a
basis for future conversations with peers:
It could be one of my friends, who I would never imagine is into hip hop, because I consider her the ‘pop
type’. And then [I see] she listens to Kanye West a lot. So maybe the next time we catch up we have
something to talk about if we talk about music. And in this way you get to know your friends in a
different way than if you just sit and talk together. (MGJ, m, 26)
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Several informants tell tales of social interactions stemming from behavior-based information
which take the form of ‘friendly mocking’, i.e. a relation-building/-maintaining activity. One
user, GS (m, 29) recalls:
GS: For example, this guy I know, Alexander. I sometimes write him a message when I see he listens to
something that isn’t his typical style. Because then we can joke around and have some fun with that
INT: What could that be for example?
GS: One time he listened to a band from [specific city]. It was like this, sort of, high-pitched voice, and I
couldn’t understand why he listened to them. It didn’t make sense. I tried to listen to it for myself, and
then I wrote to ask him what the heck it was. And then, yes, I found out that he had listened to it while
having dinner with his girlfriend, which meant that it was a little “out there”. So you can use it like that
once in a while.
This active engagement in conversations with other users is in line with the perspectives of
SDT, where people are thought to be actively seeking out and cultivating relationships
(Baumeister & Leary, 1995). Interestingly, we also see that the behavior-based information can
help maintain or expand relations by mere observation. One user explains:
It’s, like, an ok way to follow what is going on but I don’t know how much it’s directly about the music.
It’s mostly just for the fun of it and to see what people listen to. […] well, it might just be to keep up with
what other people are up to and what they are listening to. (CJE, m, 26)
Here, one’s music listening activity is used as a measure of what friends are “up to” and a way
to keep up with the whereabouts of peers, akin to the typical use of social media (Sheldon et al.,
2011). Further, behavior-based information is also used to get to know new sides of one’s extant
friends:
It’s pretty fun to discover that your friend also like some of the music you’re into, and to build a
connection that you didn’t know about. Then you somehow become a little closer to each other in that
way. (MGJ, m, 26)
Additionally, one, very music-enthusiastic, user describes how being able to observe his
friends’ music consumption acts as a kind of virtual conversation:
I listen a lot to the people who share my taste in music. And they also happen to be people I know. So it
becomes somewhat vital - that dimension. It is really a very clever thing they’ve made. It’s almost, like,
like a continuation of our conversation when we are not in the same room. (JC, m, 38)
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Finally, the mere observation of the behaviors of similar others can give sense of (virtual)
community, illustrated by one informant (LTF, f, 24) who talks about the number of monthly
listens for one of her old-time favorite bands:
LTF: It tells me that there is a good size fan base that also listens to the music, just like me. People that
just go in [in Spotify] and put a [band name] album on then listen to it.
INT: And what do you think about that?
LTF: I mean I think that they’re some extremely nice people that like the same music as me.

Her way of describing the other listeners for this particular band as “extremely nice people”
although they in reality are complete strangers to her, suggests that the behavior-based
information disclosed to her creates a sense of community with the other users, which in turn
arguably must satisfy the basic need for Relatedness. Further, an end value of social acceptance is
detected when she elaborates on her knowing the number of listeners for this band:
LF: I think it just gives me a bit of peace of mind.
INT: Why do you say that?
LF: Because I’m a huge fan of [name of band], and I think it’s really nice to know that other people also
really like to hear them. Maybe it’s a bit of a lemming effect, to know that you are ’okay’ and that you
aren’t the only person that still listens to something that is a little niche.
Summarizing, we conclude that the existence of behavior-based information in Spotify can
satisfy users’ basic need for relatedness in a number of ways. First, users’ existing relations are
cultivated through behavior-based information about users’ friends. Specifically, this can
happen either through active interactions with friends which depart in the behavior-based
information or through mere observation of friends’ music listening behaviors. In this manner,
behavior-based information is a tool for users to maintain and/or expand existing relations.
Second, the existence of anonymous behavior-based information about Spotify users’ behaviors
can stimulate a sense of community and belonging, which feeds into an end value of social
acceptance from like-minded users. This happens without any interaction with other users but
solely by mere observation.
Competence
The basic psychologic need for competence refers to an individual’s need to feel competent and
successful in performing tasks (Luyckx et al., 2009). Further, being able to interact effectively
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with and have an impact on one’s environment is an important component of competence
(White, 1959). In the view of SDT, this need is independent of the external rewards that might
accrue from this competence (Ryan & Deci, 2017).
As can be seen from Figure 4, the human need for competence also plays an important role in
Spotify users’ interpretation and use of behavior-based information. At the psycho-social level
we notice how users through behavior-based information strive towards social recognition, social
validation and standing out from the crowd. These psychosocial consequences are progressed
into desired end states (values) for users, namely a felt peace of mind, feeling competent and feeling
special. To start with, it is evident that – as in the case of relatedness - Spotify’s display of users’
behavior-based information can satisfy the need for competence both by facilitating
interactions with others and by mere observation of others’ behaviors. Interestingly, the
interviews reveal that the latter kind is more prevalent than the former. As one user explains
when talking about Spotify’s ‘social feed’ that displays the live or recent listening behaviors of
one’s connections:
I also have a good ‘warm’ feeling when I see my siblings, family, or close friends listen to music that I
have sent them or something we have in common – I like that […] It’s just a kind of recognition that
okay, I am not completely lost when it comes to music. I like music and it looks like you also like what I
listen to. So that does make me happy. (IR, f, 27).
Here, the user is receiving social recognition from friends or family, albeit indirectly. She infers
from observing their listening behaviors that she has had some sort of impact on them, in line
with the need for having an impact on one’s environment (White, 1959). When probed further
about what she means by “warm”, the user seems to derive some fundamental value of felt
competency from such experiences:
Well, it’s like, I do get happy – it warms me - because it might be that I don’t play an instrument, and
that I don’t have a singer’s voice, which I really wish I had, but then it’s really nice to see that some of the
music I like, that a person who is kind of, like, musically gifted, actually appreciates it. (IR, f, 27).
Behavior-based information can also satisfy the need for competence in an inverted manner, by
guiding users towards what not to listen to, based on a high number of previous listens:
I don’t know why, but I have a tendency to be like ’well it not so cool if everyone else thinks it is. (MJ,
m, 27)
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Here, the user uses the total (aggregated) number of listens of a song or artist as a filter against
mainstream music, resulting in a psychosocial consequence of the feeling of standing out. This
can further be argued to result in the end value of feeling special, where the user seems to pride
himself of making competent choices, guided by (aggregated) behavior-based information:
I think it’s pretty fun like that, if there’s something that’s really popular in Denmark for example and
you’re maybe, what should I say, a bit more out of the mainstream. (MJ, m, 27)
A similar case of inverted use of aggregated number of listens for a song or an artist reveals
that the behavior-based information is also used to discover niche music (i.e. music with low
number of listens), and that such discoveries can lead to offline interactions with friends, which
in the end transcend into an end value of feeling competent:
But it’s a little bit like getting a pat on the back when they say that what you’ve found is pretty good.
(AKP, f, 56)
The above examples operate at the content or artist levels. However, behavior-based
information can at the service level also act as a social validation of users’ overall choice of
Spotify. Simply speaking, by being able to observe a range of one’s friends and their constantly
updated listening behaviors, users are reminded that there are other users on the platform and
that they continuously use Spotify. Thereby, the inclusion of behavior-based information can
also act as a validation of the individual user’s choice of Spotify as preferred music streaming
service, making users stick to the service. One user explains:
If I reflect on this a little, then I’d say it gives me a sense of not being alone on this service – that I have
somebody in my network who is also using it. So, in that way my use of Spotify is being validated. (CES,
m, 43)
In this sense, being able to observe other users’ behavior functions as a kind of continuous
social validation, confirming that the user has made a competent choice, when signing up for
Spotify.
Although CES stated in the beginning of the interview that he does not “use” the behaviorbased information from friends, he does seem to ascribe a deeper meaning and use to it. He
goes on:
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I get a sense that there are a lot of people that use this service, you know? So it’s not just me who is weird
and actually paying for it, cause, you know, there just isn’t a great alternative which is better, or which
others are using meaning I am the only one left on Spotify. (CES, m, 43)
In this sense, CES seems to derive a fundamental end value from the behavior-based
information that can best be labelled peace of mind, akin to the human propensity to strive for
cognitive consonance, where one’s choices and one’s internal beliefs and attitudes are aligned
(Festinger, 1957). The mere presence of others makes him feel that “there just isn’t a great
alternative” from which we can infer that he does not feel the need to go out and perform
cumbersome research on alternatives. Seen from the perspective of SDT, we can say that he has
completed the task of choosing a music streaming service in an effective manner, which we
should thus expect to satisfy his basic need for competence.
Summarizing, we conclude that the existence of behavior-based information in Spotify can
satisfy users’ basic need for competence in a number of ways that require little, or no,
interaction with other users. First, the ability to merely observe friends’ listening behaviors as
well as the behaviors of anonymous users, presented in aggregated form, can generate a sense
of competence through, amongst others, indirect social recognition. Second, the presence of
anonymous, aggregated behavior-based information can guide users towards the less popular
artists, which leads to feelings of standing out and feeling special. This inverted function of
behavior-based information stands in contrast to the empirical findings and theoretical
apparatus applied in extant literature. Third, behavior-based information can also function at
the service level and act as continuous social validation of service, which reassures users that
they have made a competent choice and thus bring peace of mind.
Closing Remarks
In this study we have analyzed how the individual user interprets and reacts to information
about other Spotify users’ behaviors within the Spotify interface. As such, we have approached
the user as being a receiver of behavior-based information from others. However, it was
evident in the interviews that users’ receipt of behavior-based information is also a reminder of
one’s own potential disclosure of one’s own behaviors. This gave rise to user concerns about
which behavior-based information is being sent out about oneself, to whom, and in which
context. Specifically, some users expressed discomfort because they felt that one’s music
consumption was tightly knit with one’s personality and/or mood. The prospect of revealing
such information to others would, presumably, allow observers to infer personal details about
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one’s personality, mood, and whereabouts. This led some informants to entirely turn off the
options for behavior disclosure (for example by disconnecting their Spotify and Facebook
accounts or listening in “private mode”) despite their enjoyment of receiving behavior-based
information. Once turned off, opportunities for using behavior-based information as
foundation for relatedness-satisfying interactions with peers are reduced. These - potentially
needs thwarting - effects of behavior-based information will be further elaborated upon in the
Discussion section.

Discussion
In this article we have taken a user-perspective and investigated how behavior-based
information is being interpreted and acted upon by users when incorporated into a digital,
content-based service. Through a means-end chain analysis of 21 interviews we derived the
psychosocial consequences and values that pertain to users’ interpretations and uses of
behavior-based information. We related these findings to the theory of self-determination and
found that although users’ immediate interpretation of behavior-based information is in line
with prior conceptualizations of behavior-based information as ‘popularity information’ with
an intended inspirational value, behavior-based information also contributes to the satisfaction
of the fundamental psychological needs of relatedness and competence. In the following
section we discuss these results and their implications for theory and practice, derive design
implications, and elaborate on the limitations of this study as well as avenues for further
research.
Behavior-Based Information Beyond ‘Popularity Information’
This study identifies a hitherto neglected, but important, role of observable behaviors in digital
services. Mainly departing in observational learning and informational cascades theory, extant
literature has so far treated behavior-based information as ‘social cues’ to provide guidance in
users’ decision-making in terms of purchase decisions (Y. Chen et al., 2011; Cheung et al., 2014;
Tucker & Zhang, 2011) and the diffusion of technologies and content (Aral & Walker, 2011;
Bapna & Umyarov, 2015; Wenjing Duan et al., 2009; Salganik & Watts, 2008). It has been
empirically demonstrated, through primarily large-scale online experiments, that consumers
across a range of product categories to a large degree follow the lead of others, and in some
cases irrespectively of the behavior-based information being presented to them falsely depicts
popularity (Salganik & Watts, 2008).
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These findings in prior literature suggest that behavior-based information is a powerful force in
influencing consumers’ purchase and/or technology adoption decisions. Our research is in line
with these findings, in that it shows that users do indeed, to a large degree, interpret behaviorbased information as ‘popularity information’ and use it to follow the lead of others. The
contribution of this particular research lies in the application of a user-perspective. Through
this approach, we demonstrate how users of a digital, content-based service subscribe
significant meaning and opportunities for action beyond the informational value suggested in
extant literature. As such, behaviors are not just behaviors from which an observer can be
inspired and/or derive informational value from. They also represent opportunities for
conversations between individuals (satisfying the need for relatedness) and for feedback
(satisfying the need for competence). And even the mere observation of others’ behavior can
satisfy these needs. In a sense, we can consider this digitally driven type of observable
behaviors as a form of subtle but important communication, where mere behaviors are, from
an ethnomethodological approach (Garfinkel, 1967), turned into “accountable social actions”
that are “observable and reportable” (Katrine Kunst & Vatrapu, 2018).
Additionally, the finding that behavior-based information, albeit its subtle nature, can satisfy
the basic psychological needs of relatedness and competence is important for practice as it links
the design of digital services with users’ well-being and potentially, we argue, user-retention.
Self-determination theory’s position that posits that the satisfaction of the basic psychological
needs is important for the individual’s general well-being has been demonstrated across a wide
range of empirical settings e.g. among workers in work-related settings (Deci et al., 2001; Ilardi,
Leone, Kasser, & Ryan, 1993), among residents in elderly care homes (Kasser & Ryan, 1999) and
in friendships (Deci, La Guardia, Moller, Scheiner, & Ryan, 2006). As such, the inclusion of
behavior-based information should also increase the well-being of users. Whether this leads to
an increased loyalty from users is too premature to conclude and is an area for further research.
However, given the empirically demonstrated close relationship between customer satisfaction,
customer loyalty, and profitability (Gronholdt, Martensen, & Kristensen, 2000; Hallowell, 1996;
Shankar, Smith, & Rangaswamy, 2003) it is reasonable to hypothesize that the inclusion of
carefully designed elements of behavior-based services can have positive spill-over effects on
user satisfaction and thus also on user retention and, in the end, profitability.
Especially worth highlighting is the finding that even anonymous and aggregated behaviorbased information can provide users with a sense of community and competence through a
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kind of ‘alone together’ experience. From a managerial point of view, this is positive as this
type of data is more readily available than behaviors at the individual-specific level (that for
example can require users to connect with Facebook). This is especially relevant given the
recent Facebook data controversy where the data-driven marketing consultancy Cambridge
Analytica illegally acquired Facebook user data and subsequently used it for political purposes,
which subsequently led to it filing for bankruptcy21. As a consequence, Facebook has severely
restricted third-party developers’ options to retrieve data from Facebook users22, which in turn
decreases possibilities for online services to gain access to and display behavior-based
information at the friend-level.
Moreover, this research questions whether more is always merrier. The interviews revealed
that users do indeed, to a large degree, rely on behavior-based information to follow the lead of
others, in line with extant literature. However, our study also shows that some users actually
perform an inverted use of behavior-based information. Here, users are actively steering away
from following the lead of many others. We speculate that this is rooted in differences in the
user’s reference group(s) (Shibutani, 1955). The idea that the impact of observing someone’s
behavior varies according to who performs the behavior and the interrelations between the
person “modeling” and observing the behavior, respectively, is not new. It is a basic theoretical
premise of observational learning theory (cf. Bandura, 1986) and social impact theory (Latané,
1981). Accordingly, several empirical studies have demonstrated that the impact of observing
others’ behaviors is dependent on the strength of tie between the parties involved and their
network embeddedness (cf. e.g. Aral & Walker, 2014; Bond et al., 2012). Following this line of
reasoning, we might ask if there could also be scenarios where behavior-based information can
be used by (more niche-orientated) users to actively steer away from following the choices of
other users? This is not to say that these particular users are not susceptible to behavior-based
information. Rather, for the observer it is a matter of determining whether the behaviors
displayed are performed by users from his/her reference group(s). If not, the behaviors might
be deemed irrelevant or even negative by the observing user. As such, our study suggests that
more is not necessarily merrier.
Finally, we find it important to highlight the active role of design in the use of behavior-based
information. User behaviors do not just disclose themselves online. The disclosure is dependent
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https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/02/us/politics/cambridge-analytica-shut-down.html
https://www.theverge.com/2018/3/21/17148726/facebook-developer-data-crackdown-cambridge-analytica
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on deliberate design decisions by digital services, in line with SDT’s emphasis on the
importance of the surroundings in need satisfaction. Accordingly, digital services can actively
design elements that seek to generate user well-being. But behavior-based information can be
disclosed in many different ways, for example as behaviors of close vs. weak ties (cf. Aral &
Walker, 2014; Bond et al., 2012), as aggregated behaviors (e.g. (Y. Chen et al., 2011; Wenjing
Duan et al., 2009; Salganik & Watts, 2008; Thies et al., 2016; Tucker & Zhang, 2011), or as
“recent” behaviors (as illustrated by Spotify). Although Spotify in its provision of behaviorbased information can be said to satisfy some basic psychological needs, it is likely that there
are more ways in which Spotify can use behavior-based information to further support users’
satisfaction of basic psychological needs (and reduce potential need thwarting), which we will
elaborate on in the following.
The Dark Side of Behavior-Based Information
As briefly alluded to in the Findings section, we noticed that the behavior-based information
also gave rise to feelings of discomfort among some informants. We will in the following
attempt to provide explanation for the underlying mechanisms of this discomfort.
Duality of Sender
Seen from the perspective of SDT, we can tie the discomfort experienced by some informants to
the basic psychological need for autonomy. A tenet of autonomy is that behaviors are selfendorsed and congruent with informants’ authentic interests (Ryan & Deci, 2017). Further,
autonomy involves having ownership of one’s actions and taking responsibility for them. In
the case of Spotify usage, we assume that the informants’ music listening behaviors in Spotify
have been self-endorsed and congruent with their authentic interests, i.e. an autonomysupporting activity. That is, no one forced them to listen to that music, and they put it on out of
own pleasure. However, individuals’ behaviors often differ depending on whether the setting
is private or public (Snyder, 1987). Accordingly, when Spotify then makes information about
users’ privately enacted behaviors observable to others, the once self-endorsed, privately
enacted, actions might not also be self-endorsed when publicly disclosed. The original behavior
itself (music listening) might have been self-endorsed but the publishing hereof is not. The
consequence is that the user partly loses ownership of the action because the medium/channel
(in this case Spotify) is now partly “acting” as the user because it is publishing on behalf of the
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user (Katrine Kunst & Vatrapu, 2018). Through the lens of SDT we argue that this loss of
ownership and accountability of one’s actions hinders autonomy satisfaction.
Lack of Audience Control and Feedback Options
Another issue related to the discomfort experienced when disclosing one’s own behavior-based
information can be that of the ‘imagined audience’. The concept of an ‘imagined audience’
describes “a person’s mental conceptualization of the people with whom he or she is
communicating” (Litt, 2012, p. 330). However, in today’s digital interconnected society the
tendency of social media to collapse contexts and audiences means that it can be difficult to
determine who is actually one’s audience and how one should cater to very different people
who in the offline realm belonged to distinct communities (Marwick & Boyd, 2010). Spotify is
no exception as it does not offer users a way to control their audience besides entirely
deactivating the option to disclose one’s music behavior listening behaviors. Accordingly,
informants’ discomfort experienced at the prospect of disclosing behavior-based information
can stem from this unclarity of audience and in which context one’s behavior-based
information will be received.
Moreover, a lack of ‘common ground’ due to missing feedback options can also help us
understand the discomfort experienced. The concept of ‘common ground’ is commonly found
in the Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) literature and refers to “the recursive
knowledge that each has of the other, i.e. ‘I know X’ and ‘You know X’ and ‘I know that you
know X’ and ‘You know that I know X’, recursively all the way down.” (Tenenberg, Roth, &
Socha, 2016, p. 242). Common ground affects how people communicate, because individuals
shape their message under assumptions of the receiver’s knowledge or context, however, not
until the “receiver” provides a form of “acceptance” can the “sender” know how the message
was received and understood (Tenenberg et al., 2016). In the case of behavior-based
information this poses a challenge. First, as elaborated upon in the above, the behavior-based
information is actually being disclosed by Spotify and not directly by the individual, albeit the
core of the information (the behavior) stems from the individual. As a consequence, the
individual user has not had the opportunity to “shape” the message to the audience. Second,
when reviewing the Spotify interface, it is clear that Spotify does not provide any easy means
for users to respond to the behavior-based information presented to them; (for example just a
lightweight indicator of appreciation such as a ‘like’). It is therefore difficult for users to
provide an “acceptance”, which we then expect hinders the sense of common ground. Third, as
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seen in the interviews, informants instead turned to alternative channels to comment on
friends’ music listening behaviors, e.g. texting or offline conversations. This arguably increases
the cognitive load (Sweller, 1988) on users who have to both i) identify an alternative channel
for reacting to the behavior-based information and ii) decide whether contact over the chosen
channel is appropriate given the sender and the receiver’s normal mode of interpersonal
communication. This increased effort required might lead some users to refrain from initiating
such action at all, and thus reducing the opportunities for social interactions that would
otherwise have been relatedness-satisfying. Further, prior research has empirically
demonstrated that the receipt of positive feedback on one’s social media postings can stimulate
a feeling of connectedness and sense of community (Maruyama, Robertson, Douglas, Raine, &
Semaan, 2017). Building on this, our findings suggest that there might also me an untapped
potential for satisfying the basic need for relatedness if more options for feedback were
introduced in Spotify. Finally, as the receipt of positive feedback has been found to satisfy the
basic psychological need for competence (Ryan, Rigby, & Przybylski, 2006), we might also
expect the lack of feedback options to potentially thwart competence satisfaction.
In other cases, informants stated that they might alter their behaviors if observable by other
users, akin to the mechanisms known from Self-Monitoring Theory (Snyder, 1987). Here, the
prospect of having other users observe one’s behavior creates a “chilling effect” (Marder et al.,
2016), where users might modify their behaviors to match the expectations of the observers or
to perform impression management (Leary et al., 1990). This pattern resembles what in SDT is
referred to as “introjected regulation”, where individuals take in a regulation but without fully
accepting it as their own (Ryan & Deci, 2000). In such cases the need for relatedness would
actually come at the expense of autonomy need satisfaction because of lack of audience control.
Further, such behavior-altering or what we could call “curated behaviors”, where – potentially
- only the desirable behaviors are disclosed, can clash with the common perception that
“actions are stronger than words”. This view of behaviors is questionable, especially in the
digital environment, where users in some cases self-report behaviors, e.g. past purchases in
Cheung et al. (2014) and voting behavior in Bond et al. (2012). In these cases, behaviors are not
neutral accounts of what has happened as it might disguise behaviors that also happened. Or
even falsely report behaviors that actually did not happen. In this manner, one can question the
trustworthiness of behaviors when they are filtered to only disclose those that portray a
positive image, similar to the mechanisms of conspicuous consumption (Veblen, 1899).
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The “Dumbing” effect of the Algorithm - A Mirror of One’s Incompetence
Another potential negative consequence of behavior-based information found in the interviews
is when users are faced with their own past behaviors. Here, some informants expressed
confusion over their own past listening behaviors, not being able to recognize what they had
been listening to. And in such a manner that we argue it comes with a risk of thwarting users’
competence needs. Although only explicitly prevalent in two interviews, we find that this
consequence highly relevant in today’s digitalized and algorithm-driven world, especially
when viewed from a SDT perspective. Let us elaborate. One of the key features of Spotify
highlighted by a majority of the informants as providing them with value is the
recommendation engine of Spotify. Specifically, the weekly playlist provided by Spotify,
personalized to each specific user, was highlighted as useful. While this use of an algorithmbased playlist arguably is highly convenient for users, it can conversely also be viewed as an
outsourcing of one’s music competence. By doing so, the algorithm, or Spotify, becomes the
competent party within the realm of music. From a SDT perspective this can stifle users’ felt
competence as they no longer have the full ownership of their activities – a central requirement
for individuals to experience competence (Deci & Ryan, 1985). As such, their music listening
behaviors can no longer be attributed to their own music competence. Nor can it be viewed as a
personal accomplishment because the music was served to the user without the user having to
invest any effort, and for music enthusiasts not knowing what one has listened to might
actually then be viewed as a personal failure. It thus follows that that Spotify risks facilitating a
dwelling on users’ failures, something known to harm one’s sense of competence (Bandura,
1991), when they prominently display one’s own ‘recently played’ songs. Finally, it is worth
noticing that, according to SDT, the feeling of competence is also tightly knit with individuals’
perceptions of their selves, and competence has been posited to “nourish people’s selves”
(Ryan & Deci, 2017). Thus, not being able to recognize and be knowledgeable about one’s past
music listening can be thought to impact individuals’ self-perception.
Implications for Design
To further tap into the basic needs satisfaction provided by behavior-based information and to
accommodate the above described user concerns, we derive a number of design implications of
relevance for Spotify and similar digital, content-based services (see Table 2).
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Table 2. Implications for design
Design implication

Provide user control of
disclosure
Provide feedback options
Provide educational
information
Provide user control of
recommendations

Exemplification
E.g. acceptance of followers, easy control of private
vs. public mode, segmentation of followers, etc.
Options for signaling context of music listening.
Option to ‘like’ or comment on users’ listening
behaviors
Detailed information about artists in users’ personal
listening overview
Option to select elements of a ‘recently played’ track
that one wants to listen more to

Expected need satisfaction

Autonomy
Relatedness & competence
Competence
Competence

First, we suggest that product designers should provide more user control over to whom and
in which context one’s behavior is disclosed and means enabling easy response to the behaviorbased information. This would lead to increased ownership of the disclosed behaviors, and as
such provide support for users’ autonomy, albeit it might also harm the trustworthiness of
behaviors as pure and neutral accounts of what has happened. Further, product designers
should provide easy means of responding to behavior-based information which is expected to
increase the sense of common ground and thus reduce user discomfort. Finally, providing such
means of responding would arguably also heighten the potential for social interactions
between users and thus the satisfaction of relatedness as well as competence. In terms of the
display of users’ own music listening behaviors we saw how behavior-based information can
potentially thwart feelings of competence in cases where users rely heavily on Spotify’s
recommendation engine as users are in effect faced with their own incompetence. To
accommodate such negative consequences we suggest that digital, content-based services that
use algorithms should provide opportunities for users to educate themselves about the music
recommended by the algorithm. Thereby we should expect users to increase awareness and
ownership of their music consumption. For example, Spotify could provide easily accessible
information about artists to make users more knowledgeable about their own music
consumption. Further, to increase users’ awareness about their music listening (and thus spur a
sense of competence) Spotify could provide ways for the user to have more influence over the
algorithm. For example, by letting the user select which elements of a particular track “recently
played” (by the user) that that the user appreciates, and what (s)he then wants to hear more of.
Limitations & Further Research
Naturally, this study is not without limitations. It is a single-case study on a digital, contentbased service that operates as a “all you can eat-service”. The user interpretations and uses of
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behavior-based information might work differently in other product categories, and especially
in cases where the online content is paid for per unit. Arguably, there is less tendency to
perform spontaneous and/or explorative behaviors when each piece of content consumed (i.e.
behavior) is paid individually. In such cases behaviors might carry more weight as users must
be assumed to do more research before they engage in consuming a piece of content. Further,
the study was conducted in Scandinavia. Other cultural contexts might yield different insights,
especially in more collectively-orientated cultures where we should expect users to pay more
attention to the behaviors of others. Finally, the use of self-determination theory naturally sets
the stage for a focus on the role of behavior-based information as a means to satisfy basic
psychological needs. Other theoretical approaches can help uncover additional relevant aspects
of this topic.
We encourage scholars to further investigate elements of this exciting research theme of
behavior-based information in products and services. We have provided qualitative insights
that would be obvious to empirically validate in future quantitative studies. Further, the area of
disclosing behavior-based information about users’ own behaviors warrants further
exploration. This is especially relevant in today’s highly digitalized society where more and
more physical products – and thus the consumption behaviors hereof - become digital. Given
the widely acknowledged role of consumption in expressing personality, values etc. (cf. Belk,
2013; McCracken, 1990), consumers might experience a loss in opportunity to define and
express themselves when products are digitalized, given the relative invisibility of digital
products. Product designers should then take this into account when designing digital
products and services and future research should explore this dimension. For example, can a
digital service create the same – or even more – opportunities for sense of self and selfexpression? Moreover, the use of SDT to explain the use of behavior-based information should
be extended to other product categories and business models that do not operate on the “all
you can eat” model. Finally, in this study we hypothesize a relationship between satisfaction of
basic psychological needs through behavior-based information and the ability for a service to
continuously engage and retain users. This, too, is a natural topic for further empirical
validation.
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8.6 Appendix: Sample of eWOB database

Tripadvisor: Planned (traveling) behavior

Amazon.com: Purchase behavior

RunKeeper via Facebook: Running behaviors
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Netflix via Facebook: Movie watching behaviors

Netflix: Movie watching behaviors

Hotels.com: Hotel booking behaviors

Groupon: Purchase behaviors

224

Dr.dk (Danish public radio): Radio listening habits

Spotify via Facebook: Music listening behaviors

Spotify via Facebook: Music listening behaviors

225

Last.fm: Music listening behaviors

Last.fm: Music listening behaviors

Last.fm: Music listening behaviors

226

Spotify: Music listening behaviors

Goodreads: Book reading behaviors

227

TV watching behaviors via Facebook.

Photoshop Mix: App-usage via Facebook

Traveling behaviors via Facebook

Donation behaviors via Facebook

228

Moments via Facebook: App-usage behaviors

Songkick: Notification sign-ups

Location-based behaviors via Facebook

Behaviors based on information via Facebook

229

Airbnb: Booking and browsing behaviors

230

Dropbox/Microsoft Word: Editing behaviors

Moodings.com: Purchase behaviors

231

ICIS 2016 mobile app via Sched: Sign-ups for an event

Eventbrite: Sign-ups for an event

232

Dr. Fone: Software download behaviors

CNET.com: Software download behaviors
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8.7 Appendix: Screen dumps from Blockbuster experiment

a) Welcome screen for control group participants - upon clicking Blockbuster’s Facebook post

b) Welcome screen for treatment group participants - upon clicking Blockbuster’s Facebook post
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NAMES HIDDEN FOR THE PURPOSE OF PUBLICATION

c) Experiment page – selection of category-specific influential friends
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Treatment

d) Blockbuster experiment site front page. Example of treatment with behavior-based information and a low number
of friends. Text: “These friends already use Blockbuster”. In the opinion-based treatment only the text differed and
stated “These friends like Blockbuster”

Treatment

e) Blockbuster experiment site - subpage. Example of treatment with behavior-based information and a low number
of friends. Text: “Seen by your friends”. In the opinion-based treatment only the text differed and stated “Liked by
your friends”
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f) Experiment page – measuring attitude

g) Experiment page – measuring intention to use (1)

h) Experiment page – measuring intention to use (2)
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i) Experiment page – debriefing participants on experiment’s real purpose (upon completion of
experiment)
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8.8 Appendix: Check for confounding variables
Appendix 8.8a
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: DV 1_Attitude
Source
Type III Sum of
Squares
Corrected Model
62.884a
Intercept
70.099
Age
2.859
Gender
19.454
MaritalStatus
.000
ChildrenCount
.691
FilmCountPerMonth
7.526
HowSeeFilm
2.637
FilmType
17.763
PaymentType
.009
UseFilmTvSerial
1.954
Inspiration_FriendsRecomme .881
ndation
Typeoffriends
1.525
No.Offriends
.157
Typeofinformation
.640
Typeoffriends * No.Offriends .765
Typeoffriends *
1.168
Typeofinformation
No.Offriends *
.081
Typeofinformation
Typeoffriends * No.Offriends .736
* Typeofinformation
Error
491.095
Total
8537.778
Corrected Total
553.979

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

17
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3.699
70.099
2.859
19.454
.000
.691
7.526
2.637
17.763
.009
1.954
.881

2.192
41.538
1.694
11.527
.000
.409
4.460
1.563
10.526
.005
1.158
.522

.005
.000
.194
.001
.990
.523
.036
.212
.001
.943
.283
.471

1
1
1
1
1

1.525
.157
.640
.765
1.168

.903
.093
.379
.453
.692

.343
.761
.538
.501
.406

1

.081

.048

.827

1

.736

.436

.510

291
309
308

1.688
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Appendix 8.8b
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: DV 2_Intention to use
Source
Type III Sum of
Squares
Corrected Model
109.353a
Intercept
50.762
Age
7.699
Gender
46.633
MaritalStatus
.116
ChildrenCount
8.660
FilmCountPerMonth
1.119
HowSeeFilm
.127
FilmType
10.474
PaymentType
5.547
UseFilmTvSerial
.265
Inspiration_FriendsRecommendatio .000
n
Typeoffriends
3.141
No.Offriends
.057
Typeofinformation
.279
Typeoffriends * No.Offriends
1.082
Typeoffriends * Typeofinformation .435
No.Offriends * Typeofinformation 4.283
Typeoffriends * No.Offriends *
.427
Typeofinformation
Error
552.406
Total
5139.313
Corrected Total
661.759

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

17
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

6.433
50.762
7.699
46.633
.116
8.660
1.119
.127
10.474
5.547
.265
.000

3.389
26.741
4.056
24.566
.061
4.562
.590
.067
5.518
2.922
.140
.000

.000
.000
.045
.000
.805
.034
.443
.796
.019
.088
.709
.987

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3.141
.057
.279
1.082
.435
4.283
.427

1.654
.030
.147
.570
.229
2.256
.225

.199
.862
.702
.451
.633
.134
.636

291
309
308

1.898
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8.9 Appendix: Interview guide used
INTERVIEW GUIDE
Intro to interview setup
Check mikrofon. Tilladelse til at optage. Hjælper mig med at holde fokus.
Tre sektioner: først lidt intro til hvem du er, dernæst lidt generelt om dig og musik og Spotify, og til sidst
går vi mere i detaljer og går ind og kigger på Spotify billeder, hvor jeg er interesseret i at høre om din
brug af Spotify og din oplevelse af forskellige elementer
Jeg har en række punkter jeg gerne vil omkring, men der er plads til detours. Og der er ingen
rigtige/forkerte svar eller rigtige/forkerte emner at bringe op.
Fortrolighed: Jeg kommer til at transskribere dette bagefter og måske bruge citater i artikler som skal
udgives i tidsskrifter. Ingen rigtige navne.
I løbet af interviewet kommer jeg måske til at gentage nogle ting og spørge ind til det du fortæller. Det
er altså ikke fordi jeg ikke lytter efter det du siger, men simpelthen fordi jeg søger at forstå, hvad du
mener.
1a) Intro to participant & role of music
Lad os starte blødt ud med at du fortæller mig dit navn, alder, hvor længer du har været i TDC Group, og
hvad du laver her…
Du skrev til mig, at du på en skala fra 1-10 ligger på et XX-tal ifht. hvor meget du går op i musik. Kan du
ikke prøve at sætte lidt ord på det? Hvilken rolle musik spiller i dit liv, og hvordan du bruger det?
- I hvilke settings hører du musik?
- Hvordan finder du den musik du hører?
- Hvad gør du, når du finder noget, som du er begejstret for?
2a) Story of you & Spotify
Lad os så rykke videre til Spotify. Hvad med, at du fortæller mig historien om dig og Spotify. Hvor længe
har du brugt det, hvad fik dig i gang med at bruge det og sådan?
2b) Comparison - CDs & iTunes
Nu hvor vi har fået talt lidt om dig og Spotify, hvad siger du så til de her billeder af CD’er og iTunes?
- Hvad får det dig til at tænke på eller hvilke følelser eller associationer får det frem?
- Prøv at sætte nogle ord på de tre billeder, som du synes beskriver dem
3a) Behavior-based information
Lad os se lidt på din Spotify app…
FRONT PAGE & OWN INFO
Front page: Fortæl mig lidt om, hvad du ser her. Prøv at forklar mig om den her side og om hvordan du
plejer at bruge den.
PC: Lad os nu prøve at gå til din egen side. Og så ”Recently played artists”.
MOBIL: Lad os nu prøve at gå til din egen samling (”Library”). Fortæl mig lidt om, hvad du ser her.
- hvad har du lyttet til
- hvordan fandt du den musik?
- hvad giver det dig at have den her side?
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ARTISTS & OTHERS
PC: Prøv nu at gå ind på en specifik kunstners side. Og så ”About”. Fortæl mig lidt om, hvad du ser her.
MOBIL: Prøv nu at gå ind på en specifik kunstner og scroll igennem siden. Fortæl mig lidt om, hvad du
ser her.
- hvad giver den her side dig?
3b) Social login (for users)
Du har forbundet din Spotify konto med din Facebook konto. Hvad er årsagen til dette?
- hvorfor er det vigtigt for dig?
- hvilken rolle spiller det for din brug af Spotify?
3c) Social login (for non-users)
Du har ikke forbundet din Spotify konto med din Facebook konto. Fortæl mig lidt om det. / Hvad er
årsagen til dette?
.. hvorfor er det vigtigt for dig at undgå?
… hvad giver det dig at… ?
… er der nogen, som følger dig? Hvad giver det dig?
3d) Followers and followees
(MOBIL: ”Your Library” og klik på dit billede/PC: Klik på profilbillede).
Social-users: Lad os tale lidt om, hvem du følger. Prøv at fortælle mig om dem.
Non-social users: Har du valgt at følge nogen herinde alligevel?
- Ved du, hvor mange du følger?
- Ved du hvem du følger?
- Prøv at fortælle mig om dem. Hvem er de, hvorfor har du valgt at følge ham/hende (ask about 2-3
specific friends)
- Hvad giver det dig at følge dem/xx?
- hvad giver det dig at kunne se, hvad XX lytter til… ?
- Kan du huske, hvornår du sidst har tilføjet nogen?
Lad os så lidt tale om dem, som følger dig.
- Ved du hvem det er?
- Prøv at fortælle mig om dem. Hvem er de?
- Kan de se, hvad du lytter til? /ved du om de kigger med?
– hvad tænker du om det/hvad giver det dig?
If social features are not valued:
- Hvad er årsagen til, at du ikke har slået de sociale funktioner fra? Så tickeren forsvinder.
If a lot people are followed whom the user does not value, ask:
- Hvad er årsagen til, at du ikke har slettet dem?
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8.10 Appendix: List of laddering questions used interviews
ELABORATION ON KEY KONCEPTS
• Kan du hjælpe mig med at forstå, hvad du mener med …..?
• Kan du fortælle mig, om en gang/en konkret episode, hvor dette
er sket?
• Hvad mener du med…?
• Prøv at fortælle mig, hvad du mener med…
• Eller repetér konceptet som et spørgsmål, Ex: Så du mener at XX er ligesom en XXX?

LADDER UP FROM KEY CONCEPTS – impact
• Hvorfor er XX vigtigt for dig?
• Hvad giver XX dig?

LADDER DOWNWARD FROM KEY CONCEPTS – antecedents
• Hvilke ting eller begivenheder leder til XX?
• Hvad skaber XX?
• Hvad gør at du får XX?
• Hvad skal der til, for at XX sker?
NEGATIVE KONCEPTER
• Hvorfor er XX noget du gerne vil undgå?
• Hvad er dårligt/negativt ved XX?
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8.11 Appendix: Visual materials used in interviews

a) CD collection

b) Screenshot of music collection in an old version of iTunes
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Attribute

Friends` Recently
Played & playlists

MGJ

245

Guidance

fest og farver stadigvæk, så han har måske det der netværk af nye, jeg kan
huske i gymnasiet, det fandt man jo nemt musik, fordi der kom der altid
nogen og sagde, har du hørt den her, så høre man noget musik som man
ikke bare lige finder mainstream fordi det er lidt måske lidt obskurt at
finde nogle gange. "

And further:
Relations
"Men jeg har for eksempel min kammarat, der var Trevor, så hvis
(by observation)
jeg går ind på ham, for at se, hvad har han af public playlister (...)
Han har noget specielt musik. Jeg har aldrig hørt om de her før,
men så kunne jeg sidde og prøve at lytte til nogle af de sange, finde
ud af er det for langt ude eller er det noget at jeg også kunne finde
på."
And of his cousin he says:
"jeg tror jeg følger ham fordi han er lidt yngre, og han er forbundet til

men nu, jeg har prøvet, jeg har en kammerat som hører noget musik
som, han har en generel smag som jeg godt kan lide nogle gange. Det er
sådan igen, noget med humør, hvad man lige har lyst til, så nogle gange
kan jeg godt, kunne jeg godt finde på at gå ind og finde min kammerat
der og så se hvad lytter han til for tiden. Jamen så kunne jeg finde på at se
hvad han har playlister, og hvad han har lytte til sidst, det syntes jeg at
jeg kan huske, men, og så vil jeg lytte til det, og finde ud af om det var
noget jeg også kunne lide "

"Spotify har jo den her, social feed, så man kan se hvad ens venner lytter
på, nogen gange så er det "Når ja det var dette nummer som jeg ikke har
hørt i rigtig lang tid, andre gange er det noget helt nyt musik eller det er
en plade som man ikke har hørt fra en kunstner som man måske godt
kender kunstnere med man kender ikke den specifikke plade fra
bagkataloget."

MGJ: så måske finder man, ja man finder måske en person man ikke
vidste var, det kunne godt være jeg havde en veninde, som jeg
aldrig nogensinde havde forestillet mig ville høre hip hop, hun er
måske en pop type, og så høre hun måske meget Kanye West. Så kan
man sige, så har vi måske noget at snakke om næste gang vi ses på
den hvis vi snakker musik, det så på den måde kan man også lære
sine venner at kende på en anden måde end når man bare lige
sidder og snakker sammen. (...)
MGJ: Og så kan det nogle gange kan det godt være rart at have
noget, ikke fordi jeg sidder og tjekker sangene, hvem kender jeg kan
lide det her, og så skriver det bag øret, men det er meget sjovt lige
at finde ud af hvis nu det er noget musik man godt selv kan lide, og
så finder man ud af at man har en forbindelse med en anden end sin
venner som man ikke vidst. Så kommer, ja lidt tættere på
hindanden på den måde.

shares taste). And further:

"Og på den måde ligesom, ja se om vi kunne, så har vi ligesom lidt
mere til fælles kan man sige" (about his friend with whom he

Funtional consequence Exemplification
Psychosocial consequence Exemplification
Tells about how he might (but is it imagined use?) check out his
friend's collection to get inspiration - but also to find out things in
common (see psychosocial cons.)
" jeg tror ikke jeg bruger ikke så meget det der med at følge mine venner,
Getting to know others & as an offset for conversations:

Guidance

He explicitly argues that one of the reasons he is still on Spotify is
the social elements, and explains how he uses the live feed to (re)discover music:

Funtional consequence Exemplification

End value

Spotify's
'ticker'/newsfeed

JC

Informant

Attribute

Informant

en forlængelse af vores samtale når vi når vi ikke er i rummet
sammen, så er det en forlængelse af samtalen.

Psychosocial consequence Exemplification
End value
Spotify makes it easier for him to interact with his friends over
music.
KK: Hvilken værdi har det for dig at dine venner er på en
tjeneste som Apple Music eller Spotify? Hvad er det betyder
for dig eller hvad tilføjer det prøver jeg at spørge?
Relations
JC: Ja ja, men det tilføjer, jeg lytter jo meget til de personer
(by obervation)
omkring mig som, som er, dem som jeg ved deler min
musiksmag og det, altså de personer jeg kender, så det er jo
det er ret afgørende den der dimension, det er virkelig en rigtig
smart ting de har lavet, man kan sige det er sådan en, sådan

# of monthly
listeners

LTF

Guidance

Psychosocial consequence Exemplification
End value
"Det siger mig også at der er en ret stor base af sådan fans,
der bare lytter til det, ligesom mig. Der bare går ind og sætter et
Kashmir album på og så hører det."
Feeling socially
And she infers some likeability on the other fans - expects
accepted
them to be "nice people" because they like the same music as
her:
"Jamen jeg synes da at det er nogle fantastisk rare mennesker,
at de også kan lide det samme musik som mig"

The no. Of monthly listener for one of her favourite bands tells her
that it is a popular band, and even more than she expected:
KK: der er 103.000. Hvad tænker du om det?
Sense of community
LF Det er overraskende, jeg tænkte det var mindre, for de jo ikke så
(by observation)
aktuelle længere. De har ikke udgivet et album i, ja hvad er det,
snart 5 år.

Informant BB info (attribute) Funtional consequence Exemplification

Exemplification

Exemplification

jeg det er rart at vide at folk de godt kan lide
at høre det. Der er måske sådan lidt lemming
effekt, at se at man er okay, at du er ikke den
eneste der stadig hører en eller anden lille
niche.

LF Jeg tror bare det giver mig lidt ro i sindet.
KK Hvorfor det?
LF Fordi jeg er kæmpe Kashmir fan, og så synes

Exemplification

8.12
Appendix: Examples of means-end chain coding
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